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The IRS Harassment Scandal:  A Timeline of “Reform” 
Documenting Efforts by the Regulatory Community to Police Political Speech 

Timeline Events Current as of May 28, 2015 

 
In May 2013, reports surfaced and investigations began into the revelation that the Internal Revenue 

Service had been scrutinizing groups applying for 501(c)(4) status using politically biased criteria. 

Beginning in March 2010, groups with names containing the words “Tea Party” or “patriot” were 

singled out for greater IRS scrutiny. Later, in an attempt to change from overtly partisan to more 

general criteria, the IRS shifted to targeting organizations with the goal of “teaching about the 

Constitution.” In addition to using these outrageous criteria, IRS officials were dishonest about their 

actions, repeatedly testifying before Congress that there was no targeting program. After admitting 

that the targeting had occurred, the IRS suggested that it was merely the result of a rogue group of 

agents in its Cincinnati office – a claim that has since been debunked by Congressional investigators. 

 

After submitting applications for nonprofit status, conservative-leaning social welfare groups waited 

years to hear back from the IRS. When they finally did hear back about the status of their application, 

the responses came in the form of demands for additional information. In many cases, the IRS 

required that groups send the agency their donor lists, names of board members, copies of minutes 

from all board meetings, resumes of individuals involved in the organization, and copies of all social 

media postings. Some organizations were asked to provide reports about the books their members 

had read as a group. Others were asked about their relationship to other groups and to politically 

engaged individuals. In some cases, organizations were asked about what kinds of activities they 

would participate in the future. Organizations were even told to provide personal information on 

seasonal interns and to provide copies of all correspondence with former interns. Making matters 

worse, each of the questionnaires contained a letter threatening perjury charges for providing the 

wrong information, which is especially troubling when considering that, in some instances, the 

responses were hundreds of pages in length. For many small, grassroots organizations started by 

concerned citizens, complying with the IRS’s requests taxed organizations’ resources to the point 

that they ultimately had to shut down. 

 

Six months after the Internal Revenue Service revealed that the agency had been targeting 

conservative organizations for added scrutiny and delaying their applications for tax-exempt status, 

the agency proposed expansive new rules for handling political activity by 501(c)(4) organizations. 

The proposed rules would plunge the agency deeper into the business of regulating political speech. 

 

The IRS scandal calls into question the wisdom of requiring (or allowing) non-expert government 

agencies to police the political speech of individuals and organizations. The following working 

timeline documents the legislative, regulatory, and judicial actions on both the state and federal level, 

as well as the intense pressure from pro-regulatory organizations surrounding and in many ways 

emboldening the culture at the IRS that led to this harassment scandal. This working timeline is also 

available online at:  http://www.campaignfreedom.org/external-relations/irs-and-the-tea-party/.  

http://www.campaignfreedom.org/external-relations/irs-and-the-tea-party/
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Please note:  All entries marked with an asterisk are taken from a June 6, 2013 Wall Street Journal Article, “An IRS 

Political Timeline,” written by Kimberley A. Strassel. The article is available at:  

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323844804578529571309012846.html. 
 

 

April 29, 2008:  U.S. Representative Chris Van Hollen (D-MD), then-Chairman of the 

Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, files a complaint with the IRS, asking Lois 

Lerner to investigate Freedom’s Watch, a conservative section 501(c)(4) organization.
1
 

 

February 3, 2009:  A FEC Enforcement Division attorney at the FEC asks the IRS for 

information about the tax-exempt statuses of the American Future Fund and American Issues 

Project. In an e-mail response, Lois Lerner, Director of Exempt Organizations Division at the 

IRS, asks, “What can we do to help the FEC here?” 
2
 

 

May 13, 2009:  President Barack Obama jokes about having the IRS audit enemies at an Arizona 

State University commencement speech. After being refused an honorary degree by the 

University due to a lack of experience, Obama says, “I really thought this was much ado about 

nothing, but I do think we all learned an important lesson. I learned never again to pick another 

team over the Sun Devils in my NCAA brackets. . . . President [Michael] Crowe and the Board 

of Regents will soon learn all about being audited by the IRS.”
3
 

 

January 21, 2010:  The Supreme Court rules in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission 

that, under the First Amendment, the government could not restrict corporations, associations, 

and labor unions from making independent expenditures in support of or opposition to 

candidates. Writing for the 5-4 majority, Justice Kennedy affirmed, “If the First Amendment has 

any force, it prohibits Congress from fining or jailing citizens, or associations of citizens, for 

simply engaging in political speech.” Meanwhile, President Obama called the ruling “a major 

victory for big oil, Wall Street banks, health insurance companies and the other powerful 

interests that marshal their power every day in Washington to drown out the voices of everyday 

Americans.”
4
 

 

January 21, 2010:  In an interview with Mother Jones, Representative Alan Grayson (D-FL) 

labels the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision (see first January 21, 2010 entry) “the worst 

Supreme Court decision since the Dred Scott case,” explaining that the decision made it so “that 

only huge corporations have any constitutional rights.” (The 1857 Dred Scott decision was a 

notorious ruling by the Supreme Court that African Americans were not U.S. citizens, regardless 

of whether they were slaves or free individuals.)
5
 

                                                 
1 Warren L. Dean Jr., “DEAN: A Democrat’s IRS about-face,” The Washington Times. Retrieved on June 18, 2013. Available at: 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/jun/17/a-democrats-irs-about-face/ (June 17, 2013). 
2 U.S. Representative Dave Camp et al., “Letter to Mr. Daniel Werfel, United States House Committee on Ways and Means. 

Retrieved on August 5, 2013. Available at:  http://waysandmeans.house.gov/uploadedfiles/camp_boustany_fec_7_30.pdf (July 

30, 2013), p. 5. 
3 Glenn Harlan Reynolds, “Tax Audits Are No Laughing Matter,” The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved on February 27, 2014. 

Available at:  http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB124260113149028331 (May 18, 2009). 
4 Adam Liptak, “Justices, 5-4, Reject Corporate Spending Limit,” The New York Times. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/22/us/politics/22scotus.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 (January 21, 2010). 
5 Nick Baumann, “Grayson:  Court’s Campaign Finance Decision ‘Worst Since Dred Scott,’” Mother Jones. Retrieved on April 

24, 2014. Available at:  http://www.motherjones.com/mojo/2010/01/grayson-courts-campaign-finance-decision-worst-dredd-

scott (January 22, 2010). 
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January 23, 2010:  In his weekly radio address, President Obama harshly criticizes the Supreme 

Court’s ruling in Citizens United (see first January 21, 2010 entry):  “This ruling opens the 

floodgates for an unlimited amount of special interest money into our democracy. It gives the 

special interest lobbyists new leverage to spend millions on advertising to persuade elected 

officials to vote their way – or to punish those who don’t. That means that any public servant 

who has the courage to stand up to the special interests and stand up for the American people can 

find himself or herself under assault come election time. Even foreign corporations may now get 

into the act.”
6
 

 

January 26, 2010:  An internal memo from Media Matters founder David Brock explains how 

its 501(c)(4)-affiliate, Media Matters Action Network, will use disclosure information to its 

political advantage.
7
 According to the memo, if a hypothetical company (ACME) supports a 

conservative candidate or cause, “Media Matters Action Network will track all ACME campaign 

expenditures in its database and may aggressively attack ACME, or provide the information to 

progressive partners to attack ACME for supporting policies” that it opposes.
8
 

 

January 27, 2010:  In his 2010 State of the Union Address, President Barack Obama criticizes 

the Supreme Court for its ruling in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission: “With all 

due deference to separation of powers, last week the Supreme Court reversed a century of law 

that I believe will open the floodgates for special interests – including foreign corporations – to 

spend without limit in our elections. I don’t think American elections should be bankrolled by 

America’s most powerful interests, or worse, by foreign entities...”
9
 

 

February 11, 2010:  Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) announces his intention to introduce a 

proposal known as the DISCLOSE Act, shorthand for “Democracy is Strengthened by Casting 

Light on Spending in Elections.” Schumer claims that the Act will target corporations that make 

political expenditures and “make them think twice.” He also says “The deterrent effect [of the 

DISCLOSE Act] should not be underestimated.”
10

 

 

February 18, 2010:  IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner and IRS official 

Nikole Flax speak at the 46
th

 Annual Washington Non-Profit Legal & Tax Conference in 

Washington, D.C., where Flax announces the Agency’s new program to scrutinize applicants for 

                                                 
6 U.S. President Barack Obama, “WEEKLY ADDRESS: President Obama Vows to Continue Standing Up to the Special 

Interests on Behalf of the American People,” Office of the Press Secretary. Retrieved on August 11, 2014. Available at:  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-vows-continue-standing-special-interests-behalf-

amer (January 23, 2010). 
7 Ben Smith, “Media Matters political arm to attack corporate spenders,” Politico. Retrieved on June 12, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0110/Media_Matters_Action_Network_to_target_corporate_election_spending.html?sh

owall (January 26, 2010). 
8 David Brock and Eric Burns, “Media Matters 2012 – A Three-Year Campaign,” Media Matters. Retrieved on June 11, 2013. 

Available at:  http://www.scribd.com/doc/81500396/Media-Matters-Memo#page=83 (January 26, 2010), p. 84. 
9 President Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President in State of the Union Address,” The White House Office of the Press 

Secretary. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-state-union-

address (January 27, 2010). 
10 Jess Bravin and Brody Mullins, “New Rules Proposed On Campaign Donors,” The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved on June 17, 

2013. Available at:  http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703382904575059941933737002.html (February 12, 

2010). 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-vows-continue-standing-special-interests-behalf-amer
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-vows-continue-standing-special-interests-behalf-amer
http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0110/Media_Matters_Action_Network_to_target_corporate_election_spending.html?showall
http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0110/Media_Matters_Action_Network_to_target_corporate_election_spending.html?showall
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81500396/Media-Matters-Memo#page=83
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-state-union-address
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-state-union-address
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703382904575059941933737002.html
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tax-exempt status. The effort includes the addition of 155 new employees to the Exempt 

Organizations Division, 100 of which will be tasked with auditing nonprofit groups.
11

 

 

March 2010:  According to the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, the IRS 

Determinations Unit first started “searching for other requests for tax exemption involving the 

Tea Party, Patriots, 9/12, and…501(c)(4) applications involving political sounding names, e.g., 

‘We the People’ or ‘Take Back the Country’” in March 2010.
12

 This is the first known instance 

of the IRS targeting groups of a conservative political orientation applying for tax-exempt status. 

 

April 29, 2010:  Representative Chris Van Hollen introduces the House version of the 

DISCLOSE Act (H.R. 5175). One of the bill’s cosponsors, Representative Walter Jones (R-NC), 

remarks upon the bill’s introduction:  “I don’t know many people in Eastern North Carolina who 

believe…that Chinese or Russian-flagged companies should be able to spend unlimited amounts 

to influence U.S. elections, or that Wall Street banks should be allowed to spend their bailout 

money on campaign ads.”
13

 

 

May 1, 2010:  In his weekly address to the American public, President Barack Obama criticizes 

“groups with benign-seeming names sponsoring television commercials that make accusations 

and assertions designed to influence the public debate and sway voters’ minds.” According to the 

President, “[n]ow, of course every organization has every right in this country to make their 

voices heard. But the American people also have the right to know when some group like 

‘Citizens for a Better Future’ is actually funded entirely by ‘Corporations for Weaker 

Oversight.’”
14

 

 

June 24, 2010:  The DISCLOSE Act passes the House of Representatives 219-206, with only 

two Republican Representatives voting in support of the bill.
15

 

 

July 2010 – September 20, 2013:  True the Vote, a Houston-based nascent conservative 

grassroots organization, applies for IRS tax-exempt status. In the following months, the group’s 

founder, Catherine Engelbrecht, endures six FBI domestic terrorism inquiries, investigations by 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

                                                 
11 Patrick Howley, “Lois Lerner And Fellow IRS Official Announced Targeting At 2010 Conference Before Both Of Their 

Emails Went Missing,” The Daily Caller. Retrieved on July 6, 2014. Available at:  http://dailycaller.com/2014/07/01/lois-lerner-

and-fellow-irs-official-announced-targeting-at-2010-conference-the-same-month-their-emails-went-missing/#ixzz36GhaVjeV 

(July 1, 2014). 
12 J. Russell George, “Inappropriate Criteria Were Used to Identify Tax-Exempt Groups for Review,” Treasury Inspector General 

for Tax Administration. Retrieved on June 13, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.treasury.gov/tigta/auditreports/2013reports/201310053fr.pdf, (May 14, 2013), p. 36. 
13 U.S. Representative Chris Van Hollen, “Van Hollen, Castle, Jones, Brady Announce DISCLOSE Act to Address Citizens 

United Ruling,” Office of Representative Chris Van Hollen. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  

http://vanhollen.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=183368 (April 29, 2010). 
14 President Barack Obama, “Weekly Address:  President Obama Calls on Congress to Enact Reforms to Stop a ‘Potential 

Corporate Takeover of Our Elections,” The White House Office of the Press Secretary. Retrieved on January 22, 2015. Available 

at:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-calls-congress-enact-reforms-stop-a-potential-

corpor (May 1, 2010). 
15 “FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 391,” United States House of Representatives. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. 

Available at:  http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2010/roll391.xml (June 24, 2010). 

http://dailycaller.com/2014/07/01/lois-lerner-and-fellow-irs-official-announced-targeting-at-2010-conference-the-same-month-their-emails-went-missing/#ixzz36GhaVjeV
http://dailycaller.com/2014/07/01/lois-lerner-and-fellow-irs-official-announced-targeting-at-2010-conference-the-same-month-their-emails-went-missing/#ixzz36GhaVjeV
http://www.treasury.gov/tigta/auditreports/2013reports/201310053fr.pdf
http://vanhollen.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=183368
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-calls-congress-enact-reforms-stop-a-potential-corpor
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/weekly-address-president-obama-calls-congress-enact-reforms-stop-a-potential-corpor
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2010/roll391.xml
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and Explosives, and Texas environmental quality officials, as well as multiple IRS audits and 

five IRS requests for additional information about the organization.
16

 

 

July 21, 2010:  Senator Chuck Schumer formally introduces the DISCLOSE Act, S. 3628, in the 

U.S. Senate.
17

 The bill has no Republican cosponsors. 

 

July 26, 2010:  In remarks to reporters on the eve of a vote in the Senate on the DISCLOSE Act 

(see July 21, 2010 entry), the President urges Senators to vote in favor of the DISCLOSE Act as 

a remedy to the protections for free speech guaranteed by the Supreme Court’s Citizens United 

decision (see first January 21, 2010 entry):  “Because of the Supreme Court’s decision earlier 

this year in the Citizens United case, big corporations . . . can buy millions of dollars worth of 

TV ads—and, worst of all, they don’t even have to reveal who’s actually paying for the ads. . . . 

These shadow groups are already forming and building war chests of tens of millions of dollars 

to influence the fall elections.”
18

 

 

July 27, 2010:  The DISCLOSE Act fails its first vote in the Senate, as Democrats fail to invoke 

cloture (57-41) to proceed to consideration of the bill.
19

 

 

July 28, 2010:  Minnesota-based Target Corp. donates $150,000 to MN Forward, a pro-business 

PAC running ads in support of Republican Minnesota gubernatorial candidate Tom Emmer, who 

has traditional views on marriage. The disclosure of the donation sparks pro-gay marriage groups 

to organize Target customers to boycott the retail chain, which has a long-standing reputation of 

support for the LGBT community. Target defends its actions “by stating that they were tied to 

Emmer's positions when it comes to creating a positive environment for businesses, not his 

stance on social issues.” Chief Executive Officer Gregg Steinhafel assures consumers that 

“inclusiveness remains a core value of our company,” as evidenced by the company’s PAC 

donations, which are evenly split to both political parties in 2010.
20

 

 

*August 9, 2010:  In Texas, President Obama for the first time publicly names a group he is 

obsessed with—Americans for Prosperity (founded by the Koch Brothers)—and warns about 

conservative groups. Taking up a cry that had until then largely been confined to left-wing media 

and activists, he says: “Right now all around this country there are groups with harmless-

sounding names like Americans for Prosperity, who are running millions of dollars of ads...And 

                                                 
16 Sharyl Attkisson and Kim Skeen, “What’s going on between the IRS and True the Vote?” CBS News. Retrieved on June 25, 

2013. Available at:  http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-250_162-57586763/whats-going-on-between-the-irs-and-true-the-vote/ (May 

29, 2013). 
17 “Bill Summary & Status 111th Congress (2009 - 2010) S.3628 All Congressional Actions,” The Library of Congress. 

Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d111:SN03628:@@@X (July 21, 2010). 
18 President Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President on the DISCLOSE Act,” The White House Office of the Press Secretary. 

Retrieved on January 22, 2015. Available at:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-disclose-act (July 

26, 2010). 
19 Vote Summary on the Motion to Invoke Cloture on the Motion to Proceed to S. 3628. United States Senate. Retrieved on June 

17, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=111&session=2&vote=00220 (July 27, 

2010). 
20 Brian Montopoli, “Target Boycott Movement Grows Following Donation to Support ‘Antigay’ Candidate,” CBS News. 

Retrieved on April 9, 2014. Available at:  http://www.cbsnews.com/news/target-boycott-movement-grows-following-donation-

to-support-antigay-candidate/ (July 28, 2010). 

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-250_162-57586763/whats-going-on-between-the-irs-and-true-the-vote/
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d111:SN03628:@@@X
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-disclose-act
http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=111&session=2&vote=00220
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/target-boycott-movement-grows-following-donation-to-support-antigay-candidate/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/target-boycott-movement-grows-following-donation-to-support-antigay-candidate/
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they don't have to say who exactly the Americans for Prosperity are. You don't know if it's a 

foreign-controlled corporation.” 

 

*August 11, 2010:  The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee sends out a 

fundraising email warning about “Karl Rove-inspired shadow groups.” 

 

*August 21, 2010:  Mr. Obama devotes his weekly radio address to the threat of “attack ads run 

by shadowy groups with harmless-sounding names. We don't know who's behind these ads and 

we don't know who's paying for them.... You don't know if it's a foreign-controlled corporation.... 

The only people who don't want to disclose the truth are people with something to hide.” 

 

*Week of August 23, 2010:  The New Yorker’s Jane Mayer authors a hit piece on the Koch 

brothers, entitled “Covert Operations,” in which she accuses them of funding “political front 

groups.” The piece repeats the White House theme, with Ms. Mayer claiming the Koch’s have 

created “slippery organizations with generic-sounding names” that have “made it difficult to 

ascertain the extent of their influence in Washington.” 

 

*August 27, 2010:  White House economist Austan Goolsbee, in a background briefing with 

reporters, accuses Koch industries of being a pass-through entity that does “not pay corporate 

income tax.” The Treasury Inspector General investigates how it is that Mr. Goolsbee might have 

confidential tax information. The report has never been released. This same week, the 

Democratic Party files a complaint with the IRS claiming the Americans for Prosperity 

Foundation is violating its tax-exempt status. 

 

August 27, 2010: The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) files a 

complaint with the IRS requesting an investigation into the tax status of the 501(c)(3) group, 

Americans for Prosperity Foundation (AFPF). The DCCC alleges that AFPF is “a de facto 

political ‘action group,’ violating its tax exempt status.” The DCCC’s complaint further alleges 

that AFPF is ineligible for status as either a 501(c)(3) or a 501(c)(4) organization.
21

 

 

August 31, 2010:  In reference to a Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee complaint 

to the IRS about the activities of Americans for Prosperity, Exempt Organizations Division 

Director Lois Lerner e-mails IRS Tax Exempt and Government Entities Commissioner Sarah 

Hall Ingram, saying, “[w]e won’t be able to stay out of this – we need a plan!”
22

 

 

*September 2, 2010:  The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee warns on its 

website that the Koch’s have “funneled their money into right-wing shadow groups.” 

  

*September 16, 2010:  Mr. Obama, in Connecticut, repeats that a “foreign-controlled entity” 

might be funding “millions of dollars of attack ads.” Four days later, in Philadelphia, he again 

says the problem is that “nobody knows” who is behind conservative groups. 

                                                 
21 “IRS Should Investigate Americans for Prosperity Foundation,” Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee. Retrieved 

on May 1, 2015. Available at:  

http://archive.dccc.org/blog/entry/dccc_irs_should_investigate_americans_for_prosperity_foundation/ (August 27, 2010). 
22 “How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their Political Beliefs,” United States House 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Retrieved on June 19, 2014. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf (June 16, 2014), p. 57. 

http://archive.dccc.org/blog/entry/dccc_irs_should_investigate_americans_for_prosperity_foundation/
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
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*September 21, 2010:  Sam Stein, in his Huffington Post article “Obama, Dems Try to Make 

Shadowy Conservative Groups a Problem for Conservatives,” writes that a “senior 

administration official” had “urged a small gathering of reporters to start writing on what he 

deemed ‘the most insidious power grab that we have seen in a very long time.’” 

 

*September 22, 2010:  In New York City, Mr. Obama warns that conservative groups “pose as 

non-for-profit, social welfare and trade groups,” even though they are “guided by seasoned 

Republican political operatives” who might be funded by a “foreign-controlled corporation.” 

 

September 23, 2010:  Upon reconsideration in the Senate, the 2010 Senate version of the 

DISCLOSE Act (S. 3628) dies in the Senate, as Democrats fell one vote short of invoking 

cloture (59-39) to proceed to consideration of the bill.
23

 

 

*September 26, 2010:  On ABC's “This Week,” Obama senior adviser David Axelrod declares 

outright that the “benign-sounding Americans for Prosperity, the American Crossroads Fund” are 

“front groups for foreign-controlled companies.” 

 

*September 28, 2010:  The President, in Wisconsin, again warns about conservative 

organizations “posing as nonprofit groups.” Senator Max Baucus, Chairman of the Senate 

Finance Committee, writes to the IRS demanding it investigate nonprofits, citing “recent media 

reports” as his cause for concern. The letter names conservative organizations. 

 

October 5, 2010:  J. Gerald Hebert, Executive Director of Campaign Legal Center, and Fred 

Wertheimer, President of Democracy 21, write the first in a long series of letters to the IRS 

saying, “the IRS should investigate whether Crossroads GPS has a primary purpose of 

‘participation or intervention in political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to’ candidates 

for public office…”
24

 

 

October 8, 2010:  IRS employees, including Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner, meet with Department of Justice Public Integrity Section personnel to discuss the 

“evolving legal landscape” of   campaign finance law. The meeting is precipitated by internal 

DOJ discussions characterized as a “possible 501/campaign finance investigation.” Tax Exempt 

and Government Entities Commissioner Sarah Ingram describes the plan for the meeting with 

DOJ in an e-mail to IRS Deputy Commissioner Steven T. Miller, writing, “[t]he plan is to walk 

them through the basic civil law rules within our jurisdiction and find out what if anything else 

they are looking for. If they need more than the primer then we would need to assign carefully to 

preserve the civil - criminal wall.”
25

 

                                                 
23 “Vote Summary on the Motion to Invoke Cloture on the Motion to Proceed to S. 3628,” United States Senate. Retrieved on 

June 17, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=111&session=2&vote=00240 (September 

23, 2010). 
24 J. Gerald Hebert and Fred Wertheimer, “Watchdog Groups Send Treasury IG Previous Requests Urging IRS Action Against 

Groups Improperly Claiming 501(c)(4) Status,” Democracy 21. Retrieved on June 13, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Letters-to-IRS.pdf (October 5, 2010), p. 15. 
25 “How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their Political Beliefs,” United States House 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Retrieved on June 19, 2014. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf (June 16, 2014), p. 61-62. 

http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=111&session=2&vote=00240
http://www.democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Letters-to-IRS.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
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October 10, 2010:  At a Democratic National Committee rally in Philadelphia, President Obama 

incorrectly accuses the Citizens United decision (see first January 21, 2010 entry) of permitting 

undisclosed foreign money into U.S. elections. In his remarks, Obama says, “[a]nd thanks to a 

Supreme Court decision called Citizens United, [Republicans] are being helped along this year 

by special interest groups that are spending unlimited amounts of money on attack ads … just 

attacking people without ever disclosing who’s behind all these attack ads. You don’t know. It 

could be the oil industry. It could be the insurance industry. It could even be foreign-owned 

corporations. You don’t know because they don’t have to disclose.”
26

 

 

October 11, 2010:  In a letter to the IRS, Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) asks the Agency to 

“quickly examine the tax status of Crossroads GPS and other (c)(4) organizations that are 

directing millions of dollars into political advertising.”
27

 

 

October 12, 2010:  A staff member for Senator Dick Durbin e-mails IRS Chief of Staff Jonathan 

Davis, emphasizing that other members of Congress besides Senator Durbin had also requested 

an investigation of Crossroads GPS and other nonprofits. The e-mail says, “FYI, Senator Durbin 

sent the attached to the Commissioner today regarding the work of c(4)s. We’re not the first to 

ask, of course…”
28

 

 

October 13, 2010:  Two organizations who advocate for greater regulation of political speech, 

Public Citizen and Protect our Elections, file a complaint with the FEC, alleging that Crossroads 

GPS is violating federal election law. According to Public Citizen President Robert Weissman, 

“American Crossroads and Crossroads GPS are this year’s poster children for everything wrong 

with our campaign finance system in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens 

United v. Federal Election Commission.”
29

 

 

*October 14, 2010:  Mr. Obama calls these nonprofit groups “a problem for democracy.” 

 

October 19, 2010:  Then-Director of the IRS Exempt Organizations Division, Lois Lerner, 

acknowledges at a Duke University panel that “everybody is screaming at [the IRS] right now” 

to stop spending by nonprofit groups. Lerner informs the audience:  “I won’t know until I look at 

                                                 
26 U.S. President Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President and the Vice President at a DNC ‘Moving America Forward’ Rally 

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,” Office of the Press Secretary. Retrieved on August 11, 2014. Available at:  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2010/10/10/remarks-president-and-vice-president-a-dnc-moving-america-forward-

rally- (October 10, 2010). 
27 U.S. Senator Richard J. Durbin, “DURBIN URGES IRS TO INVESTIGATE SPENDING BY CROSSROADS GPS,” Office 

of Senator Richard J. Durbin. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.durbin.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ID=833d8f1e-bbdb-4a5b-93ec-706f0cb9cb99 (October 12, 2010). 
28 “How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their Political Beliefs,” United States House 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Retrieved on June 19, 2014. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf (June 16, 2014), p. 69. 
29 Angela Bradberry, “FEC Should Investigate Crossroads GPS for Campaign Finance Law Violations, Watchdogs Say in 

Complaint to FEC,” Public Citizen. Retrieved on April 7, 2014. Available at:  

http://www.citizen.org/pressroom/pressroomredirect.cfm?ID=3203 (October 13, 2010). 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2010/10/10/remarks-president-and-vice-president-a-dnc-moving-america-forward-rally-
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2010/10/10/remarks-president-and-vice-president-a-dnc-moving-america-forward-rally-
http://www.durbin.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ID=833d8f1e-bbdb-4a5b-93ec-706f0cb9cb99
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf
http://www.citizen.org/pressroom/pressroomredirect.cfm?ID=3203
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their 990s next year whether they have done more than their primary activity as political or not. 

So I can’t do anything right now.”
30

 

 

October 20, 2010:  Pro-“reform” group Public Citizen demands IRS and FEC investigations of 

the American Future Fund (a conservative 501(c)(4) organization), saying “American Future 

Fund is pulling out the stops to ensure that Republicans are elected this November,” and “hiding 

behind [its] nonprofit tax status.”
31

 

 

*October 22, 2010:  The President slams those who “hide behind these front groups.” 

 

*October 25, 2010:  President Obama upgrades them to a “threat to our democracy.” 

 

*October 26, 2010:  Mr. Obama decries groups engaged in “unsupervised spending.” 

 

February 1, 2011:  In an e-mail to senior members of her staff, IRS Director of Exempt 

Organizations, Lois Lerner, warns her staff that the “Tea Party Matter [is] very dangerous. This 

could be the vehicle to go to court on the issue of whether Citizen’s United (sic) overturning the 

ban on corporate spending applies to tax exempt rules.” Lerner further directs her staff that 

“Cincy should probably NOT have these cases,” referencing the IRS office in Cincinnati, which 

generally handles applications for tax-exempt status. In her e-mail, Lerner directs her staff to 

have applications by Tea Party groups sent to IRS headquarters in Washington, D.C. for 

review.
32

 

 

March 24, 2011:  The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee launches a new website, 

wikipocrisy.org, featuring a database of all Crossroads GPS’ donors. According to Jennifer 

Crider of the DCCC, “Crossroads GPS has spent millions of dollars from secretive, hidden 

donors on misleading campaigns. If Crossroads GPS wants to be taken seriously on transparency 

it must practice what they preach and release the names of their secretive donors.”
33

 

 

April 20, 2011:  White House officials confirm that President Obama is considering an 

Executive Order that would require all government contractors to disclose their donations to any 

politically active organizations. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) denounces 

the proposal as “a cynical effort to muzzle critics of this administration and its allies.”
34

 

 

                                                 
30 James Taranto, “The Press and the IRS,” The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved on September 23, 2013. Available at:  

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323808204579085100811015502.html?KEYWORDS=%22irs+scandal%22 

(September 19, 2013). 
31 Memorandum from Majority Staff, “The SEC and Political Speech,” U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Oversight 

and Government Reform. Retrieved on July 24, 2013. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf (July 22, 2013), p. 6-7. 
32 Lois G. Lerner, “RE:  SCR Table for Jan. 2011,” E-Mail to Michael C. Seto. Retrieved on March 7, 2014. Available at:  

http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/2157-Color-Copier@mail.house_.gov_20140304_215233.pdf (February 

1, 2011), p. 2. 
33 “DCCC Launches Wikipocrisy.org to Expose Donors of Crossroads GPS,” Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee. 

Retrieved on April 11, 2014. Available at:  

http://dccc.org/blog/entry/dccc_launches_wikipocrisy.org_to_expose_donors_of_crossroads_gps/ (March 24, 2011). 
34 Perry Bacon Jr. and T.W. Farnam, “Obama weighs disclosure order for contractors,” The Washington Post. Retrieved on June 

12, 2013. Available at:  http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-weighs-disclosure-order-for-

contractors/2011/04/20/AFBw7qEE_story.html (April 20, 2011). 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323808204579085100811015502.html?KEYWORDS=%22irs+scandal%22
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/2157-Color-Copier@mail.house_.gov_20140304_215233.pdf
http://dccc.org/blog/entry/dccc_launches_wikipocrisy.org_to_expose_donors_of_crossroads_gps/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-weighs-disclosure-order-for-contractors/2011/04/20/AFBw7qEE_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-weighs-disclosure-order-for-contractors/2011/04/20/AFBw7qEE_story.html
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May 12, 2011:  The New York Times reports that the IRS intends to “invok[e] a provision that 

had rarely, if ever, been enforced” to collect “gift taxes” from major donations to organizations 

such as Crossroads GPS and Americans for Prosperity.
35

 

 

June 1, 2011:  Holly Paz, Director of the Office of Rulings and Agreements at the IRS, sends an 

e-mail to Cindy Thomas, Manager of Exempt Organizations Determinations at the Agency’s 

Cincinnati office, requesting a copy of Crossroads GPS’s application for tax-exempt status, so 

that Judy Kindell, Senior Adviser to Lois Lerner, can “take a look at it so she can summarize the 

issues for Lois.”
36

 

 

June 3, 2011:  House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp (R-MI) sends a letter 

to IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman questioning the Agency’s investigations into donations 

to conservative nonprofits, upon which gift taxes were being imposed, as well as the Agency’s 

audits of some 501(c)(4) organizations. “Every aspect of this tax investigation, from the timing 

to the sudden reversal of nearly thirty years of IRS practice, strongly suggests that the IRS is 

targeting constitutionally-protected political speech. The IRS must explain its actions or risk 

creating a chilling effect that threatens not only political advocacy groups, but all tax-exempt 

organizations that depend on contributions from individual donors.”
37

 

 

July 7, 2011:  Facing opposition and accusations of political bias from Republicans in Congress, 

the IRS suspends its open investigations into whether certain donors are liable for gift taxes, 

saying it needs more time “to determine whether there is a need for further guidance in this 

area.”
38

 

 

July 27, 2011:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 petition the IRS to adopt “new 

regulations to stop section 501(c)(4) organizations from being improperly used to inject tens of 

millions of dollars in secret contributions into federal elections.”
39

 

 

August 3, 2011 – Present:  A group of ten law professors submits a rulemaking petition to the 

SEC “that would require public companies to disclose information about their political 

spending.”
40

 In the following months, it gathers support from “a loose coalition of Democratic 

elected officials, shareholder activists and pension funds” calling on the Commission “to require 

                                                 
35 Stephanie Strom, “I.R.S. Moves to Tax Gifts to Groups Active in Politics,” The New York Times. Retrieved on June 18, 2013. 

Available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/13/business/13gift.html?_r=0 (May 12, 2011). 
36 Holly O. Paz, “group of cases,” E-Mail to Cindy M. Thomas. Retrieved on March 11, 2014. Available at:  

http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Lerner-Report1.pdf (June 1, 2011), p. 26. 
37 Sarah Swinehart, “Camp Demands IRS Answer Questions About Gift Tax Investigation,” United States House Committee on 

Ways and Means. Retrieved on April 11, 2014. Available at:  

http://waysandmeans.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=246630 (June 15, 2011). 
38 Steven T. Miller, “MEMORANDUM FOR COMMISSIONER, SMALL BUSINESS/SELF-EMPLOYED DIVISION 

COMMISSIONER, TAX-EXEMPT AND GOVERNMENT ENTITIES DIVISION,” Internal Revenue Service. Retrieved on 

June 18, 2013. Available at: 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/newsroom/guidance_for_irs_sbse_estate_and_gift_tax_and_tege_exempt_organizations.pdf (July 7, 

2011). 
39 Fred Wertheimer et al., “Democracy 21 and Campaign Legal Center Challenge Legality of IRS Regulations as Failing to 

Properly Limit Campaign Activity by 501(c)(4) Organizations,” Democracy 21. Retrieved on June 13, 2013. Available at:  

http://democracy21.org/uploads/IRS_PETITION_JULY_27_2011.pdf (July 27, 2011), p. 18-19. 
40 Lucian A. Bebchuk, “Letting Shareholders Know How Their Money Is Spent,” The New York Times DealBook. Retrieved on 

June 12, 2013. Available at:  http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/11/14/letting-shareholders-know-how-their-money-is-spent/  

(November 14, 2012). 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/13/business/13gift.html?_r=0
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Lerner-Report1.pdf
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=246630
http://www.irs.gov/pub/newsroom/guidance_for_irs_sbse_estate_and_gift_tax_and_tege_exempt_organizations.pdf
http://democracy21.org/uploads/IRS_PETITION_JULY_27_2011.pdf
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/11/14/letting-shareholders-know-how-their-money-is-spent/
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publicly traded corporations to disclose to shareholders all of their political donations”
41

 Former 

SEC senior staff write to former Chairman Mary Shapiro, saying “the mechanisms already exist, 

and…people are using them.”
42

 

 

September 28, 2011:  A letter authored by Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 says “the 

IRS should conduct an investigation of whether [Crossroads GPS, Priorities USA, American 

Action Network, and Americans Elect] has engaged in more than an insubstantial amount of 

non-exempt activity...”
43

 

 

November 1, 2011:  Senator Tom Udall (D-NM) introduces S.J. Res. 29, which proposes an 

amendment to the Constitution giving Congress “power to regulate the raising and spending of 

money and in kind equivalents with respect to Federal elections…”
44

 The measure was referred 

to the Senate Judiciary Committee, but failed to receive a hearing.
45

 

 

November 15, 2011:  U.S. Representative Jim McGovern (D-MA) introduces the “People’s 

Rights’” Amendment (H.J. Res. 88), which restricts “the rights protected by this Constitution” to 

“the rights of natural persons,” and grants Congress power to implement any and all regulation of 

corporate entities.
46

 The proposed amendment was referred to the House Judiciary Committee, 

but never received a hearing.
47

 

 

December 14, 2011:  In a third letter to the IRS, Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 say 

“the failure of the IRS to carry out its statutory enforcement responsibilities to prevent the abuse 

of the tax laws could have a major impact on the 2012 elections,” and they “urge the IRS in the 

strongest possible terms to expeditiously examine the matters we have brought to its 

attention…before it is too late.”
48

 

 

                                                 
41 Nicholas Confessore, “S.E.C. Is Asked to Require Disclosure of Donations,” The New York Times. Retrieved on June 25, 2013. 

Available at:  http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/us/politics/sec-is-asked-to-make-companies-disclose-

donations.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 (April 23, 2013). 
42 Memorandum from Majority Staff, “The SEC and Political Speech,” U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Oversight 

and Government Reform. Retrieved on July 24, 2013. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf (July 22, 2013), p. 3. 
43 J. Gerald Hebert and Fred Wertheimer, “Democracy 21 and Campaign Legal Center Challenge Tax Exempt Status of 

Crossroads GPS, Priorities USA, American Action Network and Americans Elect, Urge Prompt Investigations and Action by 

Internal Revenue Service,” Democracy 21. Retrieved on June 13, 2013. Available at:  

http://democracy21.org/uploads/Letter_to_the_IRS_from_Democracy_21_and_Campaign_Legal_Center_9_28_2011.pdf 

(September 28, 2011), p. 23. 
44 U.S. Senator Tom Udall et al., “S.J. Res. 29,” Government Printing Office. Retrieved on June 26, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112sjres29is/pdf/BILLS-112sjres29is.pdf (November 1, 2011), p. 2. 
45 “Bill Summary & Status 112th Congress (2011 - 2012) S.J. Res. 29 All Congressional Actions,” The Library of Congress. 

Retrieved on June 26, 2013. Available at:  http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/bdquery/D?d112:1:./temp/~bdmomZ:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112| (November 1, 2011). 
46 U.S. Representative James P. McGovern et al., “H.J. Res. 88,” Government Printing Office. Retrieved on June 26, 2013. 

Available at:  http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112hjres88ih/pdf/BILLS-112hjres88ih.pdf (November 15, 2011), p. 2. 
47 “Bill Summary & Status 112th Congress (2011 - 2012) H.J. Res. 88 All Congressional Actions,” The Library of Congress. 

Retrieved on June 26, 2013. Available at:  http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/bdquery/D?d112:14:./temp/~bdpy0e:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112| (November 15, 2011). 
48 J. Gerald Hebert and Fred Wertheimer, “Watchdog Groups Send Treasury IG Previous Requests Urging IRS Action Against 

Groups Improperly Claiming 501(c)(4) Tax Status,” Democracy 21. Retrieved on June 13, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Letters-to-IRS.pdf (December 14, 2011), p. 40. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/us/politics/sec-is-asked-to-make-companies-disclose-donations.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/us/politics/sec-is-asked-to-make-companies-disclose-donations.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/OGR-Memo-The-SEC-and-Political-Speech.pdf
http://democracy21.org/uploads/Letter_to_the_IRS_from_Democracy_21_and_Campaign_Legal_Center_9_28_2011.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112sjres29is/pdf/BILLS-112sjres29is.pdf
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/D?d112:1:./temp/~bdmomZ:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112|
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/D?d112:1:./temp/~bdmomZ:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112|
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112hjres88ih/pdf/BILLS-112hjres88ih.pdf
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/D?d112:14:./temp/~bdpy0e:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112|
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/D?d112:14:./temp/~bdpy0e:@@@X|/home/LegislativeData.php?n=BSS;c=112|
http://www.democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Letters-to-IRS.pdf
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January 2012:  The IRS begins sending letters explaining that applications for tax-exempt status 

cannot be evaluated until the groups complete lengthy and complex questionnaires, some of 

which ask over 80 questions and  include requests for “all copies of…corporate minutes from 

inception to present,” and “how each compensation package was determined” for all “directors, 

officers, or key employees,” past and present.
49

 

 

February 9, 2012:  For a second time, Representative Chris Van Hollen introduces the 

DISCLOSE Act in the House of Representatives, where it eventually dies in the House 

Administration and House Judiciary Committees.
50

 

 

February 13, 2012: In an e-mail to IRS staff, Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner endorses the DISCLOSE Act’s requirement of donor disclosure for tax-exempt 

organizations engaged in political activity (see February 9, 2012 entry), commenting, 

“[w]ouldn’t that be great? And I won’t hold my breath.”
51

 

 

February 16, 2012:  A joint letter from Senators Michael Bennet (D-CO), Al Franken (D-MN), 

Jeff Merkley (D-OR), Chuck Schumer, Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH), Tom Udall (D-NM), and 

Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI) asks the IRS to investigate tax-exempt organizations’ political 

activities.
52

 In Senator Bennet’s accompanying press release, he opines that “operations such as 

Mr. [Karl] Rove’s [Crossroads GPS] should not be allowed to masquerade as charities.”
53

 

 

March 6, 2012:  The New York Times reports the IRS has begun scrutinizing “dozens” of Tea 

Party organizations, “demanding to know their political leanings and activities.”
54

 

 

March 8, 2012:  The staff of Senator Chuck Schumer tips the IRS to a forthcoming New York 

Times article on nonprofit political speech and an upcoming letter from select members of the 

Senate calling for “immediate administrative changes” in an e-mail to the IRS. The IRS 

legislative affairs employee forwards the e-mail to senior IRS staff, including Commissioner 

Douglas Shulman, Deputy Commissioner Steve Miller, and Exempt Organizations Division 

Director Lois Lerner.
55

 

                                                 
49 Exempt Organizations Specialist, “Letter 1312,” Internal Revenue Service. Retrieved on June 12, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/323502-letter-from-the-irs-to-tea-party-organizations.html (January 26, 2012). 
50 “H.R. 4010 (112th): DISCLOSE 2012 Act,” Govtrack.us. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at: 

http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr4010 (February 9, 2012). 
51 “How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their Political Beliefs,” United States House 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Retrieved on June 19, 2014. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf (June 16, 2014), p. 71. 

 
52 U.S. Senator Tom Udall et al., “Senators Call for IRS Investigations into Potential Abuse of Tax-Exempt Status by Groups 

Engaged in Campaign Activity,” Office of Senator Tom Udall. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at:  

http://www.tomudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=1026 (February 16, 2012). 
53 U.S. Senator Michael Bennet, “Senators Call for IRS Investigations into Potential Abuse of Tax-Exempt Status by Groups 

Engaged in Campaign Activity,” Office of Senator Michael F. Bennet. Retrieved on June 17, 2013. Available at: 

http://www.bennet.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/senators-call-for-irs-investigations-into-potential-abuse-of-tax-exempt-

status-by-groups-engaged-in-campaign-activity (February 16, 2012). 
54 Jonathan Weisman, “Scrutiny of Political Nonprofit Sets Off Claim Of Harassment,” The New York Times. Retrieved on June 

12, 2013. Available at:  http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/07/us/politics/irs-scrutiny-of-political-groups-stirs-harassment-

claim.html?_r=0 (March 6, 2012). 
55 How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their Political Beliefs,” United States House 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Retrieved on June 19, 2014. Available at:  http://oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/How-Politics-Led-to-the-IRS-Targeting-Staff-Report-6.16.14.pdf (June 16, 2014), p. 71. 
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March 9, 2012:  A fourth letter from Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 again asks “the 

IRS to move forward expeditiously to investigate the groups we have identified in our earlier 

letters...”
56

 

 

March 12, 2012:  Led by Senator Chuck Schumer, the seven Senators who sent the February 16, 

2012 letter to the IRS send a second letter to the Agency demanding additional investigation and 

regulation of 501(c)(4) groups, declaring that they suspect “abuse of the tax code by political 

groups” and asking the agency to enforce a strict cap on political spending by 501(c)(4) groups. 

The letter also vows, “if the IRS is unable to issue administrative guidance in this area then we 

plan to introduce legislation to accomplish these important changes [to section 501(c)(4) of the 

Internal Revenue Code].”
57

 

 

March 14, 2012:  On the heels of Senator Schumer’s letter two days prior, twelve Republican 

Senators, including Senate Finance Committee Ranking Member Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Rob 

Portman (R-OH), Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, and Rand Paul (R-KY) send a letter to IRS 

Commissioner Douglas Shulman regarding “excessive” IRS inquiries into grassroots Tea Party 

organizations, seeking “assurance that this recent string of inquiries has a sound basis in law and 

is consistent with the IRS’s treatment of tax-exempt organizations across the spectrum.”
58

 

 

March 21, 2012:  Senator Sheldon Whitehouse introduces a new version of the DISCLOSE Act, 

S. 2219. The bill later dies in the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration.
59

 

 

March 22, 2012:  IRS commissioner Douglas Shulman testifies to Congress that the Service is 

not targeting tea party groups. In testimony to the House Ways and Means’ Oversight 

Subcommittee, Commissioner Shulman states:  “There's absolutely no targeting. This is the kind 

of back and forth that happens to people [who apply for tax-exempt status].”
60

  

 

March 22, 2012:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 press the IRS for action on its 

2011 rulemaking petition, saying “absent such action by the IRS, the agency will bear direct 

responsibility for the misuse and abuse of the tax laws by groups that are flooding our elections 

with secret money.”
61
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March 27, 2012:  Congressmen Darrell Issa (R-CA), Chairman of the House Oversight and 

Government Reform Committee, and Jim Jordan (R-OH), Chairman of the House Oversight and 

Government Reform Committee’s Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs, Stimulus Oversight and 

Government Spending, send a joint letter to IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner inquiring about intrusive questionnaires reportedly sent to Tea Party groups applying for 

501(c)(4) status. According to the letter:  “News reports, however, indicate… conservative 

organizations being the target of the IRS’s heightened scrutiny…. Given the potentially serious 

implications of IRS overreach and selective enforcement of IRS’s 2012 work plan pertaining to 

501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), and 501(c)(6) organizations, the Committee on Oversight and Government 

Reform requests that the IRS provide information about the IRS’s 2012 work plan pertaining to 

501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), and 501(c)(6) organizations and the questionnaire.”
62

 

 

March 28, 2012:  Led by House Chief Deputy Minority Whip Peter Welch (D-VT), 32 

Democratic Representatives jointly write IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman to request that 

the Agency “investigate whether any groups qualifying as social welfare organizations under 

section 501(c)(4) of the federal tax code are improperly engaged in political campaign 

activity.”
63

 

 

March 30, 2012:  In the first of a series of at least seven publicly known letters to the IRS, 

Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs’ Permanent Subcommittee 

on Investigations’ Chairman Carl Levin (D-MI) writes IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman 

with 13 questions requesting information regarding the IRS’s Form 1024 application process, the 

standards applied by the IRS in judging whether the “political” activities of a Section 501(c)(4) 

organization are consistent with its tax-exempt status, and the consequences of a denial of 

Section 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status.
64

 

 

April 12, 2012:  SEC Commissioner Luis Aguilar attempts to add a commitment to the 

rulemaking proposal (see August 3, 2011 entry) to the Agency’s agenda. A bipartisan majority of 

the five SEC Commissioners declines, approving the agenda in its original form.
65

 

 

April 16, 2012:  Representative Anna Eshoo (D-CA), Ranking Member of the House 

Communications and Technology Subcommittee, writes a letter to FCC Chairman Julius 
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Genachowski, supporting a proposed regulation that would require TV broadcasters to make 

their public file, including political advertisers, available online.
66

 

 

April 17, 2012:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 send a sixth letter to the IRS to 

“again call on the IRS to investigate and take appropriate enforcement action against Crossroads 

GPS regarding its claimed status as a section 501(c)(4) tax-exempt ‘social welfare’ 

organization.”
67

 

 

April 23, 2012:  IRS Chief Counsel William Wilkins meets with President Barack Obama two 

days before his office releases new guidelines for scrutinizing tea-party groups seeking tax-

exempt status.
68

 An unnamed attorney in the IRS was appalled: “In my seven years of working at 

a general counsel's office, I have never once heard of our general counsel meeting with the 

President. OLC [White House Office of Legal Counsel] would go crazy if he did. I have worked 

on a couple of legal opinions that did go to the White House. And each time they were staffed 

through OLC…So I can't for the life of me come up with any kind of innocent explanation for 

why Obama would have met with the chief counsel of the IRS. That meeting shouldn't ever 

happen, and especially not without the commissioner of the IRS being there.”
69

 

 

April 26, 2012:  IRS Deputy Commissioner Steven T. Miller responds to GOP Senators’ March 

14 letter. According to Senator Hatch’s Finance Committee office, “the letter does not 

acknowledge that the IRS had inappropriately targeted tea party groups or asked improper 

questions about their contributors.”
70

 

 

April 27, 2012:  The FCC approves a rulemaking requiring television broadcasters to post data 

about political advertising on their stations online. Prior to this rulemaking, “[b]roadcasters were 

already required to keep records of political spending on advertising but didn’t have to post them 

online.”
71

 

 

May 7, 2012:  During a conference call, President Obama’s re-election campaign strategist 

David Axelrod tells reporters:  “We’re going to be prepared…to respond to these attacks,” 

referring to ads released by the Karl Rove-connected Crossroads GPS and organizations 

affiliated with the Koch brothers. Axelrod continues by reaffirming that the Obama campaign 
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will respond to ads by the “Karl and Koch brothers’ contract killers in super PAC-land. We will 

treat every ad that comes from those entities as a Romney ad.”
72

 

 

May 24, 2012:  In yet another joint letter from Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21, the 

authors demand that the IRS “deny the pending application submitted by Crossroads GPS to 

obtain section 501(c)(4) tax status.”
73

 The letter heavily bases its claims about Crossroads GPS 

on a May 22, 2012 article in The New York Times. 

 

June 4, 2012:  In a detailed response to questions submitted by Senator Carl Levin regarding the 

IRS’s review process for both applicants for 501(c)(4) status and existing 501(c)(4) organizations 

(see March 30, 2012 entry), the IRS’s Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement, 

Steven T. Miller, provides in-depth answers to all 13 of Senator Levin’s questions.
74

 

 

June 13, 2012:  In a reply to IRS Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement Steven T. 

Miller’s letter (see June 4, 2012 entry), Senator Carl Levin writes IRS Commissioner Douglas 

Shulman a second time to warn the Agency about the activities of 501(c)(4) organizations:  

“Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(4) organizations are increasingly active in partisan 

political campaigns. These organizations, working in conjunction with independent expenditure 

committees, or ‘Super PACs’ that can raise unlimited amounts of money from individuals, 

corporations and unions, are able to avoid revealing their funding sources by hiding behind their 

tax-exempt status. This trend of using our tax code to limit campaign disclosure is deeply 

troubling.”
75

 

 

June 15, 2012:  Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell delivers an address at the American 

Enterprise Institute expressing his concerns that the Obama administration intends to bully 

dissidents and stifle their speech and association rights. He declares “the attacks on speech are 

legion,” and specifically argues against the DISCLOSE Act (see February 11, 2010 and April 29, 

2010 entries), calling it “far more dangerous than its proponents are willing to admit.”
76

 

 

June 18, 2012:  Eleven Republican Senators, led by Orrin Hatch and Mitch McConnell, demand 

that the IRS explain its rationale for requesting confidential donor lists as part of its evaluation of 
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tax-exempt status applications. In their letter, the Senators caution that “the public release of 

private donor information exposes citizens to possible harassment and intimidation.”
77

 

 

June 20, 2012:  In a press release from Public Citizen, Craig Holman, the organization’s 

Government Affairs Lobbyist, calls for the FEC to scrutinize Crossroads GPS, saying it “appears 

to serve little purpose other than buying Congress and the White House in the 2012 elections, 

and therefore appears to be in clear violation of the law.”
78

 

 

June 27, 2012:  The Wall Street Journal reports on IRS efforts to investigate 501(c)(4) groups 

alleged to have spent more on partisan activities than their tax-exempt status allows. The article 

notes a years-long trend of Democrats calling “for the IRS to examine political entities that don’t 

have to disclose who their donors are.” Senator Orrin Hatch observes that “[p]olitics should 

never play a role in the IRS’s decision-making process. Unfortunately, this agency has come 

under increased pressure to do just that.”
79

 

 

July 9, 2012:  Ranking Member of the House Financial Services Committee Barney Frank (D-

MA) writes to the SEC Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs, inquiring about 

“SEC authority to require disclosure on corporate charitiable [sic] contributions. There is 

particular interest in what the authority is for disclosure of 501(c)(4) contributions.”
80

  

 

July 10, 2012:  Senator Sheldon Whitehouse re-introduces the DISCLOSE Act of 2012 (S. 

3369), where it faces further Republican opposition.
81

 

 

July 12, 2012:  A letter from The Campaign Legal Center urges senators to support the 

DISCLOSE Act, calling it an “urgently needed legislative response to the new types of high-

dollar, anonymously-funded political spending triggered by the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Citizens United v. FEC.”
82

 

 

July 13, 2012:  IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner responds to Senator 

Carl Levin’s letter warning that 501(c)(4) organizations are abusing their tax status by engaging 

in excessive political activity exactly one month later (see June 13, 2012 entry). In her letter, 

Lerner informs Levin that “the IRS actively educates section 501(c)(4) organizations at multiple 
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stages in their development about their responsibilities under the tax law,” and that the IRS 

“believe[s] this approach is the appropriate method by which to educate organizations on their 

responsibilities.”
83

 

 

July 16, 2012:  A letter from Americans for Campaign Reform, the Brennan Center for Justice, 

Campaign Legal Center, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, Common Cause, 

Democracy 21, League of Women Voters, People for the American Way, Public Citizen, and 

Sunlight Foundation urges Senators to vote for cloture on the DISCLOSE Act, calling the vote “a 

clear choice: vote for public disclosure to inform citizens about the donors providing funds to 

influence their votes, or vote to protect secret money.”
84

 

 

July 16, 2012:  The DISCLOSE Act of 2012 fails to pass a Senate vote for cloture. Senate 

Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) insists that wealthy conservative donors are on the cusp of 

purchasing the 2012 elections: “If this flood of outside money continues, the day after the 

election, 17 angry old white men will wake up and realize they've just bought the country.”
85

 

 

July 17, 2012:  The IRS responds to Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21’s 2011 petition 

(see July 27, 2011 and second March 22, 2012 entries), promising to “consider proposed changes 

in this area as we work…to identify tax issues that should be addressed through regulations…”
86

 

 

July 23, 2012:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 “welcome” the IRS’ response to their 

petitions, but call for urgent action and warn that “the failure of the IRS to take action on this 

matter has allowed groups…to make assertions about IRS rules that are unsupported by law, and 

thereby to provide a veil of secrecy for the donors financing their campaign-related 

expenditures.” The letter also singles out Crossroads GPS as the “biggest and most blatant 

example of massive campaign spending by a group claiming tax-exempt status as a section 

501(c)(4) ‘social welfare’ organization.”
87

 

 

July 27, 2012:  Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs’ Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations’ Chairman, Carl Levin writes the IRS a third time to request 

information as to whether 12 groups – Crossroads Grassroots Policy Strategies, Priorities U.S.A., 

Americans Elect, American Action Network, Americans for Prosperity, American Future Fund, 

Americans for Tax Reform, 60 Plus Association, Patriot Majority USA, Club for Growth, 
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Citizens for a Working America Inc., and Susan B. Anthony List – have applied for and received 

501(c)(4) tax-exempt status from the Agency.
88

 

 

August 6, 2012:  Perturbed by the IRS’s vow to “consider proposed changes” in its July 17 

response to Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21’s joint 2011 rulemaking petition, Senator 

Orrin Hatch and nine other GOP Senators warn: “We believe these petitions have less to do with 

concerns about the sanctity of the tax code and more about setting the tone for the upcoming 

presidential election, and we urge you to resist allowing the IRS rulemaking process to be 

subverted to achieve partisan political gains.”
89

 

 

August 9, 2012:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 send a ninth joint letter to the IRS, 

characterizing opposition to their 2011 rulemaking petition as “a partisan effort to allow pro-

Republican campaign groups like Crossroads GPS to continue hiding their donors from the 

American people…”
90

 

 

August 21, 2012:  Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 write to the IRS, apparently to 

bring a single ProPublica article on the activity of 501(c)(4)’s to the agency’s attention. The 

letter simply explains that they “believe the report further documents the case we have made in a 

series of letters.”
91

 

 

August 24, 2012:  IRS Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement, Steven T. Miller, 

responds to Senator Carl Levin’s July 27 letter (see July 27, 2012 entry), informing him of the 

tax status of five organizations – Americans for Prosperity, American Future Fund, 60 Plus 

Association, Patriot Majority USA, and Citizens for a Working America Inc. – and indicating 

that “section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code prohibits the disclosure of information about 

specific taxpayers unless the disclosure is authorized by some provision in the Internal Revenue 

Code. The IRS cannot legally disclose whether the organizations on your list have applied for tax 

exemption (unless and until such application is approved).”
92

 

 

August 29, 2012:  When asked about Citizens United during an online Q&A session on the 

website Reddit, President Barack Obama responds, “We need to seriously consider mobilizing a 

constitutional amendment process to overturn Citizens United.”
93
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August 31, 2012:  Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs’ 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations’ Chairman Carl Levin angrily replies to Deputy 

Commissioner Steven T. Miller’s response (see August 24, 2012 entry) in a fourth letter to the 

IRS, declaring:  “I find it unacceptable that the IRS appears to be passively standing by while 

organizations that hold themselves out to be “social welfare” organizations clearly ignore the tax 

code with no apparent consequences.”
94

 

 

September 2012:  Under pressure from Democratic Leadership in Congress and numerous pro-

regulation organizations,
95

 SEC Commissioners place the proposed donor disclosure rule on its 

rulemaking agenda, signaling their intention to decide whether to recommend the rule change. It 

is the most significant progress the proposed rule has made thus far.
96

 

 

September 14, 2012:  IRS Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement, Steven T. 

Miller, responds to Senator Carl Levin’s August 31 letter (see August 31, 2012 entry), informing 

the Senator “that the IRS currently has more than 70 ongoing examinations of section 501(c)(4) 

organizations (this includes examinations for a variety of issues, some of which include whether 

the organization is primarily engaged in activities that promote social welfare).”
97

 

 

September 19, 2012:  In a Senate floor speech, Senator Carl Levin demands that the IRS take a 

more active role in inspecting tax-exempt groups, saying “The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) – 

the organization that grants these groups their tax-exempt status in the first place – should be 

protecting the voting public from these groups that pretend to be acting in the social welfare but 

are instead engaging in partisan politics.”
98

 

 

September 26, 2012:  An e-mail from the staff of Senator Carl Levin to the IRS titled “Working 

on next letter..…” suggests the IRS may have aided Senator Levin in articulating his calls to 

change the rules governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4)s (see March 30, 2012, June 13, 

2012, July 27, 2012, and August 31, 2012 entries), The e-mail says, “I’m hoping to clear some 

things up before we send the next letter to the IRS.… so I thought we could attempt this at the 

staff level ”. Catherine Barre, the head of the IRS Legislative Affairs office, forwards the e-

mail to Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner and IRS Chief of Staff Nikole Flax, 

writing “Let’s discuss.” It is unknown what information the IRS provided to Senator Levin or his 

staff.
99
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September 27, 2012:  The eleventh letter from Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 to the 

IRS advocates “denying Crossroads GPS tax-exempt status and…imposing appropriate penalties 

on the organization.”
100

 

 

September 27, 2012:  Senator Carl Levin writes a fifth letter to the IRS (see August 31, 2012 

entry) demanding the tax-exempt status of four 501(c)(4) groups – Crossroads Grassroots Policy 

Strategies, Priorities U.S.A., Americans for Prosperity, and Patriot Majority USA.
101

  

 

October 4, 2012:  Roughly a month before the 2012 general election, Representative Elijah 

Cummings (D-MD), Ranking Member of the House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee, launches an investigation into True the Vote (TTV), a grassroots election-integrity 

organization, requesting extensive documentation from TTV and questioning the legality of the 

organization’s activities.
102

 

 

October 7, 2012:  Lisa Gilbert, of campaign finance “reform” group Public Citizen, writes in 

USA Today, “The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) should take more care as it classifies groups to 

ensure they don't allow sham non-profits to register as 501(c)(4)s,” and urges Federal 

Communications Commissioner (FCC) and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

involvement.
103

 

 

October 17, 2012:  IRS Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement Steven T. Miller 

replies to Senator Carl Levin’s letter requesting the tax-exempt status of four 501(c)(4) groups – 

Crossroads Grassroots Policy Strategies, Priorities U.S.A., Americans for Prosperity, and Patriot 

Majority USA (see second September 27, 2012 entry). In his response, Miller writes:  “As 

discussed in our previous responses dated June 4, 2012, and August 24, 2012, the IRS cannot 

legally disclose whether the organizations on your list have applied for tax exemption unless and 

until such application is approved. Section 6104(a) of the Internal Revenue Code permits public 

disclosure of an application for recognition of tax exempt status only after the organization has 

been recognized as exempt.”
104

 

 

October 23, 2012:  In his sixth letter to IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman, Senate Committee 

on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs’ Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations’ 

Chairman Carl Levin once again pressures the IRS about whether or not it is examining, or had 

already examined, four named organizations:  Crossroads Grassroots Policy Strategies, Priorities 
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U.S.A., Americans for Prosperity, and Patriot Majority USA. Specifically, Senator Levin 

inquires:  “Has the IRS examined whether or not the following 501(c)(4) organizations are 

engaged primarily in the promotion of social welfare? Please indicate yes or no, and, if yes, 

whether the examination is still pending.”
105

 

 

November 6, 2012:  Colorado voters approve the Colorado Corporate Contributions 

Amendment (Amendment 65),
106

 a ballot measure asking Colorado’s Congressional delegation 

to propose a Constitutional amendment to reverse Citizens United “that allows congress and the 

states to limit campaign contributions and spending.”
107

  

 

November 6, 2012:  Montanans approve Initiative No. 166,
108

 which establishes that 

“corporations are not entitled to constitutional rights because they are not human beings, and 

charges Montana elected and appointed officials, state and federal, to implement that policy.” 

This includes charging its Congressional delegation with proposing a Constitutional amendment 

to reverse Citizens United.
109

 

 

November 23, 2012:  IRS Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement Steven T. Miller 

writes Senator Carl Levin a month after Levin’s letter to IRS Commissioner Shulman, in which 

Levin sought information on the tax status of four 501(c)(4) organizations (see October 23, 2012 

entry). In his response, Miller rebuffs Levin’s request:  “As previously stated in our response 

dated June 4, 2012, section 6103 of the Code prohibits the disclosure of information about 

specific taxpayers, including whether they are under investigation or examination, unless the 

disclosure is authorized by some provision of the Code. Thus, we are legally prohibited from 

disclosing information related to examination activity.”
110

 

 

December 2012:  The Office of Management and Budget announces the SEC “is considering 

whether to recommend that the Commission issue a proposed rule to require that public 

companies provide disclosure to shareholders regarding the use of corporate resources for 

political activities.
111

 

 

December 3, 2012:  An incredulous letter from Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 

reacts to the IRS’ published list of agency priorities: “nowhere on this list of 317 agency 

‘priorities,’ which includes a list of 13 priorities specifically relating to exempt organizations, is 
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there any mention of a project to revise and clarify the rules dealing with political activities by 

section 501(c)(4) groups.”
112

 

 

December 7, 2012:  An internal SEC memo from the Agency’s Senior Special Counsel warns 

that “[the] FEC is the primary federal regulator of political activity disclosure. Formulating a 

SEC disclosure rule that is not duplicative of other federal and state law requirements and does 

not raise First Amendment issues may be challenging.”
113

 

 

December 11, 2012:  New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman announces a “far-reaching 

draft regulation” that “would require any tax-exempt group that does business in New York to 

disclose what proportion of its total spending went to political activities.” He is required to hold 

public hearings, but is a legally capable of approving the proposed regulations unilaterally.
114

 

 

December 14, 2012:  ProPublica receives Crossroads GPS’ 2010 application for tax-exempt 

status from the IRS. Because the group’s tax-exempt status had not yet been recognized, the 

application was confidential. Despite the IRS’ warning that publishing a pending application 

could result in fines and/or jail time, ProPublica publishes the full application.
115

 

 

December 27, 2012:  Senators Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) announce their 

intention to formally introduce a campaign finance “reform” proposal, similar in many ways to 

the DISCLOSE Act,
116

 which would require nonprofits to disclose their donors and would make 

the source and amount of each contribution immediately available online “so that the American 

people are not forced to suffer through another election cycle filled with anonymous sleaze and 

innuendo.”
117

 

 

January – February 2013:  New York Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli begins filing lawsuits to 

force private companies to reveal their political expenditures. The suits were filed on behalf of 

the state’s retirement fund, against companies in which the retirement fund is invested. The 
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strategy has some early successes, as KeyCorp and Qualcomm
118

 succumb to political 

pressure.
119

 

 

January 2, 2013:  Responding to ProPublica’s publication of Crossroads GPS’ application for 

tax-exempt status, Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 tell the IRS, “Crossroads GPS has 

no business being treated as a ‘social welfare’ organization and the IRS should deny its 

application for tax-exempt status as a section 501(c)(4) organization.”
120

 

 

January 3, 2013:  Once again, Representative Chris Van Hollen re-introduces the DISCLOSE 

Act in the House of Representatives.
121

 The legislation, H.R. 148, has yet to get a hearing in any 

of the House Committees to which it’s been referred.
122

 

 

January 4, 2013:  Representatives from two groups advocating for greater regulation of political 

speech, Democracy 21 (Founder and President Fred Wertheimer and Counsel Donald Simon) 

and Campaign Legal Center (Executive Director J. Gerald Hebert, Senior Counsel Tara Malloy, 

and Senior Counsel Paul Ryan), meet with IRS Director of Exempt Organizations Division, Lois 

Lerner and representatives from the Office of Chief Counsel and the Office of Tax Policy at the 

Department of the Treasury to discuss the groups’ numerous allegations about overly political 

501(c)(4) organizations. The groups express frustration that the IRS has not done more to 

enforce restrictions on political activity by 501(c)(4)’s.
123

 

  

January 4, 2013:  After learning Crossroads GPS was not selected for an audit, IRS Director of 

Exempt Organizations Division, Lois Lerner, e-mails Nanette Downing, the Director of 

Examinations in the IRS’s Dallas office to determine why the group had not been selected. 

Lerner indicates in the e-mail that all Crossroads GPS actions should be coordinated with the 

IRS’s DC office. Lerner also expresses concern to Downing that the IRS lacks the expertise to 

properly evaluate organizations applying for tax-exempt status:  “My level of confidence that we 

are equipped to do this work continues to be shaken. I don't even know what to recommend to 

make this better.”
124
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January 4, 2013:  In a seventh letter to the IRS, Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs’ Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations’ Chairman Carl Levin
 
writes 

Acting IRS Commissioner Steven T. Miller to request “an update as to the status of the 

application for tax exempt status filed by Crossroads Grassroots Policy Strategies.”
125

 

 

January 9, 2013:  An invite-only, off-the-record meeting of powerful liberal groups, including 

Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, the NAACP, and the National Education Association, convenes to 

strategize the best ways to “beat back the deep-pocketed conservative movement.” At the end of 

the meeting, the majority of attendees pledge millions of dollars in funding and manpower in 

hopes of achieving three primary goals:  “getting big money out of politics, expanding the voting 

rolls while fighting voter ID laws, and rewriting Senate rules to curb the use of the filibuster to 

block legislation.” The attendees call their plan the Democracy Initiative.
126

  

 

January 15, 2013:  A senior staff member at the Securities and Exchange Commission outlines 

new guidelines for closer scrutiny of section 501(c) and 527 groups.
127

 

 

January 16, 2013:  Citing ProPublica reports, Campaign Legal Center and Democracy 21 write 

to the IRS to request an investigation of American Tradition Partnership’s 501(c)(4) status.
128

 

 

January 17, 2013:  Saying Citizens United “poses a direct threat to our democracy,” 19 

Democratic Representatives submit a letter to the House Committee on the Judiciary requesting 

“a hearing on [proposed] Constitutional remedies to Citizens United.”
129

 

 

February – March 2013:  A new FCC rule requires TV stations to place information about all 

their ad-buys from political media agencies on a public file, which promptly results in “tens of 

thousands of dollars” being stolen from the advertisers by online thieves who obtained this bank 

account information from the publicly disclosed information.
130

 

 

February 19, 2013:  At a campaign stop, Representative Ed Markey (D-MA), then-special-

election candidate for U.S. Senate, compares the Citizens United ruling to the 1857 pro-slavery 
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ruling in Dred Scott v. Sanford, saying “The Dred Scott decision had to be repealed; we have to 

repeal Citizens United.”
131

 

 

February 28, 2013:  Leading Democrats, including House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-

CA), respond to a Government Accountability Office report, which discusses the FCC’s role in 

enforcing FEC sponsorship identification requirements for political ads under its purview. 

Representative Anna Eshoo (D-CA), Ranking Democrat in the House Communications and 

Technology Subcommittee, quipped: “Where power once originated from the general electorate, 

that balance has shifted in favor of the enormously wealthy, who can now hide their identity and 

their political expenditures. It’s time for the FCC to play a crucial role in bringing greater 

transparency to America’s electoral system by requiring sponsors of political ads to disclose their 

true identity, not just their ambiguously-named Super PAC.”
132

 

 

March 12, 2013:  At a Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee hearing, 

Senator Bill Nelson (D-FL) urges the FCC to force advertisers to disclose their donors in TV ads, 

saying “as the result of a Supreme Court decision, we have been beset upon in the political 

sphere with an avalanche of undisclosed, unlimited money.”
133

 

 

March 15, 2013:  In response to Senator Carl Levin’s January 4 letter to the IRS inquiring about 

the tax-exempt status of Crossroads GPS (see third January 4, 2013 entry), Deputy 

Commissioner for Services and Enforcement and Acting Commissioner Steven T. Miller 

responds to Senator Levin by again rebuffing his requests for confidential information. With 

respect to the current status of Crossroads GPS’s Form 1024 application, Miller once again 

informs Senator Levin that “[s]ection 6104(a) of the Code does not permit public disclosure of 

an application for recognition of tax-exempt status and supporting materials only after the 

application has been approved for the organization to be recognized as exempt. The IRS has no 

record of an approved application for Crossroads GPS.”
134

 

 

March 20, 2013:  In a New York Times op-ed, New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli 

and NYC Public Advocate Bill de Blasio write an open letter to the SEC calling for immediate 

action on the proposed rule requiring publicly traded companies to disclose all political 

expenditures.
135
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March 30, 2013:  The IRS sends out another round of “compliance check” questionnaires to 

1,300 501(c) groups. The IRS states that it is focusing on “self-declared” exempt groups.
136

 

 

April 9, 2013:  In a hearing of the Senate Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on Crime and 

Terrorism investigating issues in campaign finance enforcement, Subcommittee Chairman 

Senator Sheldon Whitehouse calls the IRS “toothless” in its regulation of 501(c)(4) 

organizations. Whitehouse claims that organizations are making a “mockery” of campaign 

finance law and that “big donors like to use these non-profit entities to launder campaign 

spending and hide their identities.”
137

 

 

April 9, 2013:  Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) files a petition to 

the IRS to instigate a rulemaking to curtail the activities of 501(c)(4) organizations, claiming that 

organizations “operated exclusively” for social welfare purposes should not be permitted to 

engage in any political activity. The petition concludes:  “Simply stated, the IRS can no longer 

be silent on a matter that threatens to upend the statutory scheme enacted by Congress. 

Accordingly, petitioner CREW requests that the IRS act immediately to initiate a rulemaking that 

will address the serious discrepancies between the Code and IRS regulations defining §501(c)(4) 

organizations.”
138

 

 

April 23, 2013:  Months after announcing a blueprint for their proposal, Senators Wyden and 

Murkowski formally introduce their campaign finance “reform” proposal, known as the Follow 

the Money Act (S. 791). In a joint Politico op-ed touting their legislation, the Senators explain 

that “the bill seeks to end the pass-the-buck, bureaucratic foot-dragging on the part of the FEC 

and the Internal Revenue Service, which have failed to take responsibility to enforce the law 

when it comes to bogus nonprofits that injected massive amounts of dark money into the 2012 

elections.”
139

 One of the provisions of the bill would grant the IRS the power to effectively 

impose a death sentence on tax-exempt organizations that make an error of $25,000 or more on 

their campaign finance reports.
140

 The bill has yet to receive a hearing in the Senate Finance 

Committee.
141

 

 

April 30, 2013:  IRS Manager of Exempt Organizations David Fish responds to the petition by 

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington regarding its rulemaking to curtail political 

activities by 501(c)(4) organizations (see April 9, 2013 entry), just three weeks after the petition 
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is filed. The one-page response letter explains the IRS’s decision not to promulgate a rulemaking 

at the time:  “The IRS is aware of the current public interest in this issue. These regulations have 

been in place since 1959. We will consider proposed changes in this area as we work with the 

IRS Office of Chief Counsel and the Treasury Department’s Office of Tax Policy to identify tax 

issues that should be addressed through regulations and other published guidance.”
142

 

 

May 6, 2013:  Speaking at a Yale University conference, Ezra Klein, a Washington Post 

columnist and MSNBC contributor,
143

 acknowledges that the media (himself included) 

dramatically overstated the supposed threat of Super PAC spending in advance of the 2012 

election: “It’s hard to look at the 2012 election, with its record fundraising and the flood of super 

PACs and all the rest of it, and come away really persuaded that money was a decisive player. 

And yet the way we talked about money in the run-up to the 2012 election, we really suggested it 

would be a decisive player. In fact, we suggested, quite often, that it wouldn’t just decide the 

election, but that it would imperil democracy itself. So I think we have some explaining to 

do.”
144

 

 

May 10, 2013:  In response to a planted question at a tax law conference, IRS Director of 

Exempt Organizations Division, Lois Lerner, publicly apologizes on behalf of the IRS for 

“‘absolutely inappropriate’ actions by lower-level workers,” who “had selected some 

conservative groups for extra scrutiny to determine whether their applications [for tax-exempt 

status] should be approved.”
145

 

 

May 13, 2013:  ProPublica reports that it originally received nine confidential pending 

applications from IRS agents in December 2012, six of which it published. None of the 

confidential applications are from liberal organizations.
146

 

 

May 14, 2013:  The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) issues a report 

entitled, “Inappropriate Criteria Were Used to Identify Tax-Exempt Applications for Review.” 

The report highlights findings from TIGTA’s audit of the IRS’s treatment of organizations 

applying for tax-exempt status. TIGTA concludes that “[t]he IRS used inappropriate criteria that 

identified for review Tea Party and other organizations applying for tax-exempt status based 

upon their names or policy positions instead of indications of potential political campaign 

intervention. Ineffective management:  1) allowed inappropriate criteria to be developed and stay 
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in place for more than 18 months, 2) resulted in substantial delays in processing certain 

applications, and 3) allowed unnecessary information requests to be issued.”
147

 

 

May 15, 2013:  In a speech on the Senate floor, Senator Whitehouse warns Congress that the 

IRS targeting of conservative-oriented groups is “not the only IRS scandal,” stating that the 

Service is also “allowing big shadowy forces to meddle in elections anonymously through front 

groups that file false statements.” The same day, Senator Whitehouse indicates that he plans to 

re-introduce a version of the DISCLOSE Act later in 2013.
148

 

 

May 15, 2013:  Pointing to partisan abuses in the IRS, House Republicans voice strong 

opposition to the proposed SEC rule during a three-hour hearing with new SEC Chairwoman 

Mary Jo White. “We’re giving you an opportunity today to make a clear and emphatic statement 

that you will refuse to be bullied by these outside radical groups that are trying to exploit the 

corporate disclosure process,” Representative Scott Garrett (R-NJ) said to Chairwoman White.
149

 

 

May 21, 2013:  Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington files a lawsuit against the 

IRS to compel the Service to initiate a rulemaking procedure to prohibit political activity by 

501(c)(4) organizations, three weeks after the IRS rejects CREW’s petition for rulemaking (see 

April 30, 2013 entry). CREW Executive Director Melanie Sloan ties the targeting scandal to the 

lawsuit, stating:  “Until now, it has been impossible to persuade the IRS or Congress to confront 

this issue. But now that the entire country has been educated about this previously obscure tax 

matter, this lawsuit may finally spur reform. The current IRS scandal directly stems from the 

problematic regulation. Only by changing it can we be sure we won’t see a repeat of the current 

debacle.”
150

 

 

May 22, 2013:  At a hearing of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, IRS 

Director of Exempt Organizations, Lois Lerner, reads an opening statement asserting her 

innocence in the events surrounding the IRS scandal, before ultimately invoking the Fifth 

Amendment when asked questions by members of the Committee. According to Lerner:  “I have 

not done anything wrong. I have not broken any laws. I have not violated any IRS rules or 

regulations. And I have not provided false information to this or any other congressional 

committee.”
151

 Members of the Committee believe that Lerner waived her right to plead the Fifth 

by making an opening statement, and the hearing is recessed, and not adjourned, so that Lerner 

can be called back to testify. 
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May 31, 2013:  Nearly two years after the IRS’s gift tax initiative was publicly revealed and 

aborted (see May 12, 2011, June 3, 2011, and July 7, 2011 entries), it’s made public that all five 

taxpayers targeted by the Agency’s gift tax initiative were donors to the now-defunct 

conservative 501(c)(4) organization Freedom’s Watch. According to a board member of the 

group, Ari Fleischer, “[i]t’s perfectly plain to see that Freedom’s Watch’s donors were singled 

out…in a complete break with decades of precedent and IRS procedure.”
152

 

 

June 1, 2013:  Nick Nyhart, President and CEO of Public Campaign, tells ABC News “there are 

legitimate questions to be asked about political groups that are hiding behind a 501(c)(4) status. 

It's unfortunate a few bad apples at the IRS will make it harder for those questions to be asked 

without claims of bias.”
153

 

 

June 3, 2013:  Democracy 21 and Campaign Legal Center send a letter to the House Ways and 

Means Committee arguing “the problem is not that the IRS regulations are too restrictive but that 

they are far too lax,” and requesting that the Committee not focus narrowly on the targeting of 

conservative groups.
154

 

 

June 4, 2013:  Congress’s investigation into the IRS’s handling of 501(c)(4) groups prompts 

some lawmakers to use the opportunity to introduce new rules and regulations for such 

organizations. Representative Richard Neal (D-MA) states that political activity by 501(c)(4) 

organizations “is even more egregious than some of the actions of the IRS.”
155

 

 

June 5, 2013:  New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman officially adopts new disclosure 

rules “requiring nonprofit groups, including 501(c)(4) ‘social welfare’ organizations…to report 

the percentage of their expenditures that go to federal, state and local electioneering.”
156

 

Schneiderman vows that “‘Dark Money’ groups that proliferated since Citizens United will be 

brought into the light.”
157

 

 

June 18, 2013:  For a second successive Congress (see November 1, 2011 entry), Senator Tom 

Udall introduces S.J. Res. 19, which proposes an amendment to the Constitution giving Congress 
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“power to regulate the raising and spending of money and in-kind equivalents with respect to 

Federal elections…”
158

 The measure is referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee.
159

 

 

June 18, 2013:  Senator Jon Tester, (D-MT) introduces a Constitutional amendment to reverse 

Citizens United,
160

 as requested by Montana Initiative No. 166 (see November 6, 2012 entry 

above). The amendment declares “the rights protected by this Constitution to be the rights of 

natural persons,” and grants Congress the power to impose upon corporate entities whatever 

regulations it may “deem reasonable.”
161

 

 

June 21, 2013:  Nearly a year after his original address (see June 15, 2012 entry), Senate 

Minority Leader Mitch McConnell speaks at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI), again 

warning of government attacks on free speech. Following up on many of the themes he discussed 

in his 2012 AEI talk, Senator McConnell speaks at length about the IRS scandal (see May 10, 

2013 entry), cautioning that “what we're dealing with here is larger than the actions of one 

agency or any group of employees…. This administration has institutionalized the practice of 

pitting bureaucrats against the very people they're supposed to be serving, and it needs to 

stop.”
162

 

 

June 24, 2013:  IRS Principal Deputy Commissioner Danny Werfel announces that the IRS will 

ease its backlog of applications for tax-exempt status by allowing organizations whose 

applications have been pending for more than 120 days to automatically receive their 501(c)(4) 

status, if they self-certify that they will limit their political spending to 40 percent of their overall 

activities. Under current law, 501(c)(4) groups must not have political activity as their primary 

purpose, commonly understood to mean that these organizations may spend up to 49 percent of 

their overall activities on politics.
163

 

 

June 30, 2013:  In a report to Congress, the IRS’s National Taxpayer Advocate, Nina Olson, 

recommends that the Agency cease its role in regulating political speech in favor of an agency 

with expertise on the subject, like the FEC. “It may be advisable to separate political 

determinations from the function of revenue collection. Under several existing provisions that 

require non-tax expertise, the IRS relies on substantive determinations from an agency with 

programmatic knowledge. Potentially, legislation could authorize the IRS to rely on a 

determination of political activity from the Federal Election Commission (FEC) or other 
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programmatic agency. Specifically, the FEC would have to determine that proposed activity 

would not or does not constitute excessive political campaign activity.”
164

 

 

July 31, 2013:  National Review Online reports that the House Ways and Means Committee has 

discovered e-mail correspondence between the IRS’s Lois Lerner and the FEC general counsel’s 

office, which seem to detail illicit sharing of tax information about the American Future Fund, a 

501(c)(4) nonprofit organization. The FEC’s General Counsel’s Office allegedly colluded with 

Lois Lerner to sway a FEC vote on whether or not to prosecute the American Future Fund, 

asking for and receiving confidential information in 2008 and 2009.
165

 

 

September 17, 2013:  A memo released by the House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee updating committee members on the IRS investigation points to “media attention” as 

the catalyst for differing treatment of conservative and liberal applications for tax-exempt status. 

The memo implies “that IRS personnel responded to ‘dog whistles’…in public statements from 

the president and his supporters” along with the criticism of Tea Party groups media outlets 

produced in 2010. As negative media coverage of the Tea Party multiplied, beginning in 

February 2010, IRS employees in Cincinnati “were flagging Tea Party applications for 

Washington's attention, and their stated motive was media interest.”
166

 

 

September 18, 2013:  At a House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee hearing, 

Republican Representatives emphasize the revelation “that new information showed that the IRS 

flagged mostly conservative groups for extra surveillance, even after those groups received their 

tax-exempt status,” including untimely IRS audits and extensive requests for additional  

information. The Republican argument, mainly led by Representative Charles Boustany Jr. (R-

LA), was met with accusations of partisanship and paranoia by Democrats on the Subcommittee, 

and the many questions regarding former Director of the IRS Exempt Organizations Division 

Lois Lerner’s role in the targeting remained unanswered by Danny Werfel, Interim IRS 

Commissioner.
167

 

  

September 20, 2013:  After enduring a three-year delay in a decision on its application for tax-

exempt status, the grassroots election-integrity organization, True the Vote, has its application 

approved by a joint decision of the IRS and the Department of Justice. As part of the decision to 

grant True the Vote’s tax-exempt status, the IRS motions to dismiss the organization’s lawsuit 

against the Agency.
168
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September 23, 2013:  In the wake of a USA Today story revealing internal IRS documents 

flagging groups for “anti-Obama rhetoric,” ABC, CBS, and NBC neglect to cover not only this 

development, but have not reported on anything related to the IRS scandal for several months. 

The obtained IRS documents feature names of targeted groups with commentary by IRS lawyers 

as to why the groups were chosen.
169

 

 

September 23, 2013:  Lois Lerner retires after 12 years with the IRS while remaining an 

important component of the IRS scandal investigations. Senate Finance Committee Chairman 

Senator Orin Hatch states that Lerner’s retirement ‘“does not mean the investigation is over.’” 

The IRS determines Lerner “mismanaged her department and was ‘neglectful of duty’ but found 

no evidence of political bias.” According to a Democratic congressional aide, Lerner was to be 

terminated following the investigation of her role in the scandal.
170

 

 

September 25, 2013:  Despite a concerted effort from activist investors wishing to influence 

corporate disclosure practices and chill the speech rights of business entities, the 2013 proxy 

season ends with significant investor opposition to corporate disclosure resolutions. “According 

to the Manhattan Institute’s Center for Legal Policy, such proposals were introduced more often 

than any other proposal type in 2013, constituting 20 percent of all proposals among Fortune 250 

companies. However, none of these proposals to Fortune 250 companies attracted majority 

support, receiving average support from only 18 percent of shareholders in 2013, down from 

nearly 25 percent in 2011.”
171

 

 

October 3, 2013:  The National Organization for Marriage files a lawsuit against the IRS, 

believing the Agency’s 2012 leak of their private donor list to its political enemies to be 

intentional. The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration also “investigated the leak of 

the National Organization for Marriage’s donor list, but apparently closed the case without 

publicly identifying who was responsible.” Privacy laws further prevent the organization from 

attaining any information on who leaked their donor list. John C. Eastman, Chairman of National 

Organization for Marriage, vows to find the perpetrator and “keep the pressure on” the Justice 

Department.
172

 

 

October 8, 2013:  At a press conference following oral arguments in the McCutcheon v, FEC 

Supreme Court case, which challenges the federal aggregate limit on overall political giving on 

First Amendment grounds, President Barack Obama blames the Citizens United decision for 

issues in Washington:  “And I continue to believe that Citizens United contributed to some of the 
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problems we're having in Washington right now. You have some ideological extremist who has a 

big bankroll and they can entirely skew our politics. And there are a whole bunch of members of 

Congress right now who privately will tell you, I know our positions are unreasonable, but we're 

scared that if we don’t go along with the tea party agenda or some particularly extremist agenda 

that we'll be challenged from the right. And the threats are very explicit, and so they toe the 

line. And that’s part of why we've seen a breakdown of just normal, routine business done here 

in Washington on behalf of the American people.”
173

 

 

October 9, 2013:  In potential violation of Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code, which 

forbids any federal employee from “disclos[ing] any return or return information obtained by 

him in any manner in connection with his service as such an officer or an employee,” Sarah Hall 

Ingram, Director of the IRS Affordable Care Act Office, and senior Obama White House 

officials, including Ellen Montz, White House Health Policy Advisor, and Jeanne Lambrew, 

Deputy Assistant to the President for Health Policy, reportedly discussed religious groups’ 

opposition to the contraception mandate in the Affordable Care Act via e-mail. Through these e-

mail conversations, confidential taxpayer information was exposed. When questioned by 

Representative Darrell Issa at a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing, 

Ingram denies knowledge of the documents.
174

 

 

October 17, 2013:  Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) attempts to shut down another regulatory attempt 

at implementing DISCLOSE Act-like provisions through the FCC (see February 11, 2010, April 

29, 2010, July 21, 2010, February 9, 2012, March 21, 2012, July 10, 2012, and January 3, 2013 

entries) by placing a hold on the nomination of former telecom lobbyist and venture capitalist 

Tom Wheeler to lead the Agency “until Mr. Wheeler pledges not to require more disclosures 

from the sponsors of political ads.” Cruz previously addressed the issue with Wheeler in a June 

confirmation hearing and was reportedly unsatisfied with Wheeler’s response. Earlier in 2013, 

“several Democrats suggested the FCC could require such disclosure under its existing 

authority.”
175

 

 

October 29, 2013:  Tom Wheeler and Michael O’Rielly are confirmed by a unanimous vote in 

the Senate to fill two empty Federal Communications Commission seats. Senator Ted Cruz, who 

had previously placed a hold on the nomination, lifted the hold after he “received assurances 

from [Wheeler] that the commission would not immediately pursue changes for political 

advertising on television.”
176

 

 

October 30, 2013:  An investigation by the House Ways and Means Committee into the 

unlawful leak of the National Organization for Marriage’s donor list (See October 3, 2013 entry) 

successfully identifies the IRS employee who disclosed the list. Under the protection of the same 

law the employee broke, and because of the employee’s position in the IRS’s Exempt 
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Organizations Division, no information on the perpetrator of the leak – name, disciplinary action 

taken, employment status, etc. – or the leak itself can be revealed to the public or to the National 

Organization for Marriage. The donor list at issue went from the unnamed IRS employee to 

Matthew Meisel, a former Bain & Company employee, to the Human Rights Campaign, where it 

was used to show that then-presidential candidate Mitt Romney’s PAC had previously donated to 

the National Organization for Marriage.
177

 

 

October 31, 2013:  An e-mail chain between the former IRS Director of Exempt Organizations 

Division, Lois Lerner, and enforcement attorneys at the Federal Election Commission obtained 

by Judicial Watch reveals that several conservative groups’ confidential applications for tax-

exempt status and tax return information were shared between the two agencies. Beginning as 

early as January 2009, Lerner shared confidential information about organizations such as the 

American Future Fund and American Issues Project through these exchanges in potential 

violation of Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code.
178

 

 

November 7, 2013:  House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell 

Issa (R-CA) issues a subpoena to the Treasury Department in an effort to discover what 

knowledge the Department may have of the IRS’s targeting scandal. The Department has sent 

the Committee approximately 1,200 pages of information, but still “several of [the Committee’s] 

questions have gone totally unanswered.”
179

 

 

November 21, 2013:  The IRS reports that it has cleared 75 percent of the applications for 

Section 501(c)(4) status delayed by the unraveling IRS scandal. Some applications for tax-

exempt status remain unapproved, even after years of delay.
180

 

 

November 26, 2013:  In an effort to “help the government avoid future dust-ups with politically 

active nonprofit organizations,” the IRS proposes new rules to restrict what the Agency deems as 

excessive spending on campaigns by tax-exempt 501(c)(4) groups. The proposed rules broadly 

expand the definition of “political activity” to include activities that have never before been 

deemed as “political,” such as voter-registration drives and the production of nonpartisan voter 

guides, potentially jeopardizing the tax-exempt status of many nonprofit groups on both sides of 

the political spectrum.
181

 Kimberley Strassel of The Wall Street Journal suggests that the 

“Treasury [Department] appears to have combed through those tea party applications, compiled 

all the groups' main activities, and then restricted those activities in the new rule,” noting that 

most of the aforementioned nonpartisan activities previously considered to be for social welfare 

would become illegal under the new regulations. Strassel sees the proposed rules as a 
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continuation of the IRS targeting, only now codified in law. Comments on the proposed 

rulemaking are due to the IRS by February 27.
182

 

 

November 27, 2013:  On behalf of the Alliance for Justice (AFJ), a national association of more 

than 100 progressive organizations, AFJ President Nan Aron responds to the IRS’s proposed 

rulemaking regulating 501(c)(4) organizations, arguing that defining certain activities as 

“political” removes the ability of organizations to engage in important social welfare activities 

like “nonpartisan get-out-the-vote drives, candidate questionnaires, and voter registration 

drives.” Aron suggests that smaller 501(c)(4) groups will be forced to shut down due to the lack 

of resources needed to obtain the lawyers and accountants necessary to ensure proper adherence 

to the new rules. According to Aron, “While the IRS and Treasury achieved their stated goal of 

creating clear and definitive definitions, they erred by quashing democratic participation–the 

heart of what so many social welfare organizations do.”
183

 

 

November 30, 2013:  The Securities and Exchange Commission releases its 2014 to-do list. 

Absent from the list is the proposed rule requiring public companies to disclose their political 

spending, a proposal that was on the SEC’s 2013 to-do list. The rule’s exclusion, however, will 

not necessarily prevent the issue from being given attention by the Commission in 2014. “SEC 

spokesman John Nester said in a statement that the latest agenda ‘represents our best estimate as 

to what would be ready for Commission consideration by fall of 2014.’”
184

 

 

December 2, 2013:  Representatives Darrell Issa and Jim Jordan, leaders of the House Oversight 

and Government Reform Committee’s IRS inquiry, claim the FBI refuses to share documents 

from the Bureau’s IRS investigation. “The department’s tactics have impeded a congressional 

investigation and interfered with the committee’s access to documents and information. 

Obstructing a congressional investigation is a crime,” Mr. Issa and Mr. Jordan write in a letter to 

FBI Director James B. Comey, Jr., warning that if they don’t receive the information they have 

requested, they will use “‘compulsory’ means” after December 16, 2013.
185

 

 

December 10, 2013:  During his confirmation hearing, John Koskinen, President Obama’s 

nominee to become the next IRS Commissioner, assures members of the Senate Finance 

Committee that he will “cooperate fully” with the ongoing investigations of the IRS after being 

warned by the Committee’s Ranking Member Orrin Hatch that “the next IRS leader must be 

trustworthy and transparent.”
186
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December 13, 2013:  In light of the IRS’s proposed rules for 501(c)(4) groups (See November 

26, 2013 entry), both liberal and conservative leaning groups are protesting the rules as 

unwarranted restrictions on their activities. Left-leaning groups like the League of Women 

Voters and the League of Conservation Voters have spoken out against the expansive new 

rules.
187

 

 

December 13, 2013:  After what Republicans characterize as a rushed vote, the Senate Finance 

Committee approves John Koskinen’s nomination as the new IRS Commissioner with only one 

“no” vote by Senator Pat Roberts (R-KS).
188

 

 

January 8, 2014:  House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa 

and Economic Growth, Job Creation, and Regulatory Affairs Subcommittee Chairman Jim 

Jordan question the Department of Justice’s choice of Barbara Kay Bosserman, a civil-rights 

attorney and not a prosecutor in the Department of Justice’s Public Integrity Section (which 

traditionally handles campaign finance and election law cases), to head the investigation of the 

IRS, because Bosserman had previously “donated more than $6,000 to Mr. Obama’s 2008 and 

2012 campaigns, as well as several hundred dollars to the national Democratic Party.” Issa and 

Jordan write in a letter that “it is unbelievable that the department would choose such an 

individual to examine the federal government’s systematic targeting and harassment of 

organizations opposed to the president’s policies,” characterizing Bosserman’s role as a 

“startling conflict of interest.”
189

 

 

January 9, 2014:  After being left off the Securities and Exchange Commission’s 2014 to-do list 

(See November 30, 2013 entry), 79 members of Congress send a letter to SEC Chairwoman 

Mary Jo White requesting the addition of corporate political spending disclosure to the 

Commission’s 2014 agenda. The letter states:  “We strongly urge the SEC to reconsider and use 

its rulemaking authority to require corporations to disclose their political spending to 

shareholders.”
190

 

 

January 9, 2014:  More than 55 conservative and free market organizations sign a letter urging 

Congress to stop the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations in the omnibus spending bill:  “This latest 

IRS power grab must be stopped, and we urge you to do so in the omnibus appropriations bill.” 

The letter identifies the IRS as a “rogue agency” that has yet to be held accountable for the 

“outrageous abuses” of power it demonstrated in targeting conservative-leaning groups.
191
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January 13, 2014:  The FBI announces that it does not plan to file criminal charges related to its 

investigation of the IRS, concluding that there was not “the kind of political bias or ‘enemy 

hunting’ that would amount to a violation of criminal law,” but rather “evidence of a 

mismanaged bureaucracy enforcing rules about tax-exemption applications it didn’t understand.” 

At this point in the investigation, FBI officials predict that no charges will be made barring the 

discovery of any unforeseen evidence.
192

 

 

January 13, 2014:  A 1,582-page, $1.1 trillion omnibus bill released by congressional 

negotiators prohibits funding for the disclosure of campaign contributions by contractors bidding 

on federal contracts. As for the IRS, “there’s no funding ‘to target groups for regulatory scrutiny 

based on their ideological beliefs or to target citizens for exercising their First Amendment 

rights.’”
193

  

 

January 14, 2014:  House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp introduces 

legislation (H.R. 3865) to halt the proposed IRS rules for 501(c)(4) organizations by proposing a 

one-year hold on the new regulations, arguing that it is too soon to create new rules given that 

the investigation of the IRS targeting scandal has yet to reach a conclusion.
194

 

  

January 16, 2014:  Kimberley Strassel of The Wall Street Journal reveals that in negotiations on 

the passage of the omnibus earlier in the week, Democrats sacrificed their main legislative 

priorities in order to save the proposed IRS rules for 501(c)(4)s from being halted by GOP efforts 

to include provisions to stop implementation of the proposed regulations within the omnibus. 

Strassel asserts that the new IRS regulations could “shut up hundreds of groups that pose a direct 

threat by restricting their ability to speak freely in an election season about spending or 

ObamaCare or jobs.”
195

 

  

January 17, 2014:  President Obama signs the omnibus spending bill into law, codifying 

language preventing funding for the disclosure of campaign donations by federal contractors 

bidding on government contracts, and language prohibiting the IRS from targeting organizations 

based on their political beliefs.
196

 

 

January 22, 2014:  In an attempt to understand the IRS language on page 439 of the 1,582-page 

omnibus spending bill President Obama signed into law on January 17, many experts have come 

to only one conclusion:  no one is quite sure of the language’s impact. “Just nine lines long and 

68 words, the two clauses say money designated for the IRS cannot be used to ‘target citizens of 
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the United States for exercising any right guaranteed under the first Amendment’ or to target 

‘groups for regulatory scrutiny based on their ideological beliefs.’” The vague language – open 

for interpretation by regulators, courts, and lawyers – could have a significant impact on future 

IRS regulation of tax-exempt nonprofits.
197

 

 

January 22, 2014:  In a letter to U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, Senator Ted Cruz 

admonishes the Obama administration for its failure to properly investigate the IRS targeting 

scandal and discipline those responsible, as was promised when the scandal first broke. In his 

letter, Cruz states, “Two hundred fifty-three days have passed since both you and President 

Obama professed outrage at the IRS’s wrongful conduct. To date, no one has been indicted.” 

Cruz’s letter also encourages Holder to appoint a new, unbiased special prosecutor to conduct the 

remainder of the investigation.
198

 

 

January 23, 2014:  In a speech at the Center for American Progress, Senator Chuck Schumer 

encourages the Obama administration and the IRS to take action “administratively” to close 

“huge holes in our campaign finance laws created (sic) this ill-advised decision,” referring to 

2010’s Citizens United ruling. Schumer further implores the IRS and other government agencies 

to “redouble” efforts to combat the “Citizens United loopholes” he views as being taken 

advantage of by the Tea Party. In his speech, Schumer also acknowledges that efforts to create 

new campaign finance regulations legislatively are not likely to pass Congress in the near 

future.
199

 

 

January 23, 2014:  Conservative author, pundit, and noted critic of President Obama, Dinesh 

D’Souza is indicted by the FBI “on federal charges of violating campaign finance laws by using 

straw donors to funnel money to a U.S. Senate candidate.” According to the complaint, D’Souza 

illegally reimbursed friends for their donations to the Senate campaign of his friend Wendy Long 

(R), who lost in 2012 to incumbent Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) by a wide margin. 

D’Souza’s attorney Benjamin Brafman said in a statement that “Mr. D’Souza did not act with 

any corrupt or criminal intent whatsoever. He and the candidate have been friends since their 

college days, and at worst, this was an act of misguided friendship by D’Souza. . .It is important 

to note that the indictment does not allege a corrupt relationship between Mr. D’Souza and the 

candidate.”
200

 

 

January 29, 2014:  Despite the FBI’s predictions that its IRS investigation will not result in 

criminal charges (see first January 13, 2014 entry), Attorney General Eric Holder backtracks 

from the original report, clarifying that the government may still file criminal charges against 
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IRS employees involved in the targeting scandal. Though Holder would not discuss the progress 

of the investigation, “he denied a published report that the investigation concluded there were no 

criminal acts in the targeting.”
201

 

 

January 30, 2014:  Senator Mitch McConnell implores new IRS Commissioner John Koskinen 

to stand up against the proposed IRS regulations for 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations in a 

speech on the Senate floor:  “what the administration is proposing poses a grave threat to the 

ability of ordinary Americans to freely participate in the Democratic process…Commissioner 

Koskinen must take a stand against this kind of thuggery and make it clear to a nervous public 

that his agency will not engage in any more government-sanctioned crackdowns on speech.”
202

 

 

January 30, 2014:  Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee Dave Camp writes a 

letter to Secretary of the Treasury Jacob Lew requesting “all documents pertaining to [the] 

501(c)(4) rulemaking” between January 1, 2009 and the present. Camp requested the 

documentation be proffered no later than February 13, 2014.
203

 

 

February 2, 2014:  In response to a question about the IRS scandal during a Super Bowl Sunday 

interview with Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly, President Barack Obama blames the IRS targeting 

scandal on “some bone-headed decisions…out of a local office,” emphatically declaring that 

“not even a smidgeon of corruption” was involved.
204

 

 

February 4, 2014:  Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal (R) weighs in on the IRS scandal and the 

proposed (c)(4) regulations, urging Congress to prevent the proposed regulations from moving 

forward because of their threat to privacy and First Amendment freedoms:  “The IRS could 

easily use those donor lists to engage in harassment and intimidation against those who disagree 

with the Administration’s liberal agenda.”
205

 

 

February 4, 2014:  In another joint letter, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee 

Chairman Darrell Issa and Economic Growth, Job Creation, and Regulatory Affairs 

Subcommittee Chairman Jim Jordan write to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen requesting that 

the IRS not consider the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations and that the Committee receive 

information as to how the proposed regulations came into being. “As written, the 

Administration’s proposed rule will stifle the speech of social welfare organizations and will 

codify and systematize targeting of organizations whose views are at odds with those of the 

Administration….we also have serious concerns about the process by which the Administration 
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promulgated this rule.”
206

 The letter also details congressional testimony from former IRS Acting 

Commissioner Stephen T. Miller, in which he alludes that the IRS targeting of conservative 

groups was a response to pressure from Democrats in Congress:  “I mean, I think we were – we 

had, you know, Mr. Levin complaining bitterly to us about – Senator Levin complaining bitterly 

about our regulation that was older than me…And, you know, we were being asked to take a 

look at that. And so we were thinking about what things could be done.”
207

 

 

February 5, 2014:  During a House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee hearing with 

newly installed IRS Commissioner John Koskinen, House Ways and Means Chairman Dave 

Camp reveals a June 2012 e-mail exchange between a Treasury Department attorney and IRS 

officials in the Tax Exempt Organizations Division, including former Director Lois Lerner, about 

“off-plan” conversations regarding 501(c)(4) groups. “Mr. Camp noted that in this case ‘off-

plan’ appears to mean ‘hidden from the public.’ He added that committee interviews with IRS 

officials have found that the new 2013 rules were in the works as early as 2011, meaning the 

Administration has ‘fabricated the rationale’ for this new regulation.”
208

 Koskinen also indicates 

during the hearing that the number of public comments on the proposed (c)(4) rulemaking – over 

21,000 at the time of the hearing – is the highest on record that the Agency has received on a 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
209

 

 

February 5, 2014:  In a letter to Commissioner Koskinen, members of the Republican 

Leadership in the House and Senate as well as Republicans from the House Appropriations, 

Senate Finance, and House Ways and Means Committees strongly encourage the IRS not to go 

forth with the proposed rule changes for 501(c)(4)s because it “continu[es] to target the first 

amendment rights of [the] same grass-roots groups” targeted in the IRS scandal. The letter 

continues:  “This proposed rule is an affront to free speech itself. It poses a serious and 

undeniable threat to the ability of ordinary Americans to freely participate in the democratic 

process. That’s why groups all along the political spectrum, from the ACLU to the Chamber of 

Commerce, and the citizens who support them, are increasingly concerned about its effect.”
210

 

 

February 5, 2014:  Representatives Gerry Connolly (D-VA) and Matt Cartwright (D-PA) 

request an investigation of Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration J. Russell George, 

expressing concern about George’s May 2013 audit of the IRS, which revealed that “the IRS 

used inappropriate criteria that identified for review Tea Party and other organizations applying 

for tax-exempt status.”
211
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February 5, 2014:  Cause of Action, a nonpartisan 501(c)(3) investigative organization, requests  

that the IRS extend the public comment period on the Agency’s proposed 501(c)(4) rulemaking 

and files a lawsuit to “delay the IRS issuing a final rule until the IRS produces responsive 

records; and order the IRS to re-open the comment period on the proposed rule after the IRS 

produces all responsive records.”
212

 

 

February 6, 2014:  One week after his previous speech on the subject (see January 30, 2014 

entry), Senator McConnell speaks on the Senate floor against the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations:  

“Under the Administration’s proposed regulations, many citizen groups could be prohibited from 

participating in some of the most basic civic engagement activities…Grassroots groups shouldn’t 

be persecuted for doing the very things Americans expect them to do – they shouldn’t be forced 

to shut down for engaging in the very kind of educational activities the 501(c)4 designation was 

designed to support. The idea is to shut up and shut down the voices that oppose the 

Administration’s priorities – and it comes on the heels of a long-running pet project of this 

Administration to expose conservative donors to harassment in order in order to dry up their 

funding.”
213

  

 

February 6, 2014:  Catherine Engelbrecht, founder of True the Vote, the grassroots election-

integrity outfit, files a formal ethics complaint with the Office of Congressional Ethics over the 

conduct of House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Ranking Member Elijah 

Cummings. Engelbrecht’s complaint alleges that Representative Cummings “misrepresented his 

authority as a Member of Congress to intimidate me and others associated with me, and which 

may be responsible for a series of incursions into my personal, organizational and business 

affairs by various federal agencies, agents and bureaucracies over the past four years.”
214

 

 

February 7, 2014:  In a letter to IRS Commissioner Koskinen complaining about the “millions 

of dollars” of taxpayer money “Congressional Republicans are wasting” through requests to the 

IRS for documents pertaining to the six ongoing investigations into the Agency’s targeting of 

conservative groups, Ranking Member of the House Ways and Means Committee, Sander Levin 

(D-MI), and Ranking Member of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, 

Elijah Cummings, request documentation with “accounting of taxpayer dollars and federal 

employee time spent to date on these investigations.”
215

 

 

February 10, 2014:  A coalition of 11 groups who advocate for greater regulation of political 

speech write to members of the House Ways and Means Committee, urging them to vote against 
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a bill by Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp that would delay implementation of 

the IRS’s proposed rules for 501(c)(4) organizations for a year (see January 14, 2014 entry). The 

letter implores Committee members not to delay the rulemaking because the signees believe that 

delay of the proposed rulemaking “will only serve to prolong the opportunity for the abuses of 

the tax laws that have resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars of undisclosed “dark” money 

flowing into federal elections.”
216

 

 

February 11, 2014:  Senator Mitch McConnell again takes to the Senate floor, this time to 

promote legislation called the “Stop Targeting of Political Beliefs by the IRS Act of 2014” (S. 

2011), which would prohibit the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations from becoming law: “Instead of 

putting safeguards in place to protect our civil liberties, the Obama Administration is now 

dragging the IRS back in the opposite direction. It’s now pushing a regulation that would 

actually entrench and encourage the harassment of groups that dare to speak up and engage in the 

conversation. It’s trying to intimidate into silence those who send donations to civic groups too. 

Predictably, the Obama Administration has tried to spin these regulations as some sort of ‘good 

government’ measure – as reforms initiated in response to the IRS scandal. But, of course, we 

know that that’s simply not true. In recent days, we learned that these regulations – regulations 

designed to suppress free speech – have been in the works for years. So let’s be clear: all of this 

is simply unacceptable.”
217

   

 

February 11, 2014:  Senators John Cornyn (R-TX), Orrin Hatch, and Jeff Flake (R-AZ) also 

speak on the Senate floor to rally support for S. 2011, the “Stop Targeting of Political Beliefs by 

the IRS Act of 2014” (see previous entry). Cornyn warns that the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations 

will “institutionalize the role of the IRS as the speech police.”
218

 Hatch highlights the importance 

of S. 2011:  “That’s why this legislation we’ve introduced today is so important. We need to 

send a message to the administration that it can’t tamper with the rules of free speech just 

because it doesn’t like what’s being said.”
219

 Flake encourages the IRS to make amends with the 

public: “It’s time to end the intimidation and harassment. Let’s preserve the First Amendment 

rights of all groups, regardless of their ideology, especially those that commit themselves to 

improving our society. And let’s restore the public’s faith in the ability of the IRS to fairly 

administer our nation’s tax laws.”
220
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February 11, 2014:  The House Ways and Means Committee votes on a party line basis in favor 

of H.R. 3865 (see January 14, 2014 entry), taking a key step towards delaying the IRS’s 

proposed 501(c)(4) regulations. “These rules are a blatant attempt to legalize and institutionalize 

targeting by the IRS, and are designed to put conservative groups out of business,” Ways and 

Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp explained. “It is no wonder the IRS tried to develop 

this rule behind closed doors and out of the public’s view. This legislation will put a hold on 

these proposed rules until Congress completes its investigation into the IRS’s abuses.”
221

 The 

vote comes after Camp reveals that Committee investigations found that the IRS also targeted 

established conservative tax-exempt groups for audits, and not just those groups applying for tax-

exempt status.
222

 

 

February 11, 2014:  Chief Deputy Whip Peter Roskam (R-IL) sends a letter to lead Department 

of Justice investigator for the IRS targeting scandal Barbara Bosserman detailing his 

expectations regarding the unbiased principles with which the investigation should be conducted. 

Acknowledging the firestorm Bosserman faces considering her prior donations to President 

Obama and the Democratic Party, Roskam says his “principle interest is in finding out what 

happened, who is responsible, and ultimately achieving justice for those injured throughout this 

process.”
223

 

 

February 12, 2014:  Amid cries of disapproval from both conservative and liberal leaning 

groups, experts are beginning to doubt the likelihood that the IRS’s proposed 501(c)(4) 

regulations will move forward. Tax attorney Marcus Owens, a former high-ranking official at the 

IRS, said “the regulations are dead in the water.” With more than 23,000 public comments 

overwhelmingly in opposition to the proposed regulations, “critics and supporters of the proposal 

agree that the vehement objections could delay or even derail the rules. Tax experts now expect 

the Treasury Department to pull back the regulations and rewrite them – or perhaps even 

withdraw them completely.”
224

 

 

February 12, 2014:  A growing chorus of tax attorneys indicate that the IRS’s proposed rules 

governing 501(c)(4) organizations violate the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, which requires 

government agencies to accurately estimate the paperwork burdens of newly proposed programs 

on the public. According to a letter submitted to the Office of Management and Budget on behalf 

of the nonprofit watchdog group Judicial Watch, “The [IRS] fails to mention, let alone review 
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and evaluate as required under [the Paperwork Reduction Act], the burden of the collection of 

information arising out of its replacement of longstanding language.”
225

 

 

February 13, 2014:  Echoing the actions of Democratic Congressmen before the IRS scandal 

came to light in May 2013, several vulnerable Democratic Senators publicly prod the IRS to 

regulate 501(c)(4) organizations more aggressively. According to Senator Mark Pryor (D-AK), 

“That whole 501(c)(3), 501(c)(4) [issue], those are IRS numbers. It is inherently an internal 

revenue matter. There are two things you don’t want in political money, in the fundraising world 

and expenditure world. You don’t want secret money, and you don’t want unlimited money, and 

that’s what we have now.” For her part, Senator Jeanne Shaheen called spending by 501(c)(4) 

groups “outrageous.”
226

 

 

February 18, 2014:  29 Senators send a letter to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen asking him 

to suspend the IRS’s proposed rulemaking for 501(c)(4) groups. According to the co-signers, 

“The IRS is not the appropriate agency to regulate political activity as the proposal delineates 

given its lack of subject-matter expertise and role as impartial administrator of our nation's tax 

laws. At a minimum, the IRS should not finalize any regulations related to political activity that 

would jeopardize the rights established by the First Amendment or be applied selectively to tax-

exempt organizations.
227

 

 

February 19, 2014:  Senators Chuck Grassley (R-IA), Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Ted Cruz, and 

Mike Lee (R-UT) send a letter to FBI Director James Comey inquiring as to the scope and 

methodology of the FBI’s routine reviews of campaign finance filings with the FEC. In 

particular, the Senators express concern with the FBI’s indictment of Dinesh D’Souza (see 

second January 23, 2014 entry), which they believe to be politically motivated:  “To dispel this 

sort of public perception that Mr. D’Souza may have been targeted because of his outspoken 

criticisms of the President, it is important for the FBI to be transparent regarding the precise 

origin of this investigation.”
228

 

 

February 19, 2014:  Speaking at a District of Columbia Bar Association event on the IRS’s 

proposed rulemaking for 501(c)(4) organizations, Marcus Owens, a partner with Caplin & 

Drysdale and a former employee of the IRS’s Exempt Organizations Division, notes:  “The only 

question is whether the proposed rules will be withdrawn before the midterm election, not 

whether they will be finalized. They just aren’t workable.” Panelists at the event also noted that 

if the proposed rules are finalized, they are likely to be litigated.
229
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February 24, 2014:  In order to continue the House Committee on Ways and Means 

investigation of the IRS scandal, Committee Chairman Dave Camp writes a letter to IRS 

Commissioner John Koskinen requesting “fulfillment of a document request” made nearly eight 

months prior. Camp threatens “using compulsory process to compel the [documents],” should the 

IRS continue to avoid handing over the requested documents.
230

 

 

February 24, 2014:  Eleven organizations favoring greater regulation of political speech write a 

letter to members of the House Representatives encouraging them to vote no on H.R. 3865 (see 

January 14, 2014, February 10, 2014, and third February 11, 2014 entries), saying the proposed 

501(c)(4) regulations the bill intends to halt are vital to prevent “abuses of the tax laws that have 

resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars of “dark money” flowing into federal elections.” The 

letter says there is “no legitimate justification” for the one-year delay proposed by H.R. 3865.
231

 

 

February 25, 2014:  Senator Ted Cruz weighs in with a public comment opposing the proposed 

501(c)(4) regulations: “It is disturbing that the IRS is proposing new rules that would attempt to 

further limit the free speech rights of Americans, while the IRS and the Department of Justice 

still refuse to provide the American people with all the facts surrounding the IRS’s targeting of 

certain organizations based on their political activity.” The letter continues:  “The IRS should not 

be used as a tool for partisan warfare. And the federal government must respect the First 

Amendment rights of our citizens. The proposed new rules do neither.”
232

 

 

February 25, 2014:  As answers continue to elude those investigating the IRS targeting scandal, 

House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa and the Committee 

intend to revisit the questions surrounding Lois Lerner’s pleading of the Fifth following her 

opening statement to the Committee insisting she was innocent during a hearing last May. At the 

time, some Republican members claimed “she had waived her right by making the statement” of 

innocence. Issa writes a letter to Lerner’s attorney indicating the Committee will discuss the 

matter on March 5.
233

  

 

February 25, 2014:  With a rapidly approaching floor vote on H.R. 3865 – the bill that would 

delay action on the proposed 501(c)(4) regulations for one year – the White House releases a 

statement threatening to veto the bill if it reaches the President’s desk. The White House claims 
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the bill prevents the IRS “from administering the tax code more effectively and from providing 

greater clarity to organizations seeking tax-exempt status.”
234

 

 

February 26, 2014:  Lois Lerner’s attorney responds to Darrell Issa’s request for her to re-

appear before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (see second February 

25, 2014 entry), asking him to revoke the Committee’s summons due to Lerner being “the 

subject of numerous threats on her life and safety.” Lerner’s attorney further claims that she will 

invoke her Fifth Amendment rights again if called before the Committee, and “will decline to 

answer unless she is ordered to do so by a United States District Court or receives immunity.”
235

 

 

February 26, 2014:  All six Republican members of the House Committee on House 

Administration, including Chairman Candice Miller (R-MI), submit public comments on the IRS 

rulemaking. In a statement announcing the comments, Chairman Miller said:  “We cannot allow 

the expansion of the IRS’ role in the regulation of political activity and give them carte blanch 

authority to drive our nation’s political conversation, especially given the recent scandal 

involving the agency’s improper targeting of ideologically conservative groups. We urge the IRS 

to, at a minimum, delay their proposed regulations respective effective dates until after the 

elections, and no sooner than January 1, 2015. These proposed regulations are rooted in the 

belief that social welfare activity does not include political activity. But one can think of few 

activities intended more clearly to promote the general welfare of the United States than 

engaging in the political process.”
236

 

 

February 26, 2014:  House Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) comments to 

the IRS in opposition to the proposed 501(c)(4) rulemaking. According to Goodlatte, “These 

proposed regulations not only would chill Americans’ First Amendment protections, they also, in 

light of the investigations regarding the inappropriate treatment of tax-exempt applicants by the 

Internal Revenue Service (‘IRS’), appear to codify the IRS’s agenda to thwart the political 

activities of conservative-leaning groups.”
237

 

 

February 26, 2014:  H.R. 3865, the “Stop Targeting of Political Beliefs by the IRS Act,” passes 

the House by a vote of 243-176, with 14 Democrats voting in favor of the bill. Speaker John 

Boehner (R-OH) releases a statement, saying that “The taxman has no business targeting citizens 
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for their political views. None whatsoever. On behalf of every American fed up with the IRS’s 

antics, I call on Senate Democrats to allow a vote on this bill immediately.”
238

 

 

February 26, 2014:  In a hearing of the House Appropriations Committee’s Subcommittee on 

Financial Services and General Government, IRS Commissioner John Koskinen tells Committee 

members that “the chances of [the 501(c)(4) rulemaking] getting finalized before the November 

election are fairly slim.” He further tells members of the Committee that the IRS is likely to hold 

a public hearing on the proposed rules and potentially another round of public comment before 

they are finalized.
239

 

 

February 26, 2014:  Senator Sheldon Whitehouse gives a speech on the Senate floor blaming 

legislative gridlock and the Senate’s failure to act on climate change legislation on “the evils of 

Citizens United.” Whitehouse continues by calling the decision “one of the worst and most 

disgraceful decisions ever made by the Supreme Court,” and further faults the Koch brothers for 

gridlock in Congress.
240

 

 

February 26, 2014:  After accusing Americans for Prosperity, a group with funding from the 

Koch brothers, of lying in all ads critical of Democrats who supported Obamacare on the Senate 

floor, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid re-evaluates his statement a few hours later: “I can’t 

say that every one of the Koch brothers ads are a lie, but I’ll say this … the vast, vast majority of 

them are. It’s too bad that they are trying to buy America. And it’s time that the American people 

spoke out against this terrible dishonesty of these two brothers, who are about as un-American as 

anyone that I can imagine.” Reid focused on the “hundreds of millions of dollars” being spent to 

discredit Obamacare, continuing the trend of demonizing the Kochs for their success in the oil 

business.
241

 

 

February 27, 2014:  In response to Senator Majority Leader Harry Reid’s floor remarks calling 

the Kansas-native Koch brothers “un-American” the day before (see seventh February 26, 2014 

entry), Kansas GOP Senators Pat Roberts and Jerry Moran take to the Senate floor to defend the 

Koch brothers. Roberts defends their actions as legal, and Moran compares Reid’s action to those 

of Joseph McCarthy, noting that “It’s troubling that there is a reflexive reaction in Congress to 

label people who disagree with you as un-American. This tactic didn’t end in 1950 and indeed it 

continues today.”
242
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February 27, 2014:  Before a hearing of the House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee’s Subcommittee on Economic Growth, Job Creation and Regulatory Affairs, Jenny 

Beth Martin, President and Co-Founder of the Tea Party Patriots, reveals that her organization 

has finally received its tax-exempt status from the IRS, nearly three years after the organization 

submitted its initial application.
243

 

 

February 27, 2014:  Senator Mitch McConnell speaks on the Senate floor about the proposed 

501(c)(4) regulations, saying it’s “inappropriate to hand this kind of power to any 

Administration.” In speaking on the last day for the public to comment on the proposed rules, 

McConnell calls on the IRS to “leave the First Amendment alone,” concluding his speech with a 

call to action for the IRS commissioner: “Commissioner Koskinen: Do the right thing. Stop this 

regulation.”
244

 

 

February 27, 2014:  Led by Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, a total of 15 Democratic Senators and 

Bernie Sanders (I-VT) write to the IRS supporting the intent of the proposed rulemaking, but 

asking the IRS to go farther in regulating the activity of 501(c)(4) organizations. In their letter, 

the Senators suggest a 5 to 15 percent cap on the amount of political activity allowed by (c)(4) 

organizations. In asking the IRS to go even further in its rulemaking, the Senators demand:  “In 

particular, the new rules must make clear that it is impermissible for political operatives to create 

what are for all practical purposes PACs, obtain 501(c)(4) status for those PACs, and then spend 

essentially unlimited money to influence elections without disclosing their donors, as is now 

common practice.”
245

 

 

February 27, 2014:  Senator Carl Levin submits a public comment to the IRS, expressing 

support for the proposed rulemaking and recommending that the final rule only permit 501(c)(4) 

organizations to engage in an “insubstantial” amount of newly-defined “candidate related 

political activity.”
246

 Levin had previously written to the IRS, requesting that the Agency take an 

active role in investigating 501(c)(4) organizations for potential abuses of their tax-exempt status 

(see September 19, 2012 entry). 

 

February 27, 2014:  U.S. Representative Chris Van Hollen, Democracy 21, and the Campaign 

Legal Center submit joint comments to the IRS in favor of the proposed rulemaking governing 

501(c)(4) organizations. The comments urge the Agency to separate the targeting scandal from 
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the current rulemaking:  “Although the agency has been remiss in failing to start this rulemaking 

earlier, it is now underway and the agency should move forward with determination to take the 

steps necessary to restore effective disclosure of campaign money to elections in this country, by 

closing the loopholes that have allowed undisclosed money to flow into campaigns since Citizens 

United. The IRS should not allow false and misleading claims about the purpose of this 

rulemaking to deter it from the clear need to adopt new rules and prevent future abuses of the tax 

laws.”
247

 

 

February 27, 2014:  U.S. Representative Lloyd Doggett (D-TX) weighs in on the proposed IRS 

rulemaking governing 501(c)(4) organizations, touting the proposed rule as necessary to combat 

the Citizens United decision:  “But in the past few years, in the wake of the United States 

Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision, the use of section 501(c)(4) social welfare 

organizations as an instrument through which to funnel secret contributions to political 

campaigns has exploded.” The comments conclude by urging the IRS to prohibit 501(c)(4) 

organizations from engaging in any political activity, in excess of de minimis amounts.
248

 

 

February 27, 2014:  Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI) submits public comments to the IRS, calling 

on the Agency to withdraw its proposed rulemaking governing 501(c)(4) organizations:  “I urge 

the IRS to abandon this cynical, unconstitutional attempt to limit free speech. It is a rule worthy 

of an autocracy. It is a rule that insults our founders and every American citizen.”
249

 

 

February 27, 2014:  81 members of the House Republican Study Committee submit joint 

comments to the IRS highly critical of the proposed rule:  “Rescinding the rights of organizations 

which seek to do nothing more than ensure that their members have the most updated, relevant 

information before taking part in one of our most sacred traditions – voting – goes against the 

liberty these types of organizations have enjoyed for more than 50 years, and is an affront to the 

free speech rights established in the Bill of Rights.” The undersigned “request that this proposed 

Rule be abandoned.”
250

 

 

February 27, 2014:  Republican FEC Commissioners Lee Goodman, Matthew Petersen, and 

Caroline Hunter submit public comments to the IRS encouraging the Agency to “harmonize its 

policies and definition of ‘candidate-related political activity’ with the FEC’s policies and 

definitions.”
251
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February 27, 2014:  Democratic FEC Commissioners Ann Ravel and Ellen Weintraub also 

submit public comments to the IRS focusing on “public interest in the disclosure of political 

spending.” Their comments encourage the IRS not to look to the FEC to define “political 

activity”:  “The proposed rules outlined in the NPRM contain only limited cross-references to the 

FEC’s regulations, leaving most important determinations in the hands of the IRS. This is a 

reasonable approach. We encourage the IRS to pursue clear guidance that represents the best of 

its independent judgment.”
252

 

 

February 27, 2014:  After 90 days, the public comment period closes on the IRS rulemaking 

governing 501(c)(4) organizations.
253

 All told, 143,730 individuals and organizations weigh in 

on the proposed regulation, with the vast majority of comments in opposition to the 

rulemaking.
254

 At the last minute, two prominent left-leaning groups, the Alliance for Justice and 

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, submit substantive comments 

to the IRS critical of the proposed rulemaking.
255

 

 

February 27, 2014:  U.S. District Court Judge John D. Bates dismisses the lawsuit filed by 

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) against the Internal Revenue 

Service to force the agency to promulgate a rulemaking prohibiting 501(c)(4) organizations from 

engaging in political activity (see May 21, 2013 entry). Judge Bates rules that CREW lacks 

standing in the case as a 501(c)(3) organization, because it is speculative whether a change in 

IRS regulations governing section 501(c)(4) organizations would cause these groups to disclose 

their donors or whether any rulemaking would improve CREW’s organizational mission.
256

 

 

February 27, 2014:  In remarks to attendees of the Democratic National Committee’s Winter 

Meeting in Washington, D.C., in reference to political spending by the Koch brothers, Vice 

President Joe Biden quips that “Money can’t buy an election when you’re selling a bad set of 

goods.”
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March 4, 2014:  Following his remarks a week earlier (see seventh February 26, 2014 entry), 

Senator Majority Leader Harry Reid continues his public attacks on the Koch brothers in a 

speech on the Senate floor:  “The oil baron Koch brothers are very good at protecting and 

growing their prodigious future and fortune. There’s nothing un-American about that. But what 

is un-American is when shadowy billionaires pour unlimited money into our democracy to rig 

the system to benefit themselves and the wealthiest one percent.” According to the article, “Reid 

is leading a concerted election-year strategy by Democrats to demonize the Koch brothers, 

starting on the Senate floor.”
258

 

 

March 5, 2014:  In her first appearance before Congress since a hearing of the House Oversight 

and Government Reform Committee over nine months earlier, at which she made an opening 

statement and then pleaded the Fifth (see May 22, 2013 entry), Lois Lerner again invokes the 

Fifth Amendment on advice of counsel, when asked questions by members of the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee. Committee Chairman Darrell Issa abruptly 

adjourns the hearing amid speculation that the Committee will vote to hold Lerner in contempt of 

Congress.
259

 

 

March 5, 2014:  At a press conference, Lois Lerner’s lawyer, William Taylor III, reveals that 

Lerner has “given a lengthy interview to Justice Department prosecutors within the last six 

months, as part of the agency’s investigation into IRS targeting of conservative tea-party groups 

for burdensome special scrutiny as they sought tax-exempt status.” This revelation prompts 

outrage from members of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, before 

which Lerner, the former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director, has declined to testify 

twice (see May 22, 2013 entry and first March 5, 2014 entry).
260

 

 

March 5, 2014:  House Republicans investigating the IRS scandal release e-mails documenting 

former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner and her staff’s preoccupation 

with the Supreme Court’s 2010 decision in Citizens United v. FEC. In one instance, Lerner 

forwarded an e-mail to her colleagues containing an EO Tax Journal blog that quoted a story 

warning about “educational organizations woven by the fabulously rich Koch brothers to foster 

their own financial interest by political means.” Building on a growing belief that the 

Washington IRS office was the reason behind Tea Party groups’ delayed applications for tax-

exempt status, another e-mail from IRS Manager Holly Paz to Cincinnati-based Program 

Manager Cindy Thomas reads, “Can you please send me a copy of the Crossroad (sic) Grassroots 

Policy Strategies … application? Lerner wants Judy to take a look at it so she can summarize the 

issues for Lois.”
261

 

 

March 5, 2014:  A coalition of eleven organizations advocating for greater regulation of 

political speech send a letter to Secretary of the Treasury Jack Lew and IRS Commissioner John 
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Koskinen, requesting that the IRS “proceed expeditiously with the rulemaking proceeding,” 

claiming that “The IRS revisions of its regulations governing section 501(c)(4) tax status became 

essential following the 2010 Citizens United decision and the resulting explosion of secret 

money in federal elections.”
262

 

 

March 5, 2014:  During a hearing of the Senate Finance Committee, Treasury Secretary Jack 

Lew characterized the improper treatment of conservative groups applying for tax-exempt status 

as “bad judgment” and not political motivation on the part of the screeners. When questioned 

during the hearing about the IRS rulemaking governing 501(c)(4) organizations, Lew admitted 

that IRS Commissioner John Koskinen and Treasury’s Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy had the 

power to sign off on stopping the proposed rules.
263

 

 

March 11, 2014:  The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee releases an 

investigative report on the IRS targeting scandal, entitled “Lois Lerner’s Involvement in the IRS 

Targeting of Tax-Exempt Organizations.” The 141-page report excoriates Lerner, the former IRS 

Exempt Organizations Division Director, and details through numerous previously unreleased e-

mail exchanges Lerner’s involvement in the targeting scandal. The report determines that Lerner 

“created unprecedented roadblocks for Tea Party organizations, worked surreptitiously to 

advance new Obama Administration regulations that curtail the activities of existing 501(c)(4) 

organizations – all the while attempting to maintain an appearance that her efforts did not appear, 

in her own words, “per se political.” The report concludes by condemning Lerner:  “Most 

damning of all, even when she found that the actions of subordinates had not adhered to a 

standard that could be defended as not “per se political,” instead of immediately reporting this 

conduct to victims and appropriate authorities, Lerner engaged in efforts to cover it up. She 

falsely denied to Congress that criteria for scrutiny had changed and that disparate treatment had 

occurred. The actions she took to broaden scrutiny to non-conservative applicants were 

consistent with efforts to create plausible deniability for what had happened – a defense that the 

Administration and its most hardcore supporters have repeated once unified outrage eroded over 

one of the most divisive controversies in American politics today.” No Democrats on the 

Committee signed off on the report.
264

 

 

March 13, 2014:  In a speech on the Senate floor, Republican Leader Mitch McConnell again 

(see January 30, 2014, February 6, 2014, and February 27, 2014 entries) calls on the Obama 

Administration to abandon the proposed IRS rulemaking governing 501(c)(4) groups:  “So if the 

agency wants to regain trust and return to its true mission, then it’s simply got to get out of the 

speech regulation business altogether. And the Obama Administration can do that.” McConnell 

concludes:  “All it has to do is listen to the American people who are speaking out in record 
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numbers – and put an end, for good, to the idea that the law should be used to harm political 

enemies. Let’s protect the First Amendment and restore integrity to the IRS.”
265

 

 

March 13, 2014:  In a Senate floor speech of his own, Majority Leader Harry Reid again attacks 

the Koch brothers, calling them “two oil barons…trying to rig the political system to favor the 

rich and especially favor themselves.” The speech marks the seventh time in several weeks that 

Reid has attached the Kochs in public. A spokesman for Koch Industries, Robert Tappan, 

responds to Reid’s comments on behalf of the Kochs:  “For the sitting majority leader to go out 

on the floor of the Senate and single out two individuals and try to demonize them because 

they're exercising their First Amendment rights ... we find that very, very troubling.”
266

 

 

March 20, 2014:  On behalf of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, 

Chairman Darrell Issa and Representative Jim Jordan send a letter to Attorney General Eric 

Holder requesting information from the Department of Justice regarding its interview of former 

IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner, believing that the information will 

inform the Committee’s ongoing investigation of the IRS targeting scandal. According to Issa 

and Jordan:  “As a part of its Constitutional obligation to perform oversight of the Executive 

Branch, the Committee is entitled to all material relating to the Department’s interview of Lois 

Lerner.” However, citing “the Department’s stated law-enforcement interests,” the Committee 

only requests a limited amount of material relating to the interview.
267

 

 

March 20, 2014:  In a letter dated March 10, 2014, the Department of Justice denies Senator Ted 

Cruz’s request for a Special Counsel to be appointed to the Department’s investigation of the 

IRS scandal, saying the “appointment is not warranted.”
268

 Cruz criticizes the Department’s 

decision in the press, saying Attorney General Holder “has chosen to reject the bipartisan 

tradition of the Department of Justice of putting rule of law above political allegiance.”
269

 

 

March 20, 2014:  Speaking at the Washington Nonprofit Legal and Tax Conference, new IRS 

Director of Exempt Organizations, Tamera Ripperda, reveals that 90 percent of the backlogged 

applications for 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status have been closed. This figure includes those 

conservative organizations targeted for undue scrutiny by the IRS and those whose applications 

had been pending for more than 120 days at the time of the Treasury Inspector General for Tax 

Administration’s May 14, 2013 report (see March 2010 entry), formally announcing the IRS 
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scandal. Ripperda states that her goal is for her Division to close the oldest cases by the end of 

June 2014.
270

 

 

March 20, 2014:  The IRS announces that it will hold a public hearing on the proposed 

rulemaking governing the permissible activity of 501(c)(4) organizations, which received over 

145,000 mostly negative comments from concerned citizens and organizations during its 90-day 

public comment period on Regulations.gov. The rules are not likely to be finalized before the 

November 2014 midterm elections, according to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen.
271

 

 

March 25, 2014:  As Senator Harry Reid leads the attacks of the politically-active, libertarian 

Koch brothers (see seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, and second March 13, 2014 

entries) in a coordinated Democratic Party effort in the run-up to the 2014 midterm elections to 

smear the sibling billionaires’, a bipartisan George Washington University Battleground poll 

reveals that 52 percent of respondents do not know who Charles and David Koch are. Despite 

concerted efforts to demonize the brothers, analysts note that “beyond their low name 

identification, the reality is that voters almost never use campaign finance or money in politics as 

a voting issue. Yes, in polls people will say there is too much money in politics and that it's a bad 

thing. But, time and time again in actual elections they don't vote on it.”
272

 

 

March 25, 2014:  The House’s General Counsel’s Office releases a memo agreeing with House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa that contempt charges can 

be pursued against former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner, fueling the 

ongoing debate between Committee Republicans and Democrats as to whether contempt charges 

may be pursued. In a 22-page memo, the General Counsel’s Office determines that “the 

committee had satisfied the constitutional requirements for pursuing contempt charges.” 

Committee Ranking Member Elijah Cummings pushes back on this assertion, claiming 

Republicans did not follow constitutional steps to pursue contempt charges. William Taylor, 

Lerner’s attorney, also doubts about the General Counsel’s Office’s claims, saying, “’No witness 

can be held in contempt unless the chairman of the committee specifically orders him to testify. 

Chairman Issa said that if [Lerner] continued to assert her privilege, the committee ‘may may 

(sic) proceed to consider whether she will be held in contempt.’ He did not order her to testify 

and advise her that if she did not she would be held in contempt.’”
273

 

 

March 26, 2014:  At a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing with IRS 

Commissioner John Koskinen, Committee Chairman Darrell Issa accuses the Agency of 
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“stonewalling” the Committee’s investigation into the IRS’s targeting of conservative-leaning 

nonprofit groups by not handing over all of the previously subpoenaed e-mails pertaining to the 

investigation. Issa indicates that the Committee could hold Koskinen in contempt of Congress for 

noncompliance if he does not release the requested e-mails. Koskinen responds to Issa:  “‘If you 

want them all, we’ll give them all to you,’ though he said it would take years to do so.”
274

 

 

March 27, 2014:  In an appearance on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe,” Senator Chuck Schumer gives 

an interview to defend Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, after a recent poll reveals that the 

Majority Leader is less popular than the Koch brothers. In defending Senator Reid, Schumer 

says:  “David Koch’s commercials – which are huge amounts of money – I think they should not 

be allowed.” Schumer continues by characterizing David Koch’s political spending as “un-

American.”
275

 

 

April 1, 2014:  In comments on the Senate floor regarding the Fiscal Year 2015 budget proposal 

released by Congressional Republicans, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid described the GOP 

proposal as “Kochtopia.” Continuing his strategy of vilifying the Koch brothers (see seventh 

February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, and first March 25, 2014 entries), 

Reid further explained his comments:  “We might as well call it the Koch budget because that’s 

what they’re doing, protecting the Koch brothers.” He also called the budget proposal “a path to 

prosperity for ‘the really rich’ only and the Koch brothers ‘power-hungry tycoons.’”
276

 

 

April 2, 2014:  The Supreme Courts hands down its decision in McCutcheon v. FEC. In a 5-4 

opinion authored by Chief Justice John Roberts, the Court strikes down the federal aggregate 

limit on overall political giving by individuals as unconstitutional under the First Amendment. 

According to Roberts:  “The Government may no more restrict how many candidates or causes a 

donor may support than it may tell a newspaper how many candidates it may endorse.”
277

 

 

April 2, 2014:  During a speech at the National Press Club, IRS Commissioner John Koskinen 

gives an update on the status of the IRS’s proposed rulemaking governing 501(c)(4) 

organizations. According to Koskinen:  “During the comment period, which ended in February, 

we received more than 150,000 comments. That’s a record for an IRS rulemaking comment 

period. In fact, if you take all the comments on all Treasury and IRS draft proposals over the last 

seven years and double that number, you come close to the number of comments we are now 

beginning to review and analyze. It’s going to take us a while to sort through all those comments, 

hold a public hearing, possibly repropose a draft regulation and get more public comments. This 

means that it is unlikely we will be able to complete this process before the end of the year.” 

Koskinen also speaks to public concerns that the IRS was acting in a partisan manner during the 

IRS scandal:  “I want to reassure everyone listening to me today that the IRS is an agency of 
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career civil servants who are dedicated to serving the American taxpayer in a fair and impartial 

manner. That’s how it’s always been, and that’s how it will stay on my watch.”
278

 

 

April 2, 2014:  Democratic FEC Vice Chairwoman Ann Ravel pens a scathing op-ed in the New 

York Times criticizing the Agency’s three Republican Commissioners – Chairman Lee 

Goodman, Caroline Hunter, and Matthew Petersen – as responsible for the FEC “failing to 

enforce the nation’s campaign finance laws.” Ravel further insinuates that the FEC’s “failure to 

investigate [independent groups like Crossroads GPS] is indefensible.” She also warns that this 

trend of non-investigation is “putting our democracy in jeopardy.”
279

 

 

April 3, 2014:  A day after Ravel’s blistering critique of the Republican FEC Commissioners in 

the New York Times (see third April 2, 2014 entry), GOP Commissioner Caroline Hunter angrily 

responds to Ravel at a public FEC meeting:  “Should we investigate every 501(c)4 that makes 

[independent expenditures]?...you're happy if someone is enforcing the law as you see it, not as it 

is written.” Hunter further explained that Ravel’s op-ed might confuse campaign finance 

attorneys about the Commission’s position on enforcement cases. In response, Ravel declines to 

comment, stating that she desires to further engage with her colleagues in private.
280

 

 

April 3, 2014:  A representative from the FBI responds to the letter from four Republican 

senators (see first February 19, 2014 entry) inquiring as to the circumstances surrounding the 

Dinesh D’Souza case. In its letter, the FBI refuses to explain the Agency’s investigation of 

Dinesh D’Souza for alleged campaign finance violations. Stephen Kelly of the FBI’s 

Congressional Affairs Office states in the letter that he “could not answer specific questions 

about the D’Souza case because it is pending in court.”
281

 

 

April 4, 2014:  Mozilla CEO Brendan Eich is forced to step down from his position at the 

company he co-founded in 1998, as a result of his $1,000 2008 donation to the campaign for 

California Proposition 8, the ballot initiative that banned gay marriage in California. This 

donation was revealed in 2012, but Eich’s promotion to CEO in March of 2014 reignites the 

passions of company stakeholders, who ignored Eich’s repeated assurances to LGBT Mozilla 

employees for equality in the workplace. “Mozilla Executive Chairwoman Mitchell Baker, 

[Eich’s] longtime business partner who now defends the need for his resignation, said this about 

discovering that he gave money to the Proposition 8 campaign:  ‘That was shocking to me, 

because I never saw any kind of behavior or attitude from him that was not in line with Mozilla’s 
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values of inclusiveness.’ It's almost as if that donation illuminated exactly nothing about how 

he'd perform his professional duties.”
282

 

 

April 4, 2014:  The Atlantic contributing editor Peter Beinart advocates scrutinizing wealthy 

political donors more than politicians, suggesting that the press needs to devote more coverage to 

examining these donors than elected officials:  “The media, for the most part, still treats elected 

officials as the key players in our political process. They get most of the scrutiny. Mega-donors, 

by contrast, are permitted a substantial degree of anonymity. Now that must change.” Arguing 

that donors are the true policy changers, Beinart says, “[i]t’s no longer enough to have one 

reporter covering the ‘money and politics’ beat. Special correspondents should be assigned to 

cover key mega-donors, and should work doggedly to make their private influence public.” 

Beinart cites the “47 percent” comment of then-Presidential candidate Mitt Romney in 2012 and 

the “cling to guns or religion” comment of then-Presidential candidate Barack Obama in 2008 as 

evidence that politicians cater to donors rather than the American people. “Every time a mega-

donor hosts a fundraiser for a politician, journalists should do everything they legally and 

ethically can to find out what transpired. When television stations and op-ed pages give Beltway 

pseudo-scholars a platform, they should identify the mega-donors who pay their salaries.”
283

 

 

April 7, 2014:  The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee releases a staff report, 

“Debunking the Myth that the IRS Targeted Progressives:  How the IRS and Congressional 

Democrats Misled America about Disparate Treatment,” which examines the claims made by 

Congressional Democrats about what groups the IRS targeted and explains why the claims were 

inaccurate. “[T]he Administration and congressional Democrats have seized upon the notion that 

the IRS’s targeting was not just limited to conservative applicants… [T]here is simply no 

evidence that any liberal or progressive group received enhanced scrutiny because its application 

reflected the organization’s political views.” The claims tackled by the Committee report include 

assertions by Congressional Democrats that progressive groups were also targeted by the IRS 

and that liberal groups like ACORN, Emerge America, and Occupy Wall Street were subjected 

to similar scrutiny to that experienced by conservative groups applying for tax-exempt status.
284

 

 

April 7, 2014:  In another Senate floor speech vilifying the Koch brothers (see seventh February 

26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, first March 25, 2014, and April 1, 2014 

entries), Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid suggests Republicans should wear Koch insignias 

on their suits in the same way NASCAR drivers wear the logos of their corporate sponsors:  

“NASCAR fans can easily find their favorite drivers by simply looking at the cars as they fly by, 

because there are corporate emblems on the hood of the car … for our clothing here in the 

Senate, we don’t bear commercials logos. Many Republicans might as well wear Koch insignias. 

While they don’t wear Koch Industries’ ties and jackets, they display their sponsors proudly 

through their actions here in the United States Senate.” Reid’s attack is another in a campaign by 
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Democrats to cast Republicans in a wealthy, unrelatable light leading up to the 2014 midterm 

elections.
285

 

 

April 7, 2014:  In response to Democratic Federal Election Commission colleague Ann M. 

Ravel’s opinion piece blaming the three Republican Commissioners for failing to enforce 

campaign finance laws (see third April 2, 2014 entry), Republican FEC Chairman Lee Goodman 

and his fellow GOP Commissioners Caroline Hunter and Matthew Petersen write a letter to the 

editor insisting that the three Commissioners “enforce the law as written by Congress and 

construed by the courts, not as our colleague and her ‘reformer’ allies wish it were.”
286

 

 

April 8, 2014:  To energize and mobilize Democratic voters in the 2014 midterm elections, 

Senate Democrats and liberal groups commence a strategy to paint conservative Supreme Court 

justices as politically biased in the wake of the April 2014 McCutcheon v. FEC decision, which 

deemed the federal aggregate contribution limit on overall political giving unconstitutional on 

First Amendment grounds (see first April 2, 2014 entry). This strategy was also utilized by 

Democrats after the 2010 Citizens United case to influence and pressure the Court before the 

challenge of the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate in NFIB v. Sebelius. With the pending 

decision in the Hobby Lobby case, which challenges the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive 

mandate, Democrats repeat their pressure tactics on the conservative justices:  “Democrats and 

allied groups say the court has become a champion of powerful corporate interests over middle-

class families… Democrats have signaled to conservative justices that an even greater uproar 

would ensue if they struck down language in the Affordable Care Act mandating employers 

include birth control in their employee healthcare coverage.”
287

 

 

April 8, 2014:  Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell takes to the Senate floor again (see 

January 30, 2014, February 6, 2014, February 27, 2014, and first March 13, 2014 entries), 

requesting that IRS Commissioner John Koskinen “stop this proposed regulation, just as the 

Secretary of the Treasury told us he could do if he wanted,” referring to the proposed IRS 

rulemaking that would severely curb the activity of 501(c)(4) groups. “So Commissioner 

Koskinen needs to live up to what he told the Senate when we confirmed him — when he led us 

to believe he’d be an independent voice for reform. And as I’ve said before, Commissioner 

Koskinen has a choice. He can be a hero, like the IRS Commissioner who stood up to Nixon. Or 

he can be just another pawn of the Administration. Both Congress and the American people 

expect him to make the right decision.”
288
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April 9, 2014:  The House Ways and Means Committee votes along party lines to refer Lois 

Lerner, former Director of Exempt Organizations Division at the IRS, to the Justice Department 

for criminal prosecution. The letter to Attorney General Eric Holder points to three specific 

actions of Lerner:  improper use of her position to influence agency action, impeding official 

investigations, and risking disclosure of or actually disclosing confidential taxpayer information. 

After the vote, Committee Chairman Dave Camp states:  “This investigation has uncovered 

serious, unprecedented actions taken by Lois Lerner that deprived conservative groups of their 

rights under the Constitution… Today’s action highlights specific wrongdoing for the 

Department of Justice to pursue. DOJ has a responsibility to act, and Lois Lerner must be held 

accountable. It is also important that the American people know what really occurred at the IRS, 

so this powerful agency cannot target American taxpayers ever again.”
289

 William Taylor III, 

Lerner’s lawyer, characterizes the move as “just another attempt by Republicans to vilify Ms. 

Lerner for political gain.” Even before a formal response to the referral has been issued, “DOJ 

officials already have expressed skepticism that their investigation will produce any criminal 

charges.”
290

 

 

April 9, 2014:  House Speaker John Boehner releases a statement on the House Ways and 

Means Committee’s criminal referral of Lois Lerner to the Department of Justice:  “The Ways & 

Means Committee, led by Chairman Camp, has conducted a serious and thorough investigation 

of the IRS, uncovering abuses and criminal acts that should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of 

the law. The House has also passed legislation to stop the IRS from targeting Americans over 

their political beliefs, but the president and Senate Democrats continue to block the bill. Our 

investigations at the Ways & Means and Oversight & Government Reform Committees 

continue. As I’ve said, if Lois Lerner continues to refuse to testify, then the House will hold her 

in contempt. And we will continue to shine the light on the administration’s abusive actions and 

use every tool at our disposal to expose the truth and ensure the American people get the answers 

they deserve.”
291

 

 

April 9, 2014:  Ranking Member Elijah Cummings receives a letter from House Oversight and 

Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa and five subcommittee chairmen 

questioning Cummings’ involvement in the targeting of conservative election-integrity group 

True the Vote. According to the letter:  “Although you have previously denied that your staff 

made inquiries to the IRS about conservative organization True the Vote that may have led to 

additional agency scrutiny, communication records between your staff and IRS officials—which 

you did not disclose to Majority Members or staff—indicates otherwise. As the Committee is 

scheduled to consider a resolution holding Ms. Lerner, a participant in responding to your 

communications that you failed to disclose, in contempt of Congress, you have an obligation to 

fully explain your staff’s undisclosed contacts with the IRS.” E-mails revealed as part of the 

Committee’s IRS investigation demonstrate that Cummings’ staff communicated with the IRS 
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about True the Vote, and asked questions of the organization nearly identical to those of the IRS, 

“suggesting that the IRS discussed particular sensitivities about True the Vote’s tax information 

as a result of your request.”
292

 For his part, Cummings, who has continued to call the 

Committee’s investigations of the IRS a partisan sideshow that’s wasting time and money, denies 

any involvement in the targeting of True the Vote.
293

 

 

April 9, 2014:  New evidence in the IRS targeting scandal surfaces, revealing “that [Lois] Lerner 

actively corresponded with liberal campaign-finance groups Democracy 21 and the Campaign 

Legal Center, which had asked the IRS to investigate if conservative groups including 

Crossroads GPS were violating their tax-exempt status. After personally meeting with the two 

liberal outfits, Ms. Lerner contacted the director of the Exempt Organizations Examinations Unit 

in Dallas to ask why Crossroads had not been audited.” In January 2013, Lerner also requested 

that her staff examine five “controversial dark money groups” (as defined by ProPublica):  

Americans for Responsible Leadership, Freedom Path, Rightchange.com, America is Not Stupid, 

and A Better America. Democracy 21 and Campaign Legal Center also pressured the IRS to 

change their rules governing 501(c)(4) regulations in their correspondence with Lerner.
294

 

 

April 9, 2014:  The Office of Special Counsel, an independent federal investigative and 

prosecutorial agency, announces three cases in which IRS employees are accused of violating 

federal law. One worker reportedly chanted the spelling of President Barack Obama’s last name 

to encourage taxpayers to reelect him in 2012. “Significant disciplinary action” is being sought 

in this case. Another IRS employee “will serve a 14-day suspension for promoting partisan 

political views while assisting a taxpayer during the 2012 election season. The worker admitted 

to Hatch Act violations after a recorded conversation revealed she had shared anti-Republican 

opinions with a customer. OSC quoted the employee saying:  ‘Republicans already [sic] trying to 

cap my pension and … they’re trying to take women back 40 years.’” The third case resulted in 

the issuance of “cautionary guidance” to an IRS taxpayer-assistance office, where pro-Obama 

paraphernalia – including stickers, buttons, clothing, and screensavers – were present, a clear 

violation of the Hatch Act, which prevents federal employees from participation in partisan 

campaign activities.
295

  

 

April 10, 2014:  After hours of debate, the House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee votes 21-12 along party lines to hold former IRS Director of Exempt Organizations 

Division, Lois Lerner, in contempt of Congress. Committee Chairman Darrell Issa indicates that 

lawmakers “need Ms. Lerner's testimony to complete our oversight work and bring truth to the 
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American people.” The measure proceeds to the House floor, where Speaker John Boehner 

predicts majority support for the contempt charges.
296

 

 

April 10, 2014:  In an interview on Fox News Channel’s “Fox and Friends,” Senator Joe 

Manchin (D-WV) defends the Koch brothers against the attack strategy led by Senate Majority 

Leader Harry Reid to vilify and demonize the brothers as a means of rallying support among the 

Democratic base. “I mean, I don’t agree with their politics or philosophically, but, you know, 

they’re Americans, they’re doing— paying their taxes, [t]hey’re not breaking the law. They’re 

providing jobs,” Manchin says.
297

 

 

April 14, 2014:  IRS Commissioner John Koskinen announces that the IRS will likely “re-

propose a redefined rule [governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) organizations] and ask 

for more public comment.” It’s widely speculated that the IRS is revising the proposed rule (see 

November 26, 2013 entry) due to record-setting widespread and bipartisan opposition to the 

proposal’s original iteration (see twelfth February 27, 2014 entry).
298

 

 

April 15, 2014:  The organization, Tea Party Patriots, sues the IRS, demanding documents 

relating to the Agency’s proposed rule governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) 

organizations (see November 26, 2013 entry). Officials from the Tea Party Patriots announce 

that they “want[] to learn more about the specific roles of former IRS official Lois Lerner and 

other Obama administration officials in developing these regulations that led to the special 

targeting.” The group, which was one of many harassed by the IRS as part of the scandal 

surrounding conservative-leaning groups applying for 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status, had 

previously filed a Freedom of Information Act request with the IRS to obtain the aforementioned 

documents in December 2012, but was not granted them by the Agency.
299

 

 

April 15, 2014:  The Republican National Committee (RNC) sues the IRS for not complying 

with its May 2013 Freedom of Information Act document request of Agency documents relating 

to the Tea Party harassment scandal. According to a statement by RNC Chairman Reince 

Priebus, “If the IRS and the Obama administration don’t have anything to hide, why not answer 

the request? Their delays and distractions make Americans think they’re trying to cover up their 

actions, just like ex-IRS employee Lois Lerner. We’re going to keep fighting to hold the IRS and 

Obama administration accountable because Americans deserve a government that treats them 

fairly and not one that harasses them because of their beliefs nor an administration that goes after 

its perceived political enemies.”
300
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April 15, 2014:  Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington files a rulemaking petition 

with the SEC in another effort to mandate the disclosure of political spending by business 

entities (see November 30, 2013 entry). According to CREW’s petition:  “The many problems 

that voluntary disclosure policies have created demonstrate conclusively they are no substitute 

for regulations that would provide a clearly delineated, unambiguous, and uniform set of 

disclosure requirements for all public companies.”
301

 

 

April 16, 2014:  New e-mails attained through a Freedom of Information Act request by the 

government watchdog group, Judicial Watch, reveal that officials from the Department of Justice 

contacted IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner to determine “whether tax 

exempt groups could be criminally prosecuted for ‘lying’ about political activity.” According to 

an e-mail from Lerner to former IRS Acting Commissioner Steven T. Miller’s Chief of Staff, 

Nikole C. Flax:  “I got a call today from Richard Pilger Director Elections Crimes Branch at DOJ 

... He wanted to know who at IRS the DOJ folks [sic] could talk to about Sen. Whitehouse idea 

at the hearing that DOJ could piece together false statement cases about applicants who ‘lied’ on 

their 1024s --saying they weren’t planning on doing political activity, and then turning around 

and making large visible political expenditures. DOJ is feeling like it needs to respond, but want 

to talk to the right folks at IRS to see whether there are impediments from our side and what, if 

any damage this might do to IRS programs. I told him that sounded like we might need several 

folks from IRS.” The e-mail comes roughly a month after a Senate Judiciary Committee 

Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism hearing convened by Subcommittee Chairman Senator 

Whitehouse to urge the IRS and DOJ to investigate and prosecute 501(c)(4) groups (see first 

April 9, 2013 entry).
302

 

 

April 16, 2014:  In an interview with The Washington Post, IRS Commissioner John Koskinen 

sheds more light on the Agency’s plans for its proposed rulemaking governing the permissible 

activities of 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations. In reiterating the IRS’s intention to move 

forward with a modified version of the rulemaking, Koskinen explains:  “My bottom line is that 

it’s in everyone’s interest to have clarification. My position since I started more than four months 

ago is that we ought to have clarity, and that any rule that comes out ought to be fair and easy to 

administer.” Koskinen also reveals during the interview that the IRS will likely hold a public 

hearing on the original iteration of its proposed rulemaking around midsummer, but notes that 

“[t]he rule-making process, however, is likely to continue through the end of the year.”
303

 

 

April 17, 2014:  In a scathing Huffington Post article, Senator Bernie Sanders accuses “the Koch 

brothers and other extraordinarily wealthy families” of intending to “spend billions of dollars to 

elect right-wing candidates” into high positions of governance. According to Sanders:  “These 
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billionaires already own much of our economy. That, apparently, is not enough. Now, they want 

to own the United States government as well.” Sanders further blames the Citizens United (see 

first January 21, 2010 entry) and McCutcheon (see first April 2, 2014 entry) decisions for what 

he sees as permitting dangerous political spending by corporate entities and wealthy individuals 

like the Koch brothers, and warns about the brothers’ conservative-libertarian agenda, calling 

them “the most important and powerful players in American politics” who are “moving the 

Republican Party to the extreme right.” Sanders concludes his attack against the Koch’s by 

stating that they will support candidates who wish to repeal all legislation from “the past 80 years 

that has protected the middle class, the elderly, the children, the sick and the most vulnerable in 

this country,” in an effort to create “an oligarchic form of society in which the economic and 

political life of the nation are controlled by a handful of billionaire families.”
304

 

 

April 17, 2014:  In a wide-ranging interview with the Las Vegas Review Journal, Senate 

Majority Leader Harry Reid tacitly acknowledges the speech-chilling effects of the Democratic-

backed DISCLOSE Act (see February 11, 2010, July 27, 2010, September 23, 2010, March 21, 

2012, July 10, 2012, and second July 16, 2012 entries), in response to a question by the 

interviewer about the Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision:  “The DISCLOSE Act 

would stop a lot of money. Those people that go with the secret money, they do it because they 

don’t want anybody to know they’re giving the money.” During the interview, Reid also refuses 

to retreat from his persistent attacks of the Koch brothers.
305

 

 

April 23, 2014:  Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid’s campaign against the Koch brothers (see 

seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, first March 25, 2014, April 

1, 2014, and second April 7, 2014 entries) catches up to him as the Louisiana Republican Party 

files a complaint with the Senate Ethics Committee accusing Reid of “improperly using his 

official Senate website and Twitter account for partisan attacks on billionaire brothers Charles 

and David Koch.” Louisiana GOP Executive Director Jason Dore suggests that “it is appalling 

that Harry Reid would use taxpayer resources to breach Senate ethics rules.”
306

 

 

April 23, 2014:  Senator John McCain (R-AZ) identifies the Supreme Court’s Citizens United 

(see first January 21, 2010 entry) and McCutcheon (see first April 2, 2014 entry) decisions as 

“the worst since Dred Scott” at a Harvard University forum. (The 1857 Dred Scott decision was 

a notorious ruling by the Supreme Court that African Americans were not U.S. citizens, 

regardless of whether they were slaves or free individuals.) Claiming “[w]e’re at the height of 

corruption thanks to the United Stated Supreme Court,” McCain predicts “a major scandal” will 

occur due to “too much money washing around” from allegedly unknown sources. “‘Since when 
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is money speech?,’ McCain opines. ‘If money is speech, then the person with the most money 

speaks the loudest.’”
307

 

 

April 24, 2014:  Following the release of e-mails obtained through a FOIA request by Judicial 

Watch (see first April 16, 2014 entry), showing contact between Lois Lerner and a Justice 

Department official regarding the potential for criminal prosecutions of tax-exempt groups, 

House Republicans add the possible role played by the Justice Department to their investigation 

of the IRS targeting scandal. According to news reports, “Republicans are trying to show that 

IRS targeting of conservative groups was politically motivated and driven by high-level 

Democratic officials.” One of the e-mails made public by Judicial Watch from the Justice 

Department to Lois Lerner states:  “I have been asked to run something by you.” As a result, 

Republican members of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee request an 

interview with Richard Pilger, Director of the Justice Department’s Election Crimes Branch, and 

author of at least some of the e-mail correspondence.
308

 

 

April 25, 2014:  House GOP leaders release a memo listing their priorities for the month of 

May, which includes a vote by the full House to hold former IRS Exempt Organizations Division 

Director Lois Lerner in contempt of Congress. The House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee previously approved a contempt resolution (see first April 10, 2014 entry). According 

to the memo from Majority Leader Eric Cantor (R-VA):  “Thorough investigations by the 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee as well as the Ways and Means Committee have 

revealed findings that indicate that Ms. Lerner played a central role in the illegal targeting of 

conservative groups by the IRS….The House will consider the Contempt of Congress resolution 

in May unless she agrees to testify before the Oversight Committee.”
309

 

 

April 28, 2014:  Former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner’s lawyer, 

William W. Taylor III, requests an opportunity to address the full U.S. House of Representatives 

prior to a planned May vote to hold her in contempt of Congress for failing to answer House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee questions pertaining to her role in the IRS 

scandal. “Holding Ms. Lerner in contempt would not only be unfair and, indeed, un-American, it 

would be flatly inconsistent with the Fifth Amendment as interpreted by the Supreme Court,” 

writes Taylor. House Republicans respond by noting that “Lerner can avoid being held in 

contempt at any time by testifying fully and honestly, but she has chosen not to.” Appearances 

before the full House are usually reserved for members of Congress, foreign leaders, dignitaries, 

and the President.
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April 28, 2014:  Representative Chris Van Hollen challenges critics of disclosure, and 

specifically Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, at an address at the American Enterprise 

Institute promoting his proposed legislation, the DISCLOSE Act (see April 29, 2010, February 9, 

2012, and January 3, 2013 entries). Van Hollen also states his support for a revision of the rules 

governing political activity by 501(c)(4) organizations in the wake of the IRS scandal. Insisting 

on a discussion of principle over policy, he argues that conservatives have gone back on their 

previous commitment to disclosure of money in politics. He further claims that his DISCLOSE 

Act would not harm freedom of expression at all and says, “You can’t avoid disclosure because 

you might get your feelings hurt or face public backlash. That’s part of the rough and tumble of a 

vibrant democracy and a spirited debate.”
311

 

 

April 28, 2014:  Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid again attacks the Koch brothers (see 

seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, first March 25, 2014, April 

1, 2014, second April 7, 2014, and first April 23, 2014 entries), this time blaming them for 

House Republicans’ inaction on Senate-passed legislation that would extend unemployment 

benefits and raise the minimum wage. According to Senator Reid:  “Their billionaire sugar-

daddies aren’t interested in helping middle class Americans get a fair shot. Charles and David 

Koch aren’t concerned with the long-term unemployed families, and so the Republicans that they 

sponsor in the House of Representatives are content to do nothing for the long-term 

unemployed.”
312

 

 

April 30, 2014:  A constitutional amendment sponsored by Senator Tom Udall, S.J. Res. 19 (see 

first June 18, 2013 entry), is promoted by Senate Democrats as a method of overturning the 

Citizens United (see first January 21, 2010 entry) and McCutcheon (see first April 2, 2014 entry) 

Supreme Court decisions by rewriting the First Amendment. Senate Democrats plan to schedule 

a floor vote on the amendment in 2014, likely in May. In announcing the news, amendment 

cosponsor and Senate Rules and Administration Committee Chairman Chuck Schumer declares:  

“The Supreme Court is trying to take this country back to the days of the robber barons, allowing 

dark money to flood our elections. That needs to stop, and it needs to stop now. The only way to 

undo the damage the court has done is to pass Senator Udall’s amendment to the Constitution, 

and Senate Democrats are going to try to do that.” The amendment authorizes Congress and the 

states the power to regulate campaign financing in three ways:  (1) grants authority to regulate or 

limit fundraising and spending for federal or state candidates to Congress and the states; (2) 

grants authority to regulate or limit independent expenditures from independent groups to 

Congress and the states; and (3) protects future campaign finance legislation from Supreme 

Court review.
313

 

 

April 30, 2014:  IRS Commissioner John Koskinen announces that the IRS is set to begin 

analyzing the over 150,000 public comments received in the three month public comment period 
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that ended on February 27 (see twelfth February 27, 2014 entry) for the proposed 501(c)(4) 

rulemaking governing the permissible activities of social welfare organizations. According to 

Koskinen:  “We're going to have some summer help with lawyers coming to help us with the 

preliminary bucketing, as it were, to put them in the right buckets and then counsel will take a 

look at them all and review them all.” Regarding the potential for form comments, Koskinen 

says:  “It doesn’t mean you would discount them. In fact, if 42,000 people all said the same 

thing, it would be important to know that 42,000 people felt that way. It’s clear we’ve got a lot of 

very thoughtful comments, and they all deserve to be read and reviewed.” After the review of all 

public comments is complete and a public hearing is held, likely in midsummer, a revised 

version of the regulations will likely be issued, and public comments will be accepted and 

considered on the revised proposal.
314

 

 

April 30, 2014:  Former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner’s attorney, 

William W. Taylor III’s, request to defend Lerner before the House votes on whether to hold 

Lerner in contempt is rejected by House Leadership (see first April 28, 2014 entry). “Ms. Lerner 

can avoid being held in contempt at any time by testifying fully and honestly, but she has chosen 

not to,” says Michael Steel, spokesman for Speaker of the House John Boehner.
315

 

 

April 30, 2014:  In a Senate Rules and Administration Committee hearing on the effects of the 

McCutcheon decision (see first April 2, 2014 entry) on campaign finance, FEC Vice 

Chairwoman Ann Ravel answers questions regarding an FEC lawyer who resigned over Hatch 

Act violations shortly before the hearing. The employee in question posted “dozens of partisan 

political tweets, including many soliciting campaign contributions to President Obama’s 2012 

reelection campaign and other political campaigns, despite Hatch Act restrictions that prohibit 

FEC and other ‘further restricted’ employees from such activity.” Ravel is asked by Committee 

Ranking Member Pat Roberts if anti-Republican views similar to the resigned employee’s 

opinions are widely held at the Commission. Ravel, who was speaking in her capacity as the 

former Chairwoman of California’s Fair Political Practices Commission rather than in her 

current position as FEC Vice-Chairwoman notes that she was unable to “speak on behalf of the 

FEC,” but adds:  “I will tell you that the FEC responded very quickly to that issue when it came 

to the attention of people within the agency.” Ravel also says that “the employee’s activities 

were ‘totally inappropriate’ and that an internal investigation found them to be isolated.”
316

 

 

May 1, 2014:  The Sunlight Foundation and Campaign Legal Center file a complaint with the 

Federal Communications Commission alleging that 11 television stations are violating the FCC’s 

political ad disclosure rules.
317
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May 2, 2014:  House Majority Leader Eric Cantor announces that the House will vote on a 

resolution requesting that Attorney General Eric Holder appoint a Special Counsel to the 

Department of Justice’s investigation of the IRS scandal. According to Cantor:  “To date, it 

appears the Department of Justice has taken no action on this referral. It is time for Attorney 

General Holder to appoint a special counsel to investigate the IRS targeting scandal and bring the 

appropriate charges against those responsible. There can be no doubt the IRS scandal has 

undermined the public's trust in our government. This is far too serious a matter to leave to the 

discretion of partisan political appointees no matter who is in the White House.”
318

 

 

May 6, 2014:  Democratic staff on the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee 

release a 68-page report, “No Evidence of White House Involvement or Political Motivation in 

IRS Screening of Tax-Exempt Applicants,” which makes public only select portions of 39 

interviews conducted by the Committee with IRS and Treasury Department staffers. According 

to the report, “the overwhelming evidence before the Committee reveals no political motivation 

or White House involvement in the screening of tax-exempt applications,” despite Republican 

claims of evidence to the contrary.
319

 

 

May 6, 2014:  Campaign Legal Center Executive Director J. Gerald Hebert and Democracy 21 

President Fred Wertheimer write to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen and Director of Exempt 

Organizations Tamera Ripperda to request that the Agency “deny tax exempt status as a ‘social 

welfare’ organization to Crossroads GPS.” According to the authors:  “The IRS should deny 

section 501(c)(4) exempt status to Crossroads GPS, which is being used to funnel huge amounts 

of secret money into federal elections, and end its phony claim of being a ‘social welfare’ 

organization.”
320

 

 

May 7, 2014:  The House of Representatives votes to hold former IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner in contempt of Congress for her failure to testify before the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee about her role in the IRS scandal after being 

subpoenaed (see April 25, 2014 entry). The 231-187 vote occurs largely along party lines, with 

six Democrats voting in favor of the contempt resolution. Following the vote, Lerner’s lawyer, 

William Taylor III, releases a statement characterizing the vote’s sole purpose as “keep[ing] the 

baseless IRS ‘conspiracy’ alive through the midterm elections.” According to Federal law, the 

matter is now to be referred to a local U.S. attorney, who has a duty to bring the matter before a 

grand jury.
321
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May 7, 2014:  The House of Representatives votes to approve a resolution urging the 

Department of Justice to appoint an independent special prosecutor to investigate the IRS 

scandal (see May 2, 2014 entry). The 250-168 vote receives bipartisan support, with 26 

Democrats voting in favor of the resolution. According to reports, “Republicans believe a Justice 

Department investigation [of the IRS scandal] has been muzzled by higher-ups. It is likely 

Republicans would seek to make Justice Department inaction a campaign issue, and the issue 

also could lead to court challenges.”
322

 

 

May 7, 2014:  House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Charles Boustany Jr. 

reveals that nearly one in ten donors to three Tea Party organizations, whose donor lists were 

inappropriately collected and kept by the IRS, were audited, significantly above the standard one 

percent audit average. During the IRS scandal, 24 conservative groups applying for tax-exempt 

status were improperly asked for their donor lists by the IRS. After initially telling Congress that 

these donor lists were destroyed, the IRS discovered that donor lists from three groups remained 

intact. In response to a request by House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp, 

according to the IRS, “10 percent [of donors to these three groups] were audited — substantially 

higher than the average rate of 1 percent of average Americans who are audited each year.”
323

 

 

May 7, 2014:  In another in a series of Senate floor speeches bashing the Koch brothers (see 

seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, first March 25, 2014, April 

1, 2014, second April 7, 2014, first April 23, 2014, and third April 28, 2014 entries), Senate 

Majority Leader Harry Reid blames the brothers for being one of the main causes of climate 

change. According to Reid:  “While the Koch brothers admit to not being experts on the matter, 

these billionaire oil tycoons are certainly experts at contributing to climate change. That’s what 

they do very well. They are one of the main causes of this. Not a cause, one of the main causes.” 

Later in his speech, Reid faults the Kochs for the stalling of an energy efficiency bill on the 

Senate floor.
324

 

 

May 7, 2014:  Current FEC Chairman Lee Goodman, a Republican appointee, warns in an 

interview of future attempts at media regulation by the FEC, due to what some on the left 

perceive as a growing threat of conservative influence in the media. According to Goodman, 

“[t]he right has begun to break the left’s media monopoly, particularly through new media 

outlets like the internet, and I sense that some on the left are starting to rethink the breadth of the 

media exemption and internet communications.” Currently, media outlets benefit from a 

longstanding exemption from FEC regulations, known as the “press exemption,” that allows 

media entities to promote and endorse candidates without limit. “The picking and choosing has 

started to occur,” cautions Goodman. “There are some in this building [the FEC] that think we 
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can actually regulate” the media. If that occurs, says Goodman, “then I am concerned about 

disparate treatment of conservative media.”
325

 

 

May 8, 2014:  Two days short of a year after the IRS scandal was revealed (see May 10, 2013 

entry), the IRS agrees to turn over all of former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director 

Lois Lerner’s e-mails to House Ways and Means Committee investigators. According to 

Committee Chairman Dave Camp, “[w]hile it is good that we are finally getting these emails, it 

should never have taken this long. The agency is finally doing what is right and hopefully this is 

the last of the delays. It is almost a year to the day since Lois Lerner ‘apologized’ for the IRS’s 

targeting of conservative groups, and we need to get to the bottom of this. These documents are 

critical to an investigation that is holding the IRS accountable and ensuring the constitutional 

rights of these groups are never trampled on again.”
326

 

 

May 8, 2014:  In an MSNBC interview, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid again blasts the 

Koch brothers (see seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 2014, second March 13, 2014, first 

March 25, 2014, April 1, 2014, second April 7, 2014, first April 23, 2014, third April 28, 2014, 

and fourth May 7, 2014 entries), claiming that “[t]hese are the two richest people in the world 

and they are in it to make money. That’s their whole goal here. To add zeroes to their billions.” 

In response to a question about significant Republican donor and Nevada resident Sheldon 

Adelson, Reid changes his tune, saying “He’s in it because he has certain ideological views. 

Now, Sheldon Adelson’s social views are in keeping with the Democrats. On choice, on all kinds 

of things. So, Sheldon Adelson don’t pick on him. He’s not in it to make money.”
327

 

 

May 9, 2014:  During a speaking engagement in Massachusetts, Vermont Senator Bernie 

Sanders blames “the libertarian billionaire Koch brothers of being responsible for the scandalous 

Veterans Affairs backlog, which has caused an untold number of veterans to die while awaiting 

treatment.”
328

 

 

May 12, 2014:  In response to the Sunlight Foundation and Campaign Legal Center’s joint 

complaint to the Federal Communications Commission (see May 1, 2014 entry) alleging that 11 

television stations are violating the FCC’s political ad disclosure rules, the FCC sends strongly 

worded letters to the 11 named TV stations, requiring the stations in question to “demonstrate 

they have complied with disclosure rules and regulations” within two weeks of receiving the 

letter. In a statement about the Agency’s response to the Sunlight Foundation-Campaign Legal 
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Center complaint, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler notes that the FCC “take[s] political file 

complaints seriously.
329

 

 

May 14, 2014:  More previously unreleased e-mails obtained through a Freedom of Information 

Act request by the nonprofit group Judicial Watch (see first April 16, 2014 and April 24, 2014 

entries) bolster the contention that IRS officials in Washington D.C. were handling applications 

for tax-exempt status by Tea Party organizations, despite many statements to the contrary by IRS 

officials, who claimed the cases were being handled by lower-level workers in Cincinnati, when 

news of the targeting scandal first broke (see May 10, 2013 entry). According to news reports:  

“Internal Revenue Service emails…document active direction by the federal tax agency’s 

headquarters in targeting Tea Party and conservative nonprofit applicants during the 2010 and 

2012 campaigns.”
330

 

 

May 14, 2014:  In a sweeping interview with Buzzfeed, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid 

announces his support for a constitutional amendment that effectively amends the First 

Amendment by granting Congress the ability to set strict new limits on political spending (see 

first June 18, 2013 and first April 30, 2014 entries). Reid justifies the need for this constitutional 

amendment by evoking the Koch brothers:  “It’s been tried before, we should continue to push 

this and it should become our issue. That really puts the Koch brothers up against it. We believe 

and I believe that there should be spending limits. We’re going to push a constitutional 

amendment so we can limit spending because what is going on today is awful.” When asked 

about his frequent criticisms of the Koch brothers (see seventh February 26, 2014, March 4, 

2014, second March 13, 2014, first March 25, 2014, April 1, 2014, second April 7, 2014, first 

April 23, 2014, third April 28, 2014, fourth May 7, 2014, and second May 8, 2014 entries), Reid 

ominously responds:  “The Koch Brothers, I’m not walking away from them. I’m going to be on 

their tail for the whole campaign because if they think Romney was watched closely by me, 

that’s nothing compared to what it’s going to be like with the Koch Brothers.”
331

 

  

May 15, 2014:  On the Senate floor, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid formally announces his 

plan to hold a vote on a constitutional amendment granting Congress the ability to set strict new 

limits on political spending. In his announcement, Reid says:  “The Supreme Court has equated 

money with speech, so the more money you have the more speech you get, and the more 

influence in our democracy. That is wrong.”
332

 Reid continues by connecting the need for such 

an amendment to the Koch brothers:  “More and more we see Koch Industries, Americans for 

Prosperity, one of their shadowy front groups, dictating the results of primaries and elections 

across the country. Behind these nonvoting organizations are massively wealthy men hoping for 
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a big monetary return on their political donations. When the candidates they bankroll get into 

office, the winners inevitably begin to legislate their sponsor’s business plans.” Responding on 

the Senate floor, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell harshly criticizes the amendment, 

declaring:  “Today’s proposal by the Senate Majority Leader represents an all-out assault on the 

right to free speech, a right which undergirds all others in our democracy. It’s also a clear sign of 

just how desperate elected Washington Democrats have become in their quest to hold onto 

power.”
333

 

 

May 19, 2014:  Upon hearing of House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s plans to attend a 

screening of a film highly critical of the Koch brothers, “Koch Brothers Exposed:  2014 

Edition,” in the Capitol Visitor Center, House Administration Committee Chairwoman Candice 

Miller writes to Pelosi to warn that her attendance at the movie screening may violate House and 

Senate rules. According to Miller’s letter, “using the Capitol Visitor Center for the film ‘may 

cross the line into partisan politics.’” Rules regarding usage of the Capitol complex decree that 

“no audio visual presentations in the [Capitol Visitor Center] may premiere, preview, showcase, 

or publicize a film.” A spokesperson for the Minority Leader responds that the rules “don’t apply 

to rooms in the House side of the visitor center.”
334

 

 

May 20, 2014:  House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa 

subpoenas the Justice Department over failures to comply with document requests and to answer 

the Committee’s questions related to the DOJ’s contact with then-IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner about potentially criminally investigating tax-exempt groups (see 

April 24, 2014 entry). According to a letter accompanying Issa’s subpoena, when the Committee 

interviewed Richard Pilger, Director of the Justice Department’s Election Crimes Branch, Justice 

Department lawyers directed Pilger not to answer the Committee’s questions “an astounding 34 

times.” According to Issa, the DOJ’s actions lead the Committee “to conclude the department is 

not seriously committed to cooperating with the committee's investigation.”
335

 

 

May 20, 2014:  In response to claims by House Administration Committee Chairwoman Candice 

Miller that attendance by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and House Minority Leader Nancy 

Pelosi at the screening of a film critical of the Koch brothers in the Capitol Visitor Center may 

violate House and Senate rules, Reid responds by criticizing Republicans for supporting the 

Koch brothers (see May 19, 2014 entry). According to Reid, Miller’s comments demonstrate 

how the Koch brothers’ “tentacles are in every part of the Republican congressional 

establishment.”
336
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May 20, 2014:  Conservative author, filmmaker, and ardent critic of President Obama, Dinesh 

D’Souza, unexpectedly enters a guilty plea in court “to a charge that he used straw donors to 

make $20,000 in illegal contributions to Republican Senate candidate Wendy Long in 2012.” 

D’Souza had previously maintained his innocence in the matter (see second January 23, 2014 

entry).
337

 

 

May 21, 2014:  A 501(c)(4) organization, The Voters Trust, offers a $1 million bounty to 

“anyone who can provide ‘smoking gun’ evidence to implicate IRS leadership or members of the 

Obama administration who purposefully targeted conservative and tea party-affiliated groups.” 

According to The Voters Trust, to qualify for the reward, an individual needs to offer “relevant 

evidence including emails, eye-witness accounts, or testimony of political targeting of 

Americans by the IRS or the Obama administration that has not previously been reported.” The 

organization plans on crowdsourcing the funding for the bounty.
338

 

 

May 21, 2014:  In a speech on the Senate floor, Kansas Senator Pat Roberts accuses Senate 

Majority Leader Harry Reid of having a “Koch addiction,” due to Reid’s almost daily criticisms 

of the Koch brothers, both of whom are Kansas residents. According to Roberts, “[p]ractically 

every morning, our Leader starts our session by giving a speech personally attacking David and 

Charles Koch and their families.” According to news reports, Reid has mentioned the Koch 

brothers at least 134 times on the Senate floor to date.
339

 

 

May 21, 2014:  The conservative 501(c)(4) organization of Supreme Court fame, Citizens 

United (see first January 21, 2010 entry), sues New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman 

“over his interpretation of how much information the organization is legally obliged to disclose 

about its donors.” At issue in the lawsuit are regulations imposed by Schneiderman’s office that 

require a nonprofit that spends more than $10,000 on state and local elections to disclose its 

donors, regardless of whether or not the nonprofit is primarily political in nature (see December 

11, 2012 and June 5, 2013 entries).
340

 

 

May 22, 2014:  The IRS quietly releases a statement that it will likely revise its proposed 

rulemaking governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) organizations (see November 26, 

2013 entry), release a revised rulemaking likely in early 2015, and hold a public hearing after the 

revised rulemaking is released:  “Last November, Treasury and the IRS proposed a new 

regulation governing political activity of section 501(c)(4) organizations. The proposal generated 

over 150,000 written comments — the most comments ever received by Treasury and IRS on a 

proposed tax regulation. Consistent with our standard rulemaking process, we intend to review 

those comments carefully, take into account public feedback, and consider any necessary 
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changes. Consistent with what Commissioner Koskinen has previously stated, it is likely that we 

will make some changes to the proposed regulation in light of the comments we have received. 

Given the diversity of views expressed and the volume of substantive input, we have concluded 

that it would be more efficient and useful to hold a public hearing after we publish the revised 

proposed regulation. Treasury and the IRS remain committed to providing updated standards for 

tax-exemption that are fair, clear, and easier to administer.” IRS Commissioner Koskinen had 

previously stated that the IRS would hold a hearing on the originally proposed regulations in 

midsummer 2014 (see second April 16, 2014 and second April 30, 2014 entries).
341

 

 

May 22, 2014:  The IRS’s announcement that it will likely revise its proposed rulemaking 

governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) organizations (see first May 22, 2014 entry) 

evokes strong reactions from several elected officials. House Ways and Means Committee 

Chairman Dave Camp releases a statement praising the IRS for abandoning the flawed proposal:  

“This proposed rule was wrong from the start. The American people spoke out loud and clear 

against it, and hopefully the IRS and the Obama administration will think twice before ever 

trying to go down this path again. If they do, we will continue to defend Americans’ First 

Amendment rights.” By contrast, Senator Chuck Schumer expresses dissatisfaction with the 

IRS’s announcement that it is likely revising its proposal:  “The only hope we have is, when the 

IRS goes back, they don't succumb to any form of political pressure and enact a very tough 

rule….”
342

 In analyzing the IRS’s announcement, nonprofit tax lawyer Cleta Mitchell, who 

represents multiple Tea Party groups that were harassed by the IRS, warns that “[t]hey’ve taken a 

half-step…[b]ut before they rewrite regulations in secret, they need to have a hearing before they 

come up with new proposed regulations…. We have absolutely no idea what they're doing, what 

they're changing.”
343

 

 

May 22, 2014:  House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa and 

Economic Growth, Job Creation and Regulatory Affairs Subcommittee Chairman Jim Jordan 

send a joint letter to Attorney General Eric Holder requesting an interview with Jack Smith, 

Chief of the Department of Justice’s Public Integrity Section. Following statements made by 

Richard Pilger, Director of the Department of Justice’s Election Crimes Branch, in his interview 

with the Committee (see first May 20, 2014 entry), Issa and Jordan write:  “The Committee’s 

transcribed interview of Richard Pilger presents further troubling information about the 

Department’s contemplated prosecution of nonprofit groups for false statements. It is apparent 

that the Department’s leadership, including Public Integrity Section Chief Jack Smith, was 

closely involved in engaging with the IRS in [the] wake of Citizens United and political pressure 

from prominent Democrats to address perceived problems with the decision.”
344
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May 22, 2014:  In the midst of another proxy voting season in which shareholders are voting on 

proposals by activist investors that would limit or prohibit business entities from spending 

money on politics (see September 25, 2013 entry), The Wall Street Journal reports that these 

speech chilling proposals continue to be overwhelmingly opposed by shareholders. “Of the 94 

shareholder proposals on corporate political spending or lobbying introduced this year, 52 have 

already been voted on, according to filings at the Securities and Exchange Commission. A mere 

22.2% of shareholders supported political disclosure, virtually unchanged from last year. Some 

25 are rewarmed proposals that saw their support weaken, and more than 75% got fewer votes 

than in 2013.”
345

 

 

May 27, 2014:  In a callback to his February floor speech on the issue (see sixth February 26, 

2014 entry), Senator Sheldon Whitehouse pens an op-ed in The Providence Journal on the 

urgent need for legislation to address climate change. In justifying why the Senate has failed to 

pass legislation to remedy perceived climate change issues, Whitehouse blames the Supreme 

Court’s decision in Citizens United v. FEC (see first January 21, 2010 entry). According to 

Whitehouse, “the polluters have had a political field day since the Citizens United decision 

allowed unlimited dark money into our elections — what one newspaper called the “tsunami of 

slime.” That one-sided assault is coming to an end as environmental money begins to match the 

polluters in elections. The environmental money will still be less, but it has the advantage of a 

truthful message.”
346

 

 

June 3, 2014:  At a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on Senator Tom Udall’s proposed 

constitutional amendment that would amend the First Amendment (see first June 18, 2013, first 

April 30, 2014, second May 14, 2014, and May 15, 2014 entries), Senator Ted Cruz blasts the 

proposal for granting Congress unlimited power to regulate speech. According to Cruz, the 

amendment “would give Congress the power to muzzle Planned Parenthood and the National 

Right to Life. Forty-two Democrats have signed their name to giving Congress the right to 

muzzle the Sierra Club, to muzzle the National Rifle Association and the Brady Center on 

Handgun Violence, to muzzle Michael Moore and Dinesh D’Souza, to muzzle the teamsters and 

the National Education Association, to muzzle the NAACP, to muzzle the Anti-Defamation 

League to muzzle pastors and priests and rabbis who organize their parishioners to be involved 

in politics.” In contrast, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid testifies that “[o]ur involvement in 

government should not be dependent on our bank account balances. The American people reject 

the notion that money gives the Koch brothers, corporations or special interest groups a greater 

voice in government than a mechanic, a lawyer, a doctor, a health-care worker.”
347

 

 

June 5, 2014:  MoveOn.org Political Action, a left-leaning organization that, among other 

issues, advocates for greater regulation of political speech, hosts a screening of a film critical of 

the Koch brothers (see May 19, 2014 and second May 20, 2014 entries) outside of the apartment 
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of David Koch, one of the subjects of the documentary. According to a MoveOn.Org Political 

Action spokesperson, “[w]hen Americans learn about how David and Charles Koch are spending 

their wealth to try to buy our democracy and advance their own selfish agenda, they raise their 

voices to fight back.”
348

 

 

June 9, 2014:  A House Oversight and Government Reform Committee investigation of the IRS 

scandal reveals that the “Service transmitted a 1.1 million-page database of information 

concerning tax-exempt organizations to the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the run-up to the 

2010 election, including confidential taxpayer information that shouldn’t have been shared.” 

According to Committee Chairman Darrell Issa, the database “contained confidential taxpayer 

information protected by federal law.” Following this revelation, the IRS admits that “it recently 

identified 33 tax returns on the disks—out of a total of 12,000 returns—that inadvertently 

included ‘some nonpublic information.’” Richard Pilger, Director of the Justice Department’s 

Election Crimes Branch “told congressional investigators recently that he contacted the IRS in 

January 2011 for help in obtaining ‘certain tax information’ to assist with a ‘specific 

investigation’”…but “couldn’t discuss that matter because of taxpayer privacy” (see first April 

16, 2014 entry).
349

 

 

June 11, 2014:  In response to questions from members of the House Judiciary Committee, FBI 

Director James Comey testifies that “FBI investigators didn’t examine the database [from the 

IRS], which included private taxpayer information that isn’t supposed to be shared without a 

judge’s order (see June 9, 2014 entry).” According to Comey:  “The only thing that was done, 

(was) analysts looked at the table of contents.” Comey also tells the Committee that the FBI has 

returned the database to the IRS.
350

 

 

June 13, 2014:  The IRS informs the House Ways and Means Committee that the Service has 

lost more than two years’ worth of e-mails from January 2009 – April 2011 from former IRS 

Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner to outside agencies due to a computer 

crash. According to Committee Chairman Dave Camp:  “The fact that I am just learning about 

this, over a year into the investigation, is completely unacceptable and now calls into question 

the credibility of the IRS’s response to Congressional inquiries.” Camp continues:  “Just a short 

time ago, Commissioner Koskinen promised to produce all Lerner documents. It appears now 

that was an empty promise. Frankly, these are the critical years of the targeting of conservative 

groups that could explain who knew what when, and what, if any, coordination there was 

between agencies.”
351
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June 16, 2014:  The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee releases a staff 

report, “How Politics Led the IRS to Target Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants for their 

Political Beliefs,” which examines the role of the media, Congressional Democrats, and activist 

groups advocating for greater regulation of political speech in triggering the IRS scandal. 

Building off the Committee’s previous report (see first April 7, 2014 entry), “[t]his report 

chronicles the public statements about the Citizens United decision, the DISCLOSE Act, and 

nonprofit political speech made by President Obama, his senior White House advisors, and other 

prominent Democrats throughout 2010. These officials spoke loudly and repeatedly about 

overturning Citizens United, mandating reporting requirements for nonprofit political speech, 

and criticizing donors to nonprofits for engaging in anonymous political speech. When 

considered in this light, it is apparent that the IRS targeting of conservative tax-exempt 

applicants initiated and progressed in the context of intense political pressure…”
352

 

 

June 16, 2014:  House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrell Issa 

issues a subpoena to Internal Revenue Service Commissioner John Koskinen to testify before 

Congress regarding the Service’s revelations that its lost Lois Lerner’s e-mails sought by 

congressional investigators working on the IRS scandal (see June 13, 2014 entry). Chairman Issa 

writes to Commissioner Koskinen to criticize the IRS for the Agency’s handling of Committee 

requests pertaining to the scandal:  “For too long, the IRS has promised to produce requested — 

and, later, subpoenaed — documents, only to respond later with excuses and inaction. Despite 

your empty promises and broken commitments to cooperation, the IRS still insists on flouting 

Constitutional congressional oversight.”
353

 

 

June 16, 2014:  House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp and Oversight 

Subcommittee Chairman Charles Boustany Jr. send a joint letter to President Obama asking 

when the White House learned that the IRS had lost critical Lois Lerner e-mails (see June 13, 

2014 entry) and requesting the provision of any Lerner e-mails to or from anyone in the 

Executive Office of the President. According to the letter:  “we are writing to request critical 

assistance that only the White House can provide.… The Committee is in possession of some 

Lerner emails for this time period, but only those written to or from other IRS employees. Any 

emails written to or from Lerner and persons outside of the IRS would, according to the agency’s 

own admission, be lost.”
354

 

 

June 17, 2014:  The IRS reveals that it is unable to produce e-mails from six additional IRS 

employees involved in the targeting of conservative groups. The announcement comes shortly 

after the previous week’s revelation that the IRS lost over 2 years of e-mails sent to and from 

Lois Lerner to people outside of the IRS (see June 13, 2014 entry). House Ways and Means 

Committee Chairman Dave Camp and Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Charles Boustany Jr. 

release a joint statement, saying, “[i]t looks like the American people were lied to and the IRS 
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tried to cover-up the fact it conveniently lost key documents in this investigation.… This entire 

investigation has been slow-walked by the Administration while they denied any wrongdoing 

and tried blaming ‘low-level’ workers in Cincinnati – all of which we have proven to be 

wrong.”
355

 

 

June 17, 2014:  Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell comments on the revelation that the 

IRS lost e-mails at the center of the targeting scandal embroiling the Agency (see June 13, 2014 

entry), asking why the lost e-mails were not discovered sooner and imploring the administration 

to recommit itself to the investigation. According to McConnell:  “The latest claim by the IRS is 

that it somehow lost a full two years-worth of emails from the woman in charge of the IRS 

department at the center of the scandal. But Congress submitted a request for these emails over a 

year ago. And they’re suddenly telling us this now? The committees investigating the scandal 

need those emails in order to figure out who knew what and when — and to determine whether 

any coordination was going on between the IRS and anyone outside the agency. So I’ll be 

interested to see what the IRS Commissioner has to say about all this when he testifies next 

week. But please, let’s just skip past the ‘dog ate my homework’ excuses, buried in a late Friday 

news dump. The President promised to work ‘hand in hand’ with Congress on this matter. So his 

Administration needs to live up to that promise. Immediately.”
356

 

 

 

June 18, 2014:  In an interview with The Center for Public Integrity, IRS Commissioner John 

Koskinen reaffirms the Agency’s commitment to re-issuing regulations to police the political 

activity of 501(c)(4) organizations (see November 26, 2013 and first May 22, 2014 entries). 

According to Koskinen:  “There are three issues: What should be the definition, to whom should 

it apply and how much … can you do before you jeopardize your exemption? The next 

resolution will differ from the first draft because it will deal with all three questions.” Based on 

Koskinen’s comments, speculation exists that the revised iteration of the rulemaking may apply 

to 501(c)(5) labor unions and 501(c)(6) trade associations. According to Koskinen, the IRS 

expects to release the revised rulemaking in early 2015.
357

 

 

June 18, 2014:  By a party line 5-4 vote, the Senate Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on the 

Constitution, Civil Rights, and Human Rights approves a modified version of Senator Tom 

Udall’s constitutional amendment proposal to amend the First Amendment (see first June 18, 

2013, first April 30, 2014, second May 14, 2014, May 15, 2014, and June 3, 2014 entries), 

setting the stage for likely eventual passage by the full Senate Judiciary Committee.
358
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June 19, 2014:  Despite a continued push from activist investors wishing to stifle the political 

speech of business entities, the midway mark of the 2014 proxy season once again (see 

September 25, 2013 entry) witnesses substantial opposition by investors to corporate disclosure 

resolutions. According to the Manhattan Institute’s Center for Legal Policy’s Proxy Monitor, in 

2014, “[t]he most commonly introduced type of proposal, as in 2013 and 2012, involved 

companies’ political spending or lobbying, but none of these proposals passed…while 

shareholder support for such proposals has averaged only 19 percent, essentially unchanged from 

2012.”
359

 

 

June 24, 2014:  Staying true to a promise made over a year earlier (see first May 15, 2013 

entry), Senator Sheldon Whitehouse holds a joint press conference along with Senators Michael 

Bennet, Richard Blumenthal (D-CT), Chuck Schumer, and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) to re-

introduce the previously failed DISCLOSE Act (see July 27, 2010, September 23, 2010, 

February 9, 2012, March 21, 2012, and second June 16, 2012 entries), which would impose 

onerous and speech-stifling disclosure requirements on a broad swath of organizations. In 

explaining the justification for the legislation (S. 2516), Whitehouse remarks:  “[s]ince the 

Supreme Court’s disastrous Citizens United decision, a torrent of dark money has swept through 

our political system, giving corporations and billionaires the ability to buy and sell elections.” 

Although the Act’s sponsors promise a vote in 2014, the legislation is expected to face stiff 

opposition from Republicans in Congress, and is described as a way to “score political points” in 

an election year.
360

 

 

 

June 24, 2014:  David Ferriero, Archivist of the United States, testifies before the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee “that the Internal Revenue Service did not act 

lawfully when it failed to report the loss of emails” from former IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner to third parties (see June 13, 2014 entry). Ferriero testifies that he 

was never notified of the computer crash that resulted in the lost e-mails.
361

 

 

June 24, 2014:  The Wall Street Journal reveals that the IRS likely broke the law under the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure by losing former Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner’s e-mails (see June 13, 2014 entry). Due to ongoing litigation between a pro-Israel group, 

Z Street, and the IRS, over the IRS’s increased scrutiny of the group’s application for tax-exempt 

status, in order “to determine whether the organization’s activities contradict the 

Administration’s public policies,” the IRS is required by law to preserve all e-mail 

correspondence under a “litigation hold,” as some e-mails could be relevant to the ongoing 

litigation. Because of this, the federal District of Columbia Circuit court judge handling the Z 
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Street case has the authority to “force the IRS to explain and answer for its ‘willful spoliation’ of 

email evidence.”
362

 

 

June 24, 2014:  Under a consent judgment, the IRS agrees to pay $50,000 in damages to the 

National Organization for Marriage (NOM), “as a result of the unlawful release of the 

[organization’s confidential donor information to a group] that is NOM’s chief political rival” 

(see October 3, 2013 and October 30, 2013 entries). According to NOM Chairman John C. 

Eastman, his organization is “delighted that the IRS has now been held accountable for the 

illegal disclosure of our list of major donors from our tax return.”
363

 

 

June 25, 2014:  House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp reveals that former 

IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner sought to refer Senator Chuck Grassley 

for IRS examination in December 2012, after mistakenly receiving an invitation for a speaking 

engagement intended for Senator Grassley. E-mails show Lerner was deterred by others in her 

office. According to Representative Camp, “[w]e have seen a lot of unbelievable things in this 

investigation, but the fact that Lois Lerner attempted to initiate an apparently baseless IRS 

examination against a sitting Republican United States Senator is shocking.”
364

 

 

June 25, 2014:  A Fox News poll shows that 76% of Americans believe the lost e-mails of 

former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner (see June 13, 2014 entry) were 

“deliberately destroyed,” with only 12% believing the e-mails were “destroyed accidentally.” 

The poll also reveals growing support for continuing Congressional investigations of the IRS 

targeting scandal, with 74% in favor, up from 67% in mid-April of 2014.
365

  

 

July 1, 2014:  The IRS announces changes to its policy for reviewing applications for tax-

exempt status of 501(c)(3) charities. Under the new policy, approximately 80 percent of the 

organizations seeking 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status will no longer be screened by the IRS. Instead, 

they will be asked to fill out a single form (1023-EZ), certify that the organization does not 

exceed certain income and asset limits, and pay a $400 processing fee. This represents a 

significant change from previous IRS policy; the IRS had rejected this change in 2012, but has 

now adopted it in light of the tea party harassment scandal affecting the Exempt Organizations 

Division. IRS Commissioner John Koskinen believes the change will result in “efficiencies [that] 

will translate into a faster and better review” for larger 501(c)(3) organizations, who will not be 

able to participate in the expedited application process.
366
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July 9, 2014:  New e-mails released by the House Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee reveal that IRS employees frequently communicate via an internal instant messaging 

system, on which messages are not automatically archived. Then-IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner had asked about the archiving capability of the messaging system 

in early April 2013, writing, “I was cautioning folks about email and how we have had several 

occasions where Congress has asked for emails and there has been an electronic search for 

responsive emails so we need to be cautious about what we say in emails. Someone asked if 

[instant messaging] conversations were also searchable don't know, but told them I would get 

back to them. Do you know?” Lerner received an answer that the system is not generally 

archived, but has the functionality for archiving, and that generally all conversations should be 

treated as if they are saved. Lerner replied, “Perfect.”
367

 

 

July 9, 2014:  In reference to the IRS targeting scandal, pro-regulation group Public Citizen’s 

Lisa Gilbert writes in The Hill that “the real scandal is lawmakers willing to reduce the IRS’s 

funding rather than spend time finding real solutions for the definition of political activity for 

nonprofits.” Gilbert suggests that the IRS harassment scandal and resultant problems at the 

Agency are due to a lack of financial resources, employee training and unclear regulations for 

handling applications for tax-exempt status.
368

 

 

July 10, 2014:  The Senate Judiciary Committee approves S.J. Res. 19 (see first June 18, 2013 

and first April 30, 2014 entries), sending Senator Tom Udall’s constitutional amendment 

proposal, which would permit Congress explicit authority to regulate spending in elections, to 

the full Senate. The measure narrowly passes the Committee on a contentious 10-8 vote along 

party lines. The Senate is likely to consider the measure in September.
369

 

 

July 10, 2014:  U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan orders the IRS to provide explanation, 

under oath, for the lost e-mails from former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner that the IRS claims are unrecoverable after Lerner’s computer experienced a 2011 hard 

drive crash (see June 13, 2014 entry). The order comes in response to a FOIA lawsuit filed by 

Judicial Watch, seeking information related to the IRS targeting of conservative groups applying 

for tax-exempt status. Judge Sullivan also assigns a federal magistrate, John Facciola, to seek 

alternative means of obtaining the missing IRS records. The order gives the IRS until August 10, 

2014 to comply.
370

 

 

July 10, 2014:  The Washington Free Beacon obtains a copy of the prepared remarks given by 

Democracy Alliance President Gara LaMarche at a private donor conference in April 2014. In 

those remarks, LaMarche explains that advancing campaign finance “reform” is crucial to the 
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group’s larger mission of furthering various Democratic and progressive causes. According to 

LaMarche, “dealing with the distorting effect of money on our politics is a prerequisite to every 

other advance we seek.” The Democracy Alliance is an umbrella organization of donors who 

strategically coordinate their donations to groups that advocate for a progressive agenda. 

LaMarche’s comments undercut proponents’ claims that the goal of campaign finance 

restrictions supported by the Democracy Alliance and allied groups are for the purpose of 

reducing corruption.
371

 

 

July 11, 2014:  On the heels of U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan’s order for the IRS to 

explain its missing e-mails (see second July 10, 2014 entry), U.S. District Judge Reggie B. 

Walton orders the IRS to provide further explanation on the missing e-mails of Lois Lerner and 

other IRS employees (see June 13, 2014 entry). The order comes as a result of a lawsuit brought 

against the IRS by election-integrity organization True the Vote. Walton also requests 

information about the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration’s investigation of the 

missing e-mails.
372

 

 

July 15, 2014: House Democrats formally introduce a companion (H.J. Res. 119) to a 

constitutional amendment (see first June 18, 2013 entry) that would amend the First Amendment 

by allowing Congress to regulate all campaign spending and fundraising, in an effort to overturn 

the Supreme Court’s decisions in Citizens United (see first January 21, 2010 entry) and 

McCutcheon v. FEC (see first April 2, 2014 entry).
373

 

 

July 16, 2014:  The Wall Street Journal reports that the Justice Department is investigating the 

loss of former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner’s e-mails (see June 13, 

2014 entry), as part of its criminal probe into the IRS’s treatment of conservative groups 

applying for tax-exempt status. According to the prepared testimony of Deputy Attorney General 

James Cole, the Justice Department is “investigating the circumstances of the lost emails from 

[former IRS official Lois Lerner’s] computer.”
374

 

 

July 16, 2014:  House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp and Oversight 

Subcommittee Chairman Charles Boustany Jr. request that pro-speech regulation group 

Democracy 21 provide all communications, including e-mails, between the organization and 

former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner. According to Camp and 

Boustany’s joint statement, “[o]ur investigation has found close coordination between 

Democracy 21 and Lerner. Lerner knew no limits – when she received a complaint about a 

conservative group she took direct and immediate action. Since the IRS has destroyed over two 

years of Lerner emails, these documents are central to determining the full extent of the IRS’s 
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targeting of conservatives. We expect Democracy 21 will fully cooperate with the Committee so 

we can get all the facts.”
375

 

 

July 17, 2014:  At a hearing of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, 

Deputy Attorney General James Cole testifies that the Justice Department learned of the 2011 

hard drive crash of former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner, which 

resulted in the loss of two years’ worth of e-mails (see June 13, 2014 entry), through “press 

reports,” despite the Justice Department’s ongoing investigation into the Agency’s political 

targeting of conservative groups. Cole explains that Justice Department investigators were 

“looking at many different forms and sources and it didn’t become apparent there were missing 

emails.”
376

 Cole also testifies at the hearing that there is no need for the Department to assign a 

special prosecutor to the case, saying, “[i]t is very, very rare to use a special prosecutor.” 

According to Cole, he and Attorney General Eric Holder determined that the investigation 

“didn’t meet any sort of standard to warrant a special prosecutor.”
377

 

 

July 17, 2014:  The IRS strikes a deal with the atheist organization Freedom From Religion 

Foundation (FRFF), who had filed suit against the IRS, alleging insufficient enforcement of rules 

against churches advocating for candidates in violation of their tax-exempt status. The details of 

the agreement remain unknown, but the IRS and FRFF agree to a joint request to dismiss the 

lawsuit. FRFF Co-President Annie Laurie Gaylor calls the agreement “a victory” in a press 

release. The release elaborates “[t]he IRS has now resolved the signature authority issue 

necessary to initiate church examinations. The IRS also has adopted procedures for reviewing, 

evaluating and determining whether to initiate church investigations.” The joint agreement opens 

the door for the IRS to monitor speech at churches to determine if it is political in nature.
378

 

 

July 22, 2014:  House Ways and Means Committee investigators announce that the supposedly 

damaged hard drive of former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner (see 

June 13, 2014 entry) may have been merely scratched, but contained recoverable data. The IRS 

had previously said that the hard drive crash, which led to the loss of two years’ worth of e-

mails, was damaged beyond repair. “It is unbelievable that we cannot get a simple, straight 

answer from the IRS about this hard drive,” says Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave 

Camp. “The Committee was told no data was recoverable and the physical drive was recycled 

and potentially shredded. To now learn that the hard drive was only scratched, yet the IRS 

refused to utilize outside experts to recover the data, raises more questions about potential 

criminal wrong doing at the IRS.”
379
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July 23, 2014:  Testifying before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, IRS 

Commissioner John Koskinen reveals that the Agency has effectively halted its internal 

investigation into the missing e-mails of former Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois 

Lerner. The hearing was called in response to assertions that Lerner’s damaged hard drive may 

still contain recoverable data (see July 22, 2014 entry). Koskinen assures the Committee that the 

IRS will continue to comply with the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration’s 

investigation into the hard drives, saying, “I agreed with [the inspector general’s office] that they 

would do the investigation, we wouldn’t do anything to interfere with that – I wouldn’t, and none 

of our people would, talk to anybody about it.”
380

 

 

July 23, 2014:  The Senate Rules and Administration Committee holds a hearing on S. 2516, 

also known as “The DISCLOSE Act of 2014,” the most recent iteration of legislation that has 

been introduced, but repeatedly failed to advance, in past Congresses (see July 27, 2010, 

September 23, 2010, February 9, 2012, March 21, 2012, second June 16, 2012, and first June 24, 

2014 entries). At the hearing, the bill’s author, Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, argues that, 

“[p]assing the DISCLOSE Act would at least make transparent the anonymous money pouring 

into elections, and would signal to the American people that Congress is committed to fairness 

and openness.”
381

 Senate Rules and Administration Committee Ranking Minority Member Pat 

Roberts counters that, “[t]he majority has attempted to use disclosure as a means to erect a new 

regulatory scheme to silence their opponents.”
382

 Senator Roberts also cites the IRS scandal as a 

reason to resist further government regulation of speech, saying, “[i]f the IRS targeting scandal 

has taught us anything, it should be that giving federal bureaucrats control over the political 

activity of American citizens is a recipe for disaster.”
383

 Senate Minority Leader Mitch 

McConnell echoes these sentiments, adding that “these continual efforts to weaken voter 

participation in our elections poses a real threat to the right of free speech in this country.”
384

 

 

July 29, 2014:  The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee releases a staff report 

offering 15 policy solutions to prevent future harassment scandals at the IRS, titled, “Making 

Sure Targeting Never Happens:  Getting Politics Out of the IRS and Other Solutions.” Among 

the numerous suggestions, the report recommends a straightforward approach for preventing 

future targeting by removing political determinations from the IRS entirely. “The solution is 

obvious and ought to be noncontroversial: Congress must disentangle politics from the IRS. To 

regain the trust of American taxpayers, the IRS must return to its traditional role as a 

dispassionate administrator of the federal tax code. The IRS must not be an agency that 
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determines what is and what is not political speech and, correspondingly, whether a social-

welfare group receives a tax-exemption for making political speech. Political speech can help 

advance the social welfare and social-welfare groups should be allowed to advance the debate 

about issues important to the nation.”
385

 

 

August 1, 2014:  Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid schedules a procedural vote on S.J. Res. 19 

(see first June 18, 2013, first April 30, 2014, and first July 10, 2014 entries) for September 8, 

when the Senate returns from its summer recess. The constitutional amendment from Senator 

Tom Udall grants Congress and the states the power to regulate and limit fundraising, spending, 

and in-kind equivalents to advocate for the election or defeat of candidates, and would 

effectively amend the First Amendment. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell calls the vote 

a political stunt, saying, “[t]his latest Democrat effort to abridge political speech is little more 

than a craven attempt to substitute the incumbent-protection desires of Washington Democrats 

for a fundamental right that the Constitution guarantees to all Americans.”
386

 

 

August 7, 2014:  In response to a rulemaking petition from the Campaign Legal center, 

Common Cause, and the Sunlight Foundation, the Federal Communications Commission opens a 

public commenting process about plans to expand political ad disclosure requirements to cable 

and satellite television providers (see February – March 2013 entry). The plan requires providers 

to publicly disclose airtime bought by political candidates in “political files” hosted on an online 

database operated by the FCC. The FCC’s fast response to the petition is regarded as highly 

unusual. “This is about as fast as the FCC moves. This is lickety-split,” says Georgetown 

University Law Center’s Andy Scwartzman, who represents the petitioners.
387

 

 

August 7, 2014:  The State Republican Parties of New York and Tennessee file a lawsuit 

challenging a Securities and Exchange Commission rule preventing investment firms from 

managing a state’s assets for two years, if the company or its executives make campaign 

contributions to state officials, such as governors, with power over state contracts with 

investment advisors. According to the plaintiffs, the rule, established in 2011, forces firms to 

choose between “exercising a First Amendment right and retaining the ability to engage in 

professional activities,” and advantages certain candidates over others in fundraising 

capability.
388

 

 

August 11, 2014:  The Manhattan Institute’s Center for Legal Policy’s Proxy Monitor finds that 

70 percent of all individually-sponsored shareholder proposals introduced in 2014 came from 

just three people and their family members. Many of these proposals attempt to require business 
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entities to receive approval from a majority of a corporation’s shareholders before the firm may 

contribute to candidates or trade associations, and have failed to achieve majority support among 

shareholders (see September 25, 2013 and June 19, 2014 entries). With respect to this finding, 

the report suggests that SEC rules on shareholder resolutions could be better balanced to protect 

the majority of investors, noting, “[i]n protecting the average investor, the SEC should weigh the 

value afforded to investors who wish to “agitate” by submitting shareholder proposals against the 

prospect that such agitation imposes costs on other shareholders who are essentially unable to 

fight back.
389

 

 

August 14, 2014:  U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan presses the IRS for additional 

information on the circumstances surrounding former IRS Exempt Organizations Division 

Director Lois Lerner’s missing e-mails (see June 13, 2014 entry), unsatisfied by the information 

contained in the IRS’s original sworn declaration accompanying his July 10, 2014 order (see 

second July 10, 2014 entry). According to reports, Sullivan “is seeking answers on four different 

fronts, including what efforts the IRS made to recover Lerner’s lost emails from alternate sources 

like an iPhone or Blackberry.”
390

 

 

August 14, 2014:  Campaign Legal Center Executive Director J. Gerald Hebert and Democracy 

21 President Fred Wertheimer write to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen urging the Agency to 

move forward with the stalled rulemaking regulating the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) 

organizations (see April 14, 2014 entry). According to the authors, this rulemaking “presents the 

IRS with the opportunity to fix its current regulations…that are being used by organizations to 

channel hundreds of millions of dollars in secret contributions into federal elections.”
391

 

 

August 22, 2014:  In a sworn affidavit submitted to U.S. District Court Judge Emmet G. 

Sullivan, the IRS reveals that no technical analysts attempted to search former Exempt 

Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner’s Blackberry device in an attempt to retrieve 

Lerner’s missing e-mails (see June 13, 2014 entry). Lerner’s government-issued Blackberry, 

which would likely have had some of her e-mails stored in the device’s memory, was destroyed 

by the IRS in June 2012 – after the congressional investigation into the IRS scandal was already 

underway.
392

 The IRS’s affidavit is part of a lawsuit brought by Judicial Watch (see second July 

10, 2014 entry), a watchdog organization that has sued the Agency in court in an effort to gain 

additional information about the IRS scandal. After statements to the contrary from the IRS, 

Judicial Watch also learns that Lerner’s missing e-mails are backed up by a separate federal 

government e-mail back-up system, intended to avert a catastrophe occurring in Washington, 

D.C. According to Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton, “[e]verything we’ve been hearing about 
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scratched hard drives, missing e-mails of Lois Lerner, other IRS officials, other officials in the 

Obama administration–it’s all been a pack of malarkey. There’s no such thing as Lois Lerner’s 

missing e-mails.”
393

 

 

September 4, 2014:  Judicial Watch obtains additional e-mails from the IRS via a Freedom of 

Information Act request (see first April 16, 2014, April 24, 2014, and first May 14, 2014 entries) 

that reveal the existence of a “secret research project” relating to donor lists the Agency illegally 

demanded from many conservative groups when reviewing their applications for tax-exempt 

status. It is unclear from the newly public e-mails what exactly this “secret research project” 

entailed. According to Tom Fitton, President of Judicial Watch, it is “up to the IRS” to clarify the 

nature of this project.
394

 

 

September 5, 2014:  The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations releases split 

reports regarding the Subcommittee’s investigation into the IRS’s targeting of conservative 

groups applying for tax-exempt status. The report from the majority, headed by Subcommittee 

Chairman Carl Levin, finds that “the IRS used inappropriate selection criteria, burdensome 

questions, and lengthy delays in processing applications for…tax-exempt status from both 

conservative and liberal groups,” and that the Treasury Inspector General for Tax 

Administration’s report (see May 14, 2013 entry) failed to indicate a lack of political bias on the 

part of the IRS. The report by the Subcommittee’s minority, led by Senator John McCain,   

counters these findings:  “The inclusion of a scant few liberal groups by the IRS does not bear 

comparison to the targeting of conservative groups.”
395

 

 

September 5, 2014:  The IRS announces the loss of more e-mails due to computer crashes from 

five additional employees (see June 13, 2014 entry) involved in congressional investigations into 

the inappropriate targeting of conservative groups by the Agency. This news brings the total 

number of employee hard drives from which pertinent e-mails may be unrecoverable to more 

than 20.
396

 

 

September 10, 2014:  Conservative media organization Breitbart News Network announces its 

2012 financial information is being audited by the IRS. According to Breitbart News Network 

Executive Chairman Stephen K. Bannon, “[t]he Obama administration’s timing on this is 

exquisite, but try as they might through various methods to silence us, we will only get more 

emboldened.” Fearing that the IRS audit of Breitbart News Network is a partisan attack in the 

mold of the IRS harassment scandal, due to the network’s extensive coverage of the scandal and 

resultant criticism of the Agency, Senator Ted Cruz writes to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen 
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to inquire about the Agency’s motivations:  “[f]or the IRS to behave like a partisan political 

organization, targeting media organizations whose views differ from the President’s, would 

represent a gross abuse of power…. I very much hope that is not the case.”
397

 

 

September 11, 2014:  The constitutional amendment proposal sponsored by Senator Tom Udall 

(see first June 18, 2013, first April 30, 2014, second May 14, 2014, May 15, 2014, June 3, 2014, 

second June 18, 2014, and first July 10, 2014 entries), which would overturn First Amendment 

protections for political speech, is voted down on the Senate floor after days of contentious 

debate by a vote of 54-42, falling far short of the two-thirds support necessary for passage.
398

 

 

September 11, 2014:  In remarks at a conference, FEC Chairman Lee Goodman and Vice 

Chairman Ann Ravel jointly announce that the Agency will be undertaking a rulemaking in order 

to bring its regulations in compliance with the Supreme Court’s decisions in Citizens United (see 

first January 21, 2010 entry) and McCutcheon (see first April 2, 2014 entry). According to Ravel, 

“[w]e’ve crafted an agreement that will allow the commission and the public to finally move 

forward, four years after Citizens United.” The expected rulemaking proposal is not expected to 

contain additional donor disclosure requirements for social welfare organizations.
399

 

 

September 22, 2014:  In an exclusive interview with Politico, former IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner defends her involvement in the IRS targeting scandal and explains 

her decision to invoke the Fifth Amendment when questioned by the House Oversight and 

Government Reform Committee (see May 22, 2013 entry). In her first press interview since the 

scandal broke, Lerner defiantly claims “I didn’t do anything wrong” and offers that “[r]egardless 

of whatever else happens, I know I did the best I could under the circumstances and am not sorry 

for anything I did.”
400

 In response, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee 

Chairman Darrell Issa reaffirms his belief that Lerner should testify before Congress if she truly 

did nothing wrong:  “If Lerner had nothing to hide and did nothing wrong in the IRS targeting 

scandal, she would have chosen to answer basic questions about her conduct instead of 

obstructing Congress’ investigation. Her decision to make unsubstantiated claims to a media 

outlet while claiming Fifth Amendment protections from answering Congress’ questions is 

telling.”
401

 

 

October 2, 2014:  In its review of the 2014 proxy season, the Manhattan Institute’s Center for 

Legal Policy’s Proxy Monitor finds that shareholder proposals limiting the speech rights of 

business entities continue to be overwhelmingly rejected (see September 25, 2013, June 19, 

2014, and August 11, 2014 entries). According to the report, “[t]wenty-two percent of all 2014 
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shareholder proposals involved [restrictions on corporate political spending or lobbying], but 80 

percent of shareholders, on average, voted against them, in line with earlier years. Among 329 

such proposals introduced at Fortune 250 companies from 2006 through 2014, not a single one 

has received the support of a majority of voting shareholders over board opposition.”
402

 

 

October 9, 2014:  Over 4 ½ years after the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United (see 

first January 21, 2010 entry), the FEC approves a rulemaking by a 4-2 vote codifying the Court’s 

decision into law and updating the Commission’s regulations accordingly  (see second 

September 11, 2014 entry). FEC Vice Chair Ann Ravel, a Democratic appointee, breaks rank 

with the other two Democratic appointees in voting for the rulemaking. In addition, by a 

unanimous 6-0 vote, the Commission passes a rulemaking implementing the High Court’s 

decision in McCutcheon v. FEC (see first April 2, 2014 entry) and erasing now unconstitutional 

FEC regulations. In an interview with Politico, Chairman Lee Goodman expresses the 

importance of the Commission’s actions:  “This has been an impasse nearly five years in the 

making. It’s profoundly significant that the commission was able to discharge our fundamental 

constitutional responsibility today to make our regulations constitutional. That might sound like 

a perfunctory action — but it was actually quite profound in the history of this commission 

because of how long this impasse has festered.”
403

 

 

October 17, 2014:  The FEC announces an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) 

to update the Commission’s regulations in accordance with the Supreme Court’s decision in 

McCutcheon v. FEC (see first April 2, 2014 entry). All public comments on the ANPRM are due 

to the Commission by January 15, 2015 in advance of a public hearing on the proposed 

rulemaking on February 11, 2015.
404

 

 

October 23, 2014:  A federal judge dismisses two lawsuits brought by more than forty 

conservative groups alleging violations of their First and Fifth Amendment rights as part of the 

IRS targeting scandal. U.S. District Court Judge Reggie Walton determines that because the IRS 

had since approved those groups’ applications for tax-exempt status, the cases were essentially 

moot. Politico reports, “[t]he ruling, which the groups could appeal, has serious implications for 

tea party groups suing the IRS, suggesting they may never receive compensation for the long 

waits they endured for a ruling on their status.”
405

 

 

October 24, 2014:  Democratic FEC Vice Chair Ann Ravel voices her intent to hold meetings in 

2015 on the subject of regulating political speech on the Internet. The announcement follows a 

deadlocked FEC vote on whether an Ohio campaign featuring two videos critical of President 

Obama and uploaded for free on YouTube violated FEC rules, even though the videos were not 

paid advertising. Ravel writes in her statement: “A reexamination of the commission’s approach 
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to the internet and other emerging technologies is long over due.”
 406

 In response, Republican 

FEC Chairman Lee Goodman and the two other Republican Commissioners release a statement 

criticizing Ravel and arguing that the FEC has taken the appropriate approach to political speech 

on the Internet:  “The Commission has been praised for its careful approach to regulating online 

political activity. Over the last decade, the Internet has had a profound democratizing effect on 

the political process and has led to increased participation in that process.”
407

 

 

October 30, 2014:  FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler announces a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

that would require cable, satellite, and radio companies to make disclosure information about 

political advertisements available online. This information is already publicly available, but can 

only be accessed in person, at particular stations. For its part, broadcast television stations have 

been required to post such information on the FCC website since 2012 (see April 27, 2012 

entry).
408

 

 

November 5, 2014:  Representative Chris Van Hollen releases a public statement criticizing the 

Citizens United decision (see first January 21, 2010 entry) and urging greater regulation of 

political speech a day after the 2014 midterm elections, in which Republicans retained control of 

the House of Representatives and gained control of the Senate. According to Van Hollen:  “The 

surge of outside secret money spent in this midterm election is simply repugnant. This epidemic 

began with the Supreme Court’s ruling in Citizens United and has only gotten worse. Congress 

must restore the integrity of our democratic process – the American people deserve a political 

system that is fair, transparent, and accountable. The DISCLOSE Act would help do that by 

ensuring that people know who is bankrolling the ads designed to influence their votes.”
409

 Van 

Hollen has previously sponsored several iterations of the DISCLOSE Act (see April 29, 2010, 

February 29, 2012, and January 3, 2013 entries), none of which have ever passed both the House 

and Senate. 

 

November 21, 2014:  On the Friday before the Thanksgiving holiday, the Treasury Inspector 

General for Tax Administration informs Congress that investigators have recovered nearly 

30,000 e-mails from former Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner’s hard drive, 

previously characterized by IRS officials as unrecoverable (see June 13, 2014 entry). 

Congressional aides expect a several week delay before the content of the e-mails can be 

examined.
410
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December 11, 2014:  For the second consecutive year (see November 30, 2013 entry), the 

Securities and Exchange Commission releases its 2015 agenda without a proposed rulemaking 

requiring public companies to disclose their political spending.
411

 

 

December 18, 2014:  In response to a rulemaking petition from the Campaign Legal Center, 

Common Cause, and the Sunlight Foundation (see first August 7, 2014 entry), the Federal 

Communications Commission announces a proposed rulemaking to expand the number of radio 

and television stations required to disclose detailed information in a public database about the 

political advertising they broadcast. The existing database contains information about “the 

spending, target audiences and principals of committees trying to influence public opinion,” 

according to the Sunlight Foundation. The rulemaking could expand the existing database by 

tens of thousands of cable television, satellite television, broadcast radio, and satellite radio 

stations.
412

 

 

December 22, 2014:  Newly released e-mails from the Internal Revenue Service confirm that the 

Agency considered imposing gift taxes on donations to 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations 

(see May 12, 2011, June 3, 2011, and July 7, 2011 entries). Though it was reported in 2013 that 

large donors to the conservative 501(c)(4) group Freedom’s Watch had faced audits that 

attempted to impose gift taxes (see May 31, 2013 entry), then-IRS commissioner Doug Shulman 

assured the public that the audits were “not part of any broader effort to look at donations” to 

(c)(4) organizations. However, internal IRS e-mails show that the Agency continued to consider 

imposing gift taxes on donations to 501(c)(4) groups. The Wall Street Journal reports that, “an 

attorney in the IRS chief counsel’s office wrote to his superiors that the ‘plan is to elevate the 

issue of asserting gift tax on donors to 501(c)(4) organizations,’ and seek a decision from the 

commissioner and the IRS chief counsel. In a mid-2011 memo disclosed by GOP lawmakers, a 

lawyer in the chief counsel’s office concluded that because there is no specific exemption, ‘a 

contribution to [a 501(c)(4)] organization is subject to gift tax.’”
413

 

 

December 23, 2014:  The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee releases a staff 

report, “The Internal Revenue Service’s Targeting of Conservative Tax-Exempt Applicants: 

Report of Findings for the 113th Congress.” The extensive report, which totals over 200 pages, 

describes in detail the political context and Agency mismanagement that contributed to the 

targeting and mistreatment of conservative organizations applying for 501(c)(4) status. The 

report’s findings include further evidence that conservative groups were treated differently from 

other organizations, and that the IRS sought outside advice on finding ways to deny tax-exempt 

status to conservative organizations, which were described as “icky.” The report concludes, in 

part, “[c]onservative organizations were not just singled out because of their political beliefs—

they were targeted by IRS officials and employees who expressed a general loathing toward 
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them even while begrudgingly admitting that those organizations were in compliance with the 

only thing the IRS should care about: the federal tax code.”
414

 
 

January 5, 2015:  IRS Spokeswoman Julianne Breitbeil announces that a revised IRS 

rulemaking regulating the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations (see 

November 26, 2013 entry) would not be revised and re-issued for public comment in early 2015, 

as originally reported (see first June 18, 2014 entry). Absent action from the newly Republican-

controlled Congress to block such a rulemaking from the Agency, experts predict that the 

rulemaking wouldn’t take effect until after the 2016 elections.
415

 

 

January 20, 2015:  President Barack Obama criticizes “cynicism” in politics during the annual 

State of the Union Address, including a reference to so-called “dark money.” In his address, 

President Obama quips, “a better politics is one where we spend less time drowning in dark 

money for ads that pull us into the gutter…”
416

 

 

January 21, 2015:  On the fifth anniversary of the decision in Citizens United v. Federal 

Election Commission (see first January 21, 2010 entry), which struck down a federal law on First 

Amendment grounds banning corporations and labor unions from spending money independently 

of campaigns to urge voters to support or oppose the candidates of their choice, President Obama 

issues a statement denouncing the ruling and mischaracterizing its effect:  “Our democracy 

works best when everyone’s voice is heard, and no one’s voice is drowned out.  But five years 

ago, a Supreme Court ruling allowed big companies – including foreign corporations – to spend 

unlimited amounts of money to influence our elections. The Citizens United decision was wrong, 

and it has caused real harm to our democracy….”
417

 A prominent opponent of the decision, 

Richard Hasen, opines that the President’s comments about the decision allowing foreign 

corporations to spend without limit in our elections is demonstrably false:  “In fact, five years 

ago, in Citizens United the Court expressly refused to rule on whether a ban on foreign money in 

elections (individual, corporate, or otherwise) could be banned in elections. It left the foreign 

spending ban in place. So Citizens United did not allow ‘foreign corporations’ to ‘spend 

unlimited amounts of money to influence our elections.’”
418

 

 

January 21, 2015:  On the fifth anniversary of the Citizens United decision (see first January 21, 

2010 entry), several Democratic members of Congress, backed by a coalition of pro-speech 

regulation activists, introduce a variety of legislation aimed at overturning the decision and 

further regulating political speech. Much of the legislation announced by the Democratic 

members of Congress, including the DISCLOSE Act (see July 27, 2010, September 23, 2010, 
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February 9, 2012, March 21, 2012, second June 16, 2012, and first June 24, 2014 entries) and the 

Udall amendment to amend the First Amendment (see November 1, 2011, first June 18, 2013, 

and first September 11, 2014 entries), has been introduced in past Congresses, but ultimately 

failed to secure passage or serious consideration.
419

 

 

January 28, 2015:  Congressman Paul Ryan (R-WI) and Senator Jeff Flake announce plans to 

introduce legislation (H.R. 599 and S. 283, respectively) to prevent the IRS from issuing new 

restrictions governing the speech of nonprofit organizations until at least December 31, 2017. In 

2014, an iteration of H.R. 599 passed the House, but was never acted upon in the Senate (see 

fourth February 26, 2014 entry). At the time, President Obama threatened to veto the bill if it 

passed (see third February 25, 2014 entry). The legislation is motivated by concerns over 

inappropriate treatment of conservative groups by the IRS. House cosponsor Representative 

Peter Roskam explains, “Americans should never feel silenced or threatened by their own 

government. And yet the [proposed] IRS regulations targeting tax-exempt organizations would 

clamp down on political engagement, impeding even non-partisan efforts like voter registration 

drives and candidate forums.”
420

 

 

January 28, 2015:  During a Senate Judiciary Committee confirmation hearing for Attorney 

General-nominee Loretta Lynch, Senator Ted Cruz asks Lynch how she will handle the 

Department of Justice’s ongoing investigation into the IRS targeting scandal (see January 8, 

2014 entry). Cruz specifically asks if Lynch will appoint a special prosecutor to investigate (see 

second March 20, 2014 entry):  “Would you commit to this committee to appoint a special 

prosecutor to investigate the IRS abuse of power, who at the very least is not a major Obama 

donor?” Lynch declines to discuss the issue in detail, answering, “[m]y understanding is that the 

matter has been considered and the matter has been resolved.”
421

 

 

February 3, 2015:  In response to questions from reporters regarding the IRS’s stalled 

rulemaking governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) organizations (see first May 22, 

2014 entry) following his appearance at a Senate Finance Committee hearing on the IRS’s fiscal 

year 2016 budget request, IRS Commissioner John Koskinen answers that “[i]t’s not clear when 

we’re going to be able to get to it. My only focus on 2016 is to make sure that whatever we do, it 

doesn’t look like we’re trying to influence the 2016 election.”
422

 In Koskinen’s written testimony 

to the Committee, he reveals that “[d]espite more than a decade of upgrades to the agency’s core 

business systems, [the IRS] still ha[s] very old technology running alongside our more modern 

systems.” Koskinen’s testimony continues, “[i]n regard to software, we still have applications 

that were running when John F. Kennedy was President.”
423
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February 9, 2015:  In an exclusive interview with Vox, President Obama reiterates his support 

(see August 29, 2012 entry) for a constitutional amendment to overturn the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Citizens United v. FEC (see first January 21, 2010 entry), as a means of combating 

polarization. Obama notes that he “would love to see some constitutional process that would 

allow us to actually regulate campaign spending the way we used to, and maybe even improve 

it.” Obama’s comment comes on the heels of a failed vote in the Senate five months prior on a 

constitutional amendment that would effectively amend the First Amendment, supported 

exclusively by Senate Democrats (see first September 11, 2014 entry). In regards to polarization, 

Obama also quips:  “You know there’ve been periods in the past where we’ve been pretty 

polarized. I think, there just wasn’t polling around. As I recall there was a whole civil war. That 

was a good example of polarization that took place.”
424

 

 

February 10, 2015:  The Hill reveals that its FOIA request “for 2013 emails and other 

correspondence between the IRS and the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 

(TIGTA)” has been rebuffed. In particular, The Hill’s FOIA request sought e-mail 

correspondence between former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner and 

officials in the Department of the Treasury. According to The Hill, “TIGTA opted not to release 

any of the 512 documents covered by the request, citing various exemptions in the law. The Hill 

recently appealed the FOIA decision, but TIGTA denied the appeal.”
425

 

 

February 11, 2015:  In response to its Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (see October 

17, 2014 entry) implementing the McCutcheon v. FEC decision (see first April 2, 2014 entry), 

the Federal Election Commission holds a public hearing to solicit comments from members of 

the public and election law practitioners on proposals before the Commission to further regulate 

political speech. Democratic appointees to the FEC “had forced the idea of the open hearing as a 

way for the masses to show their disgust with how the wealthy are buying our elections. 

Republican commissioners had resisted the session.” According to reports, “[t]he first several 

witnesses to line up were indeed opposed to the 1 percent purchasing elections,” followed by 

“several witnesses worried that the FEC would try to regulate Facebook, YouTube and the 

like.”
426

 

 

February 26, 2015:  A report in Politico Magazine reveals that nearly two years after the IRS 

targeting scandal was made public, at least a half-dozen conservative organizations applying for 

tax-exempt status are still waiting to have their applications approved or denied by the Agency. 

The article examines the devastating impacts delays have on affected groups, noting that “[t]he 

years-long delay has gutted these groups’ membership, choked their ability to raise funds, forced 
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them to reserve pots of money for possible back taxes and driven them into debt to pay legal 

bills.” A retired IRS official quoted in the story characterizes these lengthy delays as “death by 

bureaucratic delay” and explains, “[w]hile I appreciate that some determinations involving 

exemption for organizations engaged in political activity can involve difficult decisions, a five-

year wait is inexcusable… Justice delayed is justice denied.”
427

 

 

February 26, 2015:  Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration J. Russell George 

testifies before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee that TIGTA has found 

32,774 unique e-mails from former Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner 

previously thought to be lost. IRS Commissioner John Koskinen had previously testified in July 

2014 that the e-mails were unrecoverable because the back-up tapes on which they were stored 

had been recycled (see first July 23, 2014 entry). However, TIGTA Deputy Inspector General for 

Investigations Timothy Camus explains to the Committee that the tapes were easily found “right 

where you would expect them to be,”
428

 and were procured after TIGTA simply called and 

visited an IRS data back-up facility in West Virginia. Camus informs the Committee that the 

Agency is analyzing the newly recovered Lerner e-mails and that a criminal investigation is 

ongoing.
429

 

 

February 27, 2015:  The Justice Department appears to be stepping up efforts to police ties 

between candidates and independent groups, following the conviction of a Republican political 

operative who illegally directed a Super PAC to purchase ads in support of a candidate whose 

campaign he managed. Such clear cases are a rarity, and The Washington Post notes that “[t]he 

few known cases in which federal prosecutors have investigated illegal coordination were driven 

by tips they received while pursuing other alleged crimes.” Nonetheless, Assistant Attorney 

General Leslie Caldwell confirms the Justice Department “will aggressively pursue coordination 

offenses at every appropriate opportunity,” in a statement announcing the conviction.
430

 

 

March 2, 2015:  A coalition of over fifty organizations, many dedicated to advocating for 

greater restrictions on political speech, write a letter urging President Obama to issue an 

Executive Order requiring “full disclosure of political spending by business entities receiving 

federal government contracts.” Groups signing on to the letter include Citizens for Responsibility 

and Ethics in Washington, Common Cause, Democracy 21, Public Citizen, Sunlight Foundation, 

and others. The letter warns, “[t]he flip side of transparency is secrecy and the specter of 

hundreds of millions of dollars in secret campaign cash coming from companies that derive 

much of their wealth from government contracts. In order to keep in check actual or perceived 
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corruption in government contracting, it is imperative that there be full disclosure of campaign 

contributions and expenditures by federal government contractors.”
431

 

 

March 4, 2015:  On the heels of a DOJ conviction in an illegal coordination case (see February 

27, 2015 entry), two groups favoring greater regulation of political speech, the Campaign Legal 

Center and Democracy 21, send a joint letter to the Department of Justice urging the Department 

to aggressively investigate the relationships between candidates and independent groups for 

potential cases of illegal coordination. According to the letter, “Democracy 21 and the Campaign 

Legal Center plan to monitor campaign finance activities in the 2016 election and, where 

appropriate, to bring to the attention of the Justice Department cases we believe warrant 

investigation and potential prosecution by the Department.” The letter continues, “[w]e strongly 

urge the Justice Department to continue to make clear that it will actively and vigilantly enforce 

the campaign finance laws against illegal coordination and other serious violations of the 

campaign finance laws that occur in the 2016 election cycle.”
432

 

 

March 18, 2015:  The Hill reports that Ronald Machen, the outgoing U.S. attorney for the 

District of Columbia, has not yet acted on a contempt of Congress charge filed in 2014 against 

former IRS Exempt Organizations Division Director Lois Lerner. The House of Representatives 

filed the charge in response to Lerner’s refusal to testify about her role in the IRS targeting 

scandal before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (see April 25, 2014 

entry and first May 7, 2014 entry). Machen formally announced that he will step down on April 

1, 2015. In response, Representative Jim Jordan releases a statement saying, “[h]opefully his 

replacement will do what’s right and allow a grand jury to do its work. The American people 

deserve to know the truth about the IRS targeting scandal, and Lois Lerner’s testimony is key to 

uncovering that truth.”
433

 

 

March 18, 2015:  In an interview with Politico, IRS Commissioner John Koskinen reveals that 

the Agency may include political parties, political action committees, and 527 organizations in 

its forthcoming rulemaking redefining what is acceptable political activity for Section 501(c) 

organizations. “If it’s going to be a fair system, it needs to apply across the board,” says 

Koskinen. “[I]t shouldn’t just be [501]c4s. We need to make sure that as Congress has legislated 

in all of these areas, there’s a consistent and appropriate framework for [501]c3, [501]c4, 

[501]c5, [501]c6, 527s.” Political parties and political action committees already disclose their 

spending and the identity of their donors to the FEC, and 527s report the same information to the 

IRS.
434
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March 18, 2015:  A coalition of eleven organizations dedicated to fighting for greater regulation 

of political speech, including the Brennan Center for Justice, Common Cause, Democracy 21, 

and Public Citizen, write a letter to members of the House of Representatives urging them to 

support the DISCLOSE Act of 2015 (see second January 21, 2015 entry). The letter asserts that 

constitutional concerns with the DISCLOSE Act are overstated and references past Supreme 

Court rulings upholding other disclosure provisions. The letter debates that, “[c]ampaign finance 

disclosure laws have been consistently upheld as constitutional by the Supreme Court for 

decades – starting with the Court’s landmark decision in 1976 in Buckley v. Valeo and as 

recently as 2010 in the Court’s Citizens United decision.”
435

 

 

March 18, 2015:  In a speech in Cleveland, President Obama offers remarks ostensibly in praise 

of mandatory voting laws, saying, “[o]ther countries have mandatory voting… It would be 

transformative if everybody voted, that would counteract money more than anything.” The 

President adds, “[i]f everybody voted, then it would completely change the political map in this 

country.” Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) takes issue with the President’s remarks on an episode of 

Fox News’ “Hannity,” saying, “[h]ere’s the point he refuses to point out or that he misses:  Not 

voting is also a legitimate choice that some people make. I wish more people would participate 

in politics, too, but that is their choice. That is the choice of living in a free society.”
436

 

 

March 25, 2015:  The House Ways and Means Committee unanimously passes H.R. 1104, “the 

Fair Treatment for All Gifts Act.” In accordance with current IRS policy, the legislation 

explicitly prohibits the Service from levying gift taxes on donations to 501(c)(4) social welfare 

organizations, 501(c)(5) labor unions, and 501(c)(6) trade associations. Although gift taxes have 

traditionally not been collected on such donations, the IRS previously investigated the possibility 

of collecting gift taxes on contributions to 501(c)(4) groups in 2011 (see May 12, 2011 and July 

7, 2011 entries).
437

 

 

March 27, 2015:  The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration releases a report, 

“Status of Actions Taken to Improve the Processing of Tax-Exempt Applications Involving 

Political Campaign Intervention,” which follows up on its 2013 report detailing the IRS’s 

inappropriate treatment of conservative and Tea Party groups applying for tax-exempt status (see 

May 14, 2013 entry). The report finds that “[t]he IRS has taken significant actions to eliminate 

the selection of potential political cases based on names and policy positions,” but notes that “the 

IRS does not have a clearly defined test for determining whether an organization’s request for 

exemption as a social welfare organization should be approved.” However, “[b]ecause the 

Department of the Treasury is in the process of drafting guidance, we are not making additional 

recommendations at this time.”
438
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March 31, 2015:  In a seven-page letter to Speaker of the House John Boehner, outgoing U.S. 

attorney for the District of Columbia, Ronald Machen, informs the Speaker that the Department 

of Justice will not be pursuing contempt charges against former IRS Exempt Organizations 

Division Director Lois Lerner (see first March 18, 2015 entry). According to Machen’s letter, 

lawyers in the Justice Department determined that Lerner “did not waive her Fifth Amendment 

right by making an opening statement on May 22, 2013, because she only made a general claims 

(sic) of innocence.”
439

 

 

April 2, 2015:  On the one-year anniversary of the Supreme Court’s decision in McCutcheon v. 

FEC (see first April 2, 2014 entry), which invalidated the federal aggregate limit on overall 

political giving by individuals as unconstitutional under the First Amendment, five Democratic 

Senators send a letter to President Obama, urging the President to sign an executive order 

requiring government contractors to disclose their political spending, including the trade groups 

they associate with (see March 2, 2015 entry). The five Senators signing the letter include Al 

Franken, Bernie Sanders, Tom Udall, Elizabeth Warren, and Sheldon Whitehouse. According to 

the letter, the executive order is needed because “congressional gridlock has made advancing 

some of the nation’s most important priorities impossible.”
440

 

 

April 3, 2015:  Three prominent advocates of greater regulation of political speech – Campaign 

Legal Center, Democracy 21, and Public Citizen – send a letter to IRS Commissioner John 

Koskinen disputing his recent statements regarding how much political activity by 501(c)(4) 

social welfare organizations is legally permissible. Whereas Commissioner Koskinen voiced the 

traditional understanding of the law, saying “[i]f you spend at this point less than 49 percent of 

your money on politics, you can be a (c)(4),” the pro-regulation groups contend that “[c]ontrary 

to your statements, however, this is not the framework Congress set up. Congress did not 

authorize section 501(c)(4) groups to spend 49 percent of their money, or even ‘significant’ 

amounts, on political activities.”
441

 

 

April 10, 2015:  A coalition of seven prominent groups who oppose the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Citizens United (see first January 21, 2010 entry) and advocate for greater 

government regulation of political speech issue a strongly-worded statement in opposition to 

efforts on the state-level to call a constitutional convention for the purpose of overturning the 

Citizens United decision. According to the letter, “the call of a convention would place all of the 

constitutional rights and protections of individuals up for grabs. This includes protections that 

exist for civil rights, civil liberties, freedom of religion, freedom of speech, voting rights, privacy 

and many others. The role of the courts in protecting the rights of individuals and minority 

interests would also be subject to change.” The letter concludes:  “a constitutional convention 
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would imperil the work of our Founding Fathers and the more than 200 years of constitutional 

history that followed. Our groups strongly urge states to oppose adopting a call for a 

constitutional convention.”
442

 

 

April 13, 2015:  On the heels of reports that the IRS is considering expanding its stalled 

rulemaking (see first May 22, 2014 entry) governing the permissible activities of 501(c)(4) 

organizations to a variety of other groups (see second March 18, 2015 entry), Senate Finance 

Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch sends a stern letter to IRS Commissioner John Koskinen, 

warning the Commissioner that any such action by the IRS will likely result in a Congressional 

investigation. “The IRS is just beginning to recover its reputation, and your agency is just 

beginning to regain trust from lawmakers. Do not throw all of that away in a quixotic and bizarre 

mission to regulate the political activity of Americans. If you do so, in light of your agency’s 

recent history, your actions will be viewed with the presumption of political bias and bad faith. If 

you issue this proposed rule, Congress will have no choice but to investigate the reasons behind 

this power grab, be it political motivation or orders from officials at the Treasury Department or 

the White House.”
443

 

 

April 13, 2015:  In response to a question at a White House Press Briefing, Press Secretary Josh 

Earnest indicates, “I’m not particularly optimistic about the likelihood that we’ll be able to make 

substantial progress” in further regulating the existing campaign finance system in the final two 

years of President Obama’s time in office. This news comes amidst an aggressive effort by many 

members of the speech regulatory lobby to pressure the President to sign an executive order 

requiring government contractors to disclose their political spending, including the trade groups 

they associate with (see March 2, 2015 and April 2, 2015 entries).
444

 

 

April 14, 2015:  Amidst a fundraising tour following the announcement of her presidential 

candidacy two days prior, presidential candidate Hillary Clinton (D) tells community college 

students at her first official campaign event that “[w]e need to fix our dysfunctional political 

system and get unaccountable money out of it once and for all – even if it takes a constitutional 

amendment.”
445

 

 

April 15, 2015:  The House of Representatives unanimously passes H.R. 1104, “the Fair 

Treatment for All Gifts Act” via voice vote. Speaking in support of the bill on the House floor, 

the measure’s sponsor, Congressman Peter Roskam, notes its broad base of support. “What is it 

that brings together the American Civil Liberties Union, Americans for Prosperity, the Human 
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Rights Campaign, and the Tea Party Patriots all under one tent? Mr. Speaker, it is the Fair 

Treatment for All Gifts Act, H.R. 1104.”
446

 Democratic Congressman John Lewis also speaks in 

support of the bill, saying, “[t]his bill brings clarity to what has historically been uncertain tax 

treatment for contributions to social welfare organizations, agricultural associations, labor 

unions, and trade associations. With this bill, Mr. Speaker, amounts contributed to such 

organizations will not be subject to the gift tax…. Mr. Speaker, I urge all of my colleagues on 

both sides of the aisle to vote ‘yes’ for H.R. 1104.”
447

 

 

April 28, 2015:  The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration reveals that it has 

“found roughly 6,400 emails either to or from [former IRS Exempt Organizations Division 

Director Lois] Lerner sent between 2004 and 2013 that it” believes the IRS did not turn over to 

Congressional investigators. A spokesman for Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch 

says that the Committee hopes the new e-mails will help them conclude their investigation into 

the scandal and release their findings to the public. “After TIGTA produces their report 

regarding the missing data later this year, the Committee hopes to follow suit and move forward 

with the release of its bipartisan report on this issue.”
448

 

 

April 30, 2015:  A group of seventeen congressional Democrats introduce a bill, the “Keeping 

our Campaigns Honest Act,” that would force Super PACs to report the names of their biggest 

donors on TV ads. Super PACs already publicly disclose the identities of their donors; however, 

they are not required to list the names of individual donors on the ads themselves. Democratic 

Senator Bill Nelson announces that he will soon introduce a companion bill in the Senate. “In an 

era where billions of dollars are being spent to market products and influence political races with 

TV advertising, it is high time that the FCC update its rules to ensure viewers know who actually 

is footing the bill for these advertisements,” Nelson proclaims.
449

 

 

May 10, 2015:  In an appearance on CBS’s Face the Nation, potential presidential candidate, 

Senator Bernie Sanders, says of the Citizens United decision (see first January 21, 2010 entry) 

that, “[i]f elected president, I will have a litmus test in terms of my nominee to be a Supreme 

Court justice and that nominee will say that they are going to overturn this disastrous Supreme 

Court decision.”
450

 

 

May 18, 2015:  On the campaign trail in Iowa, presidential candidate Hillary Clinton announces 

her litmus test for potential Supreme Court nominees:  “[t]he Supreme Court made a grave error 

with Citizens United. I will do everything I can to appoint Supreme Court justices who protect 

the right to vote and do not protect the right of billionaires to buy elections.” Prior to this 
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announcement, Clinton had declared opposition to Citizens United (see first January 21, 2010 

entry) as a pillar of her presidential campaign (see April 14, 2015 entry).
451

 

 

May 22, 2015:  The New York Times reports that the IRS may issue its revised rulemaking 

governing the permissible political activities of advocacy nonprofits and a wide variety of 

organizations as early as June 2015. The rulemaking is a response to the Agency’s shelved 2013 

proposal (see first May 22, 2014 entry) that “drew widespread criticism from liberal and 

conservative groups” (see second April 22, 2014 entry).
452

 

 

May 25, 2015:  In a conversation with reporters in Arizona, Senator John McCain opines “that 

the worst decision the Supreme Court made was Citizens United, which has unleashed this flood 

of billions of dollars of unaccounted-for money that will sooner or later, that will lead to enough 

corruption that we will have a reform.” McCain’s sentiments echo his earlier disdain for the 

Supreme Court’s decision (see second April 23, 2014 entry), which affirmed the right of 

corporations, associations, and labor unions to make independent expenditures in support of or 

opposition to candidates on First Amendment grounds (see first January 21, 2010 entry).
453

 

 

May 26, 2015:  Federal Communications Commission Chairman Tom Wheeler strongly 

indicates that his Agency will not amend existing rules regarding mandated disclaimers in 

political ads on television. Congressional Democrats had unsuccessfully attempted to pressure 

the Commission to amend its disclaimer rules to include the names of significant donors in 

political TV ads. This push for more expansive disclosure requirements comes after legislation, 

known as the KOCH Act (see April 30, 2015 entry), failed as an amendment to a bill in a House 

Energy and Commerce Committee subcommittee hearing. The bill would have legally forced the 

FCC to take up the issue. “Maybe you noticed,” quips FCC Chairman Wheeler, “we have a long 

list of difficult telecommunications related decisions that we are dealing with right now. And that 

will be our focus.”
454

 

 

May 26, 2015:  The IRS reveals that hackers gained access to the personal tax information of 

104,000 tax filers from February through mid-May of 2015. The illegally accessed information 

includes several years’ worth of tax information – including social security numbers, addresses, 

birth dates, and tax filing status. “We’re confident that these are not amateurs but organized 

crime syndicates that not only we, but others in the financial industry are dealing with,” says IRS 

commissioner John Koskinen. The Commissioner believes that the hacking is likely unrelated to 

an increase in suspicious filings, which led to a 3,700 percent increase in fraud.
455
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May 26, 2015:  Merriam-Webster opts to include a definition of so-called “dark money” in the 

unabridged version of their dictionary for 2015. Merriam-Webster defines “dark money” as 

“money contributed to nonprofit organizations (especially those classified as social welfare 

organizations and business leagues) that is used to fund political campaigns without disclosure of 

the donors’ identities.”
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The Center for Competitive Politics is a nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization focused 

on promoting and protecting the First Amendment political rights of speech, assembly, and 

petition. It was founded in 2005 by Bradley A. Smith, a former Chairman of the Federal Election 

Commission. In addition to scholarly and educational work, the Center is actively involved in 

targeted litigation against unconstitutional laws at both the state and federal levels. 
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